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In an interview published nearly two decades ago, Michel Foucault announced that much of what he had written—what was part of a body of criticism already known as poststructuralism—would best be understood as putting an end to a certain tradition of thought rather than providing a way for thought to begin anew. It was an arresting comment. True, Foucault had treated an established tradition of thought, what he referred to as the modern western discourse of Man. But his writings, as well as those of the other so-called poststructuralists, had opened to consideration a number of assumptions that up to then had gone without question. In doing so, the poststructuralists had forced invention. Surely a certain intellectual stamina would be required just to remain open to the various cultural criticisms, which, over the last three decades of the twentieth century, became engaged with poststructuralism and invited scholars into disciplines other than their own, even inviting them to explore the policed spaces of silence in and in between the disciplines.

But the excited and exciting debates that poststructuralism provoked, and which for some time have characterized academic and intellectual discourses, seem finally to have calmed. If cultural criticism has been drawn back from invention, Foucault’s comment still haunts, insistently raising the question: have the various cultural criticisms elaborated over the last three decades of the twentieth century made way for thought to begin anew; have they given thought a future? Propelled by this question, the chapters that follow look back over the past three decades in order to trace the future of thought, which, I want to argue, has drawn
poststructuralism to it from the start and which has been further elaborated in the cultural criticisms engaged with poststructuralism, such as feminist theory, postcolonial theory, queer theory, critical race theory, marxist cultural studies, cultural studies of science, and the criticism of ethnographic writing. It is this future that I am calling the age of teletechnology.

Although the cultural criticisms engaged with poststructuralism usually have been treated as elaborations of the linguistic turn, focusing on the literary or the literarization of philosophical thought, I want to treat them in relationship to the becoming of the teletechnological. I want to propose that the development of teletechnology in the late twentieth century not only has drawn cultural criticism to the reconfiguration of the social, the political, and the economic conditions of human agency. The development of teletechnology also has drawn cultural criticism to the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and technology, the human and the machine, the virtual and the real, the living and the inert, thereby giving thought over to the ontologization of agencies other than human agency. The chapters that follow, therefore, are less about the influence of teletechnology on societies of the late twentieth century than they are about the cultural criticisms of the late twentieth century and the way their engagement with poststructuralism has drawn them to teletechnology and the future of thought, albeit often without full awareness of it.

But to suggest, as I am, that cultural critics have been drawn by teletechnology to give thought over to a future that they themselves have not always fully grasped is to propose that thought is not given by individual thinkers so much as it is given to them as they are drawn to the future by it. One thinks of “thought” in this way, as Jacques Derrida once put it, when “one cannot say philosophy, theory, logic, structure, scene or anything else; when one can no longer use any word of this sort….” It is in this sense that thought is unconscious and not simply a rational process. It was, of course, against the normative idealization of thought as rational that poststructuralism aimed its critique. The noncoincidence of the subject with consciousness, realized with the deconstruction of the subject, not only gives thought over to an individual's unconscious, the mark in the individual of the noncoincidence of its subjectivity with a conscious self; it also puts thought outside subjectivity, even outside human intersubjectivity, giving thought over to
its own movement, intensities, and affects. A more general unconscious than that of the subject or of intersubjectivity is implied; it is the unconscious of thought. But this way of thinking about thought, what Rosi Braidotti characterizes as “postpersonal” in her treatment of Gilles Deleuze’s philosophical efforts to think of thought as unconscious or as a desiring machine, is a way of thinking that is itself already drawn to the future, to the age of teletechnology.

By teletechnology I mean to refer to the realization of technoscience, technoculture, and technonature—that is, to the full interface of computer technology and television, promising globalized networks of information and communication whereby layers of electronic images, texts, and sounds flow in real time, so that the speeds of the territorialization, deterritorialization, and reterritorialization of social spaces, as well as the adjustment to the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness, are beyond any user’s mere decision to turn “it” on or off. Teletechnology, therefore, refers to all matter of “knowledge objects,”—technoscientific productions, from computer devices to intelligent machines to genomes—such that teletechnology is both a register and an actualization of postpersonal thought.

In this sense teletechnology refers not only to an environment or a set of objects, but also to agencies other than human agency, so that the teletechnological joins, if not displaces, what sociologists of western modernity have referred to as the social structural. This displacement demands a rethinking of the determination of human agency that the idea of social structure has implied—that is, the derivation of human agency out of that certain structural configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres presumed in subject-centered, nation-centric discourses, such as the modern western discourse of Man.

In the age of teletechnology this configuration of social spaces is being “smoothed out” or “ungrounded,” to use Gilles Deleuze’s terms, or “unbundled,” to use Saskia Sassen’s term. Even as the transnational or the global become visible, proposing themselves as far-flung extensions of social structure, they are ungrounded by that upon which they depend: the speed of the exchange of information, capital, bodies, and abstract knowledge and the vulnerability of exposure to media event-ness. This transformation not only involves postmodern western or northern societies, where the arrangement of social spaces presumed in subject-
...centered, nation-centric discourses has been characteristic, at least until recently challenged by the teletechnological. It also involves societies in neocolonialism, where this arrangement of social spaces is not necessarily presumed, and, if imposed, not necessarily accepted, but where, nonetheless, the teletechnological speeds of territorialization, deterritorialization, and reterritorialization, as well as the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness, are having their effect in the “glocalization” of cultures and the production of technoculture and technonature.

But I do not mean to suggest that the teletechnological refers simply to the denationalization of the state or to the disappearance of any distinction between the public and private spheres, the family and the nation, and surely not to the deterritorialization of all social spaces, because what is to be expected instead is various reterritorializations in the reconfiguration of social spaces brought along with the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology, such that the transnational and the global become nodes in various networks, alongside the local, the singular, the immanent. I do mean to suggest, however, that no matter how social spaces are being reconfigured in the age of teletechnology, there is an increased possibility of the release of the subject’s agency from nonreflexive relationships to tradition, community, and large social structures. There is an increased probability of the reconfiguration of the modern “sociological imagination,” which has been thought to link the individual subject to a national collectivity through the translation of “personal troubles” into “social problems,” as C. Wright Mills famously put it.

Furthermore, the agency of the subject is not to be rethought only in terms of the possibility of an increased reflexivity or complexity in relationship to tradition, community, and social structure. It is to be rethought also in terms of an increased reflexivity and complexity in relationship to the social situation of knowledge objects. But here agency refers not only to the subject, but to an interobjectivity, the limits of which reach to the widening recognition of the agencies immanent to matter, what Pheng Cheah has referred to as “the dynamism of matter” or “mattering.” Here “matter-energy flows,” as Manuel DeLanda argues, displace the “structural” as the ungrounding ground of agency. Agencies rather inhere in the singular, subindividual, finite forces of mattering.
In referring to the agencies immanent to matter, as I will be doing, I do not mean to suggest a mere return of thought to the forces of nature as opposed to the conditions of culture. Although nature is not to be conceived merely as a cultural construction, nature also is not separable from culture or technology. That is to say, the agencies of the singular, subindividual, finite forces of mattering refer to an interpenetration of nature and technoculture all the way down; after all, the forces of mattering are realized as agencies through a technoscientific production. As DeLanda argues, what “has allowed us to ‘see’ matter as self-organizing is the advance in technology that materially supports the (non-linear) mathematics, and with it mathematical technology.” Similarly, Donna Haraway proposes that agencies such as those belonging to the fetus, the chip, the genome, or the database are realizable only as and through “material-semiotic objects”; that is, they are “forged by heterogeneous practices . . . of technoscience.” Although insisting on the political, economic, psychic, and cultural complexity of these practices, Haraway argues that material-semiotic objects in no meaningful way can be simply or only referred to human agency.

I want to suggest that it is the realization of the interpenetration of nature and technoculture, as well as the teletechnological transformation of the social spaces in terms of which human agency has been conceived in modern western discourse, that poststructuralism has both registered and referred to the domain of ontology. That is to say, against the usual treatment of poststructuralism as provoking an epistemological shift, I want to suggest that poststructuralism’s reach to the future of thought is in its ontological implications. Derrida’s treatment of différence, Foucault’s treatment of the force relations of power, and Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s treatment of machinic assemblages are, to use Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s phrasing, “thought . . . trying to touch the ontic.”

If, however, poststructuralism has ontological implications, it is not itself an ontology of presence. It rather problematizes an ontology of presence. It offers an ontological perspective, such that ontology is always haunted by what Derrida refers to as the “given.” “This extremely difficult perhaps impossible idea,” as Derrida describes “the gift,” forces ontology to “break off . . . with all originary authenticity.” To be a pure gift, neither obligation nor debt can be induced; the gift cannot be returned or produce exchange. This impossible idea of the gift, of the
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given, therefore, ruins any presumption of origin or authenticity in Be­ing. It is preontological, or what Derrida refers to as “hauntological.” It is in this sense that I want to suggest that the ontological implica­tions of poststructuralism cross through the ontology of presence, put origins and authenticity under erasure, making ontology impossible or only impossibly so. The shift in ontological perspective that poststruc­turalism implies makes ontologizing impossible but imperative, neces­sary for thinking Being anew, that is, for bringing Being back to the opening of ontology, to the preontological, and thereby inviting a re­thinking of technicity as well. Poststructuralism, I want to suggest, offers an ontological perspective in which nature and technology, the body and the machine, the real and the virtual, the living and the inert are given in different relationships, each inextricable from the other.

Mapping Unconscious Thought in the Age of Teletechnology

Of course, connections have already been drawn between the teletech­nological and poststructuralism. The focus on writing and textuality pro­duced in the deconstruction of the western modern discourse of Man has been recognized as an elaboration of a teletechnological aesthetic. The works of Derrida and Foucault, as well as Deleuze and Guattari, already have been treated in such terms. But the scholars I want to consider are the cultural critics who have been engaged with poststruc­turalism, such as Fredric Jameson, Stuart Hall, Stanley Aronowitz, Richard Dienst, Michael Hardt, Paul Virilio, Kaja Silverman, Judith But­ler, Elizabeth Grosz, James Clifford, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Pheng Cheah, Trinh T. Minh-ha, Donna Haraway, Dorothy Smith, and Bruno Latour. I want to take up their works, tracing their engagement with poststructuralism, and thereby explore the reach of cultural criticism in the late twentieth century to the teletechnological. I want to make more explicit the ontological perspective to which teletechnology has drawn cultural criticism. The chapters that follow, then, represent a pro­cess of pursuing the unconscious thought of teletechnology in the cul­tural criticisms of the past three decades of the twentieth century.

A certain way of reading and writing is required, something like what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as rhizomatic reading and writing, which brings conceptualizations from various writings together, assembling them on the same plane so that these concepts can be made to provoke a problematization. In What Is Philosophy? Deleuze and Guattari argue
that a concept is better understood as the construction of a question that urges one to adopt a new perspective. The concept in this sense has a “becoming” that refers to its relationship with other concepts on the same plane: “Here concepts link up with each other, support one another, coordinate their contours, articulate their respective problems.”

A concept is not connected to a problem in order to reformulate earlier concepts. Instead there is an assembling of concepts from across various problematizing series so that they can interfere with each other: as Deleuze and Guattari put it, “Each concept will branch off toward concepts that are differently composed but that constitute other regions of the same plane, answer to problems that can be connected to each other, and participate in a co-creation [of new thought].” Concepts, therefore, are not referential; they do not explain by way of propositions. Being neither particularizations nor generalizations, concepts, Deleuze and Guattari suggest, are instead made of singularities. Concepts are to be treated in terms of “coincidence, condensation, or accumulation” of singularities as well as a shedding of singularities onto a “plane of consistency.” On such a plane concepts resonate with each other rather than cohere or correspond. They “vibrate” and give a new sense to thought.

It cannot go without saying, therefore, that a plane of consistency makes no reference to a unifying transcendental principle. The plane of consistency is a nontranscendental plane. It is a “machinic assemblage”—neither organism nor mechanistic. It is a composing apparatus, a composition of desire. The machinic assemblage is an unconscious surface upon which singularities move by desire that is neither individual nor personal, although a subject’s desire can itself be part of a machinic assemblage. Whether it is really possible to conceptualize without presuming unities remains a question; nonetheless, the effort to do so, to do away with a pregiven transcendental principle of unity, is for Deleuze and Guattari, as well as for me, an effort to shift concepts from the regime of truth to that of desiring so that “categories like interesting, remarkable, or important ... determine success or failure.”

All of this, however, already resonates with teletechnology and is to be more closely explored in the chapters that follow, where I want to set off vibrations between the teletechnological and various cultural criticisms engaged with poststructuralism; that is, I do not want to argue that teletechnology is the condition of possibility of these cultural crit-
icisms or that they are historical symptoms of technological changes. It is not possible to make these claims, because it is not possible to say exactly what teletechnology will become or what its conceptualizations can still make happen. Furthermore, it is not possible to say much or as much as I have already said about the teletechnological without the cultural criticisms I consider in this book. My point is that these cultural criticisms are following thought to the teletechnological; they are giving cultural criticism the presumption of the teletechnological. They are giving us the unconscious thought of the age of teletechnology.

Many of the scholars whose writings I treat in this book already have had considerable attention, especially in the United States academy, but not only there. Many of these scholars have international star status, a teletechnological effect itself. Although this has meant that their writings have received as much dismissing commentary as careful criticism, the chapters that follow are not aimed at engaging the reception of various scholars. Still, in treating their writings again I do mean to suggest why they are interesting, remarkable, and important in ways, it seems to me, that even their authors do not or do not always realize. That is, putting various cultural criticisms on the same plane along with teletechnology allows me to draw out concepts with which to follow unconscious thought to a new ontological perspective.

The following chapters are especially focused on Marxist treatments of capitalism and psychoanalytic treatments of the unconscious, which, after all, poststructuralism meant to make problematic and which also have been central to the cultural criticisms that have engaged poststructuralism. These chapters, therefore, are still moving against the traditions that inform Marxism and psychoanalysis; they drain the condensations around Marxism and psychoanalysis in order to follow unconscious thought beyond them. In what follows, then, I try to evoke the unconscious thought of teletechnology and follow its reach to the ontic by drawing a map through cultural criticisms that engaged Marxism and psychoanalysis just as poststructuralism was deconstructing the authority of both by opening wide a disjuncture between the individual subject and nation-centric collectivities.

To give a first mapping, the chapters that follow take up early feminist film criticism, that of the 1970s and early 1980s, which elaborated Lacanian psychoanalysis not merely as a way to "read" film texts, but more as a way to flesh out the phallocentric logic of unconscious desire
deployed in the dominant oedipal narrative organizing the western modern discourse of Man. Meant to give a feminist turn to Marxist cultural studies that also had taken a cue from Louis Althusser's treatment of the subject's unconscious formation in ideological-textual forms of mediated cultures, feminist film theorists offered a discourse on the interpenetration of technology and the unconscious, pointing to what I refer to, following Derrida, as "the technical substrates of unconscious memory." The discourse of feminist film theory gestured toward the relationship of technology to the psyche, space and time, Being and technicity, which was, however, never fully elaborated and never to fit comfortably in the then-burgeoning field of Marxist cultural studies of television.

At issue was the difficulty of treating television with the narrative approach of feminist film theory, not to mention the limitation of early feminist film theory in focusing on sexual difference to the exclusion of differences of race, class, ethnicity, sexuality, and nation, or in focusing on film texts to the exclusion of institutional analysis of industries and audiences. The drift of Marxist cultural studies from Althusser to Antonio Gramsci and Ernesto Laclau under the influence of Stuart Hall also allowed a shift of emphasis from text to audience and the multiple and locally situated audience responses to television viewing. Justifying this shift, however, had the effect of narrowing the meaning of text. Certainly Derrida's treatment of textuality became widely misrepresented in this process.

In this context the complexity that Fredric Jameson found in rereading the generic form of the novel from romanticism to realism to the cinematics of Joseph Conrad's high modernism no longer seemed compelling; instead he and other Marxist critics moved from a treatment of the literary evidence of a political unconscious into a protracted debate over "postmodernism as the cultural logic of late capitalism," in Jameson's influential phrasing. No matter what was argued in this debate, culture seemed to flatten out into a barrage of meaningless texts. Jameson, along with other Marxist cultural critics, all but sealed the fate of the concept of textuality. They both linked textuality to the superficial and connected it to the development of technology, which, however, was reduced to the capitalist organization of production. Although suffocated under a barrage of meaningless texts, History was thereby given one last chance—to overcome postmodernity through the dialectic
logic of capital. But what now seems more important about the debate over postmodernism and textuality is that Marxist studies of television were once again revised, turned away from studying audiences to thinking about television as the machine central to the technology defining postmodernity.

Although I intend to recover Derrida’s treatment of textuality, connecting it with unconscious thought’s reach to the ontic, nonetheless, my mapping goes through Marxist cultural studies of television, because it opened a path to rethinking teletechnology by forcing a reconsideration of the dependency of Marxist cultural studies on a post–World War II welfare state capitalism, where a certain structural configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres was presumed and linked to a discourse on democracy as well as made to underwrite a post-Althusserian political economic analysis. That is to say, the treatment of television awakens Marxist cultural studies and cultural criticism generally to the “flexibilities” of a post–welfare state and a postmodern or late capitalism that is dependent on the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital.

Ironically, it is this awakening that forces a view of late postmodern capitalism as inextricable from teletechnology, that is, that neither can be separated from the other so that neither can be the context for the other, the condition of possibility for the other. Reducing teletechnology to the capitalist organization of production becomes politically unexciting. Thinking of one capitalism, thinking of capitalism as totality, or thinking of the history of capitalist organization of production as becoming-universal—all are increasingly unremarkable. Rather, the political and cultural antagonisms of localized capitalisms would be better treated as irreducible to the economic and as pointing instead to what Pheng Cheah has called “a global miredness” in order to describe the complexities of the condition of agency in a transnational frame of globalized cultures. Although undoubtedly the complexity of agency finally yields states of power including identified subjects, institutions, and groups, it also releases uncharted resources for politics.

Thrown forward, therefore, to rethink capitalism as something other than totality, its history other than becoming-universal, it seems necessary to grasp the historicity that teletechnology gives with its technical
substrate of unconscious memory. It also seems necessary to feel the pressure this historicity exerts on a new ontological perspective to reconfigure the opposition of Being and technicity, so that nature and technology, body and machine, the virtual and the real, and the living and the inert might be understood in terms of differential relationships rather than oppositional or even dialectical ones. But in order to imagine that the body and the machine, the virtual and the real, and nature and technology are inextricably implicated, always already interlaced, which a differential relationship is meant to suggest, it also is necessary to think of materiality and the unconscious differently.

In this sense, what has been thought to be the context constituting the unconscious, that is, the oedipal complex, is to be rethought, especially for the way it functions as the dominant narrative logic informing the construction of the subject’s identity and social reality. If early feminist film theory was left without full extension into a Marxist cultural studies of television, it did, however, produce a legacy in what has become known as queer theory; at least Judith Butler and Elizabeth Grosz have drawn heavily on the revisions of Lacanian psychoanalysis that feminist film theory elaborated. For this, Butler’s and Grosz’s writings are part of my mapping of the unconscious thought of teletechnology in its reach to the ontic. Their writings, when taken together, have brought feminist theory to the ontological implications that have been folded within it from the start, that is, when feminist theory first undertook to rethink sexual difference and the “nature” of the woman’s body. Butler and Grosz have provided treatments of bodies, images, and unconscious desire that aim to bring these and feminist theory beyond the oedipal complex, even beyond the human subject. Deconstructing the psychoanalytic configuration of the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real even beyond the efforts of feminist film theorists, Butler and Grosz have made it possible to think of bodies as intensities in a flow of electronic images, texts, and sounds, that is, as imagined materialities.

Against Butler’s critics, who have accused her work of voluntarism or “ludic feminism,” that is, of failing to deal with the material contingencies of political economy or the institutional arrangements of power, my mapping of her work is meant to take her focus on the imaginary construction of bodies as a gesture toward rethinking bodily matter in the age of teletechnology, to question what institutional or
materiality means in relationship to teletechnological flows of capital, information, labor, and abstract knowledge. What kind of bodily matters are these? I follow Butler’s theoretical focus, which, steadied on the limits of psychoanalytic discourse, has forced the treatment of the imaginary to move into a transnational frame where the oedipal narrative is not the only dominant narrative of desire and where it has also become much more important to think about the technical substrate that teletechnology gives unconscious memory. Although Spivak was first to set this agenda for feminist scholars and to show the relevancy of Derridean deconstruction for situating feminism and psychoanalysis in “an international frame,”22 Butler more specifically has drawn the deconstruction of the oedipal narrative to the construction of bodily matter, and therefore to a shift in ontological perspective.

In her effort to reconfigure the symbolic, the imaginary, and the real in such a way as to deprive the phallus of its transcendental status, Butler not only has let loose the oedipal logic of desire that holds together the structural configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the private and public spheres, upon which Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalyses depend. Her work also has signaled the need to rethink the real and the nature of bodies, sexualities, and subjectivities in terms of the speeds of teletechnological flows and the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness, which are linked to the globalism of world cultures. For all this, Butler’s work fits with the work of a number of postcolonial scholars, who have made it possible to read “the question of woman” into rethinking democratic politics in a transnational frame.

Although Butler’s writings must be drawn to the ontological implications of the teletechnological, Grosz’s writings have been more explicitly aimed at rethinking ontology. Although, like Butler, Grosz begins by treating the sexed human body in relationship to the limitations of psychoanalysis, she also treats bodies other than human bodies. Grosz, like Butler, means to take the unconscious beyond the oedipal narrative, and, like Butler, she has done so by queering sexual desire. But Grosz finally has turned from psychoanalysis toward Deleuze and Guattari’s treatment of desire, the “body without organs” and machinic assemblages.

In Grosz’s terms, bodies are “volatile.” They are about connections, intensities of vibrations over a surface and its folds, where the differ-
ence between concepts, images, institutions, and discourse are indistinguishable from the perspective of desiring production. Bodies are what desire produces. Grosz’s thought of volatile bodies, including but not privileging the human body, is an argument for a differential relationship of nature and technology, body and machine, the virtual and the real. Rather than being in an oppositional or dialectical relationship, nature and technology, body and machine, the virtual and the real are interimplicated; culture is nature deferred, as is technology. Unlike Butler, Grosz does not treat the body in terms of a radicalized social construction. Rather, for Grosz, bodies are given, in the Derridean sense, in specific modalities of materiality, and it is as such that they are engaged with cultural inscription devices such as racism, sexism, heterosexism, and ethnocentrism, with varying political effects.

In this sense Grosz’s treatment of bodies makes explicit the dynamism of matter that in Butler’s treatment of bodies remains implicit. For Grosz, all bodies are virtualities of this dynamism; they are images in process, lines of flight to the future. This dynamism, which Cheah has referred to as the subindividual, finite forces of mattering, is for Grosz the desiring of postpersonal thought. Her work on bodies turns into the thought of bodies as desiring production, bodies as machinic assemblages, bodies as the movement of forces. For example, her treatment of architecture suggests a shift from the structural to the mobile, to the speed of flows of singularities into and through bodies, where desire is the movement.

Grosz’s work, in my mapping of it, suggests a resolution of what began as the deconstruction of the oedipal narrative and the ungrounding of the structural configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres into a much more complicated but more flexible network for desiring production in the speeds and exposures of the teletechnological. Desire is delivered from the limitations of the historical and geopolitical specificities of the oedipal narrative, and the opposition of the real and the imaginary is displaced. Grosz’s writings, along with Butler’s, have made it seem that feminist theory was meant all along to deliver desire from its modern elaborations, to give the unconscious over to thought, to make thought and affect inseparable, to make all this palpable through the deconstruction of the psychoanalytic configuration in which the
unconscious has been held—that is, the real, the symbolic, and the imaginary.

With thought becoming indistinguishable from affect, the unconscious, and desire, cultural criticism not surprisingly not only has focused on rethinking bodies. It also has turned reflexively upon knowledge and science, calling into question their epistemological underpinnings in rationality and its discursive forms of legitimizing authority. My mapping, therefore, goes from feminist theory, Marxist cultural studies, queer theory, and postcolonial theory to the cultural studies of science, especially the new sociology of science and the criticism of ethnographic writing as a textual production of the scientific authority of anthropology. Sociologists, historians, philosophers, and scientists who have been engaged in science studies, along with the cultural critics who have questioned the location of those producing knowledge in terms of identity politics on one hand and antiessentialist treatments of identity on the other—all have become ways for following poststructuralism and the unconscious thought of teletechnology in its reach to the ontic.

Arguing that power is internal rather than external to science, the field of cultural studies of science has rethought knowledge as power/knowledge and science as technoscience. As such, it has overseen the displacement of labor by abstract knowledge as central to production in the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism. Deconstructing the ideology of scientificity and facing the commodification of abstract knowledge, cultural studies of science treats science as a doing, or as everyday practices elaborating an ability to do, where the ongoing results are directed to the making of “machines” or “centers of calculation,” to use Bruno Latour’s terms. The machine functions as a black box, whether it be a vaccine or a measuring apparatus, and as such it is something like what I refer to in this book as a technical substrate of unconscious memory; the machine is productive of society—that is, all that is to matter socially must pass through it. Cultural studies of science has brought thought to technoscience as a primary agency of power/knowledge, the awareness of which gives shape to what have been called postmodern or “knowledge societies.”

The field of cultural studies of science also has taken writing and textuality as the machine metaphors or the vehicles of its criticism; even ethnographic studies of science has become focused on inscription de-
vices — machines or centers of calculation. From graphs to cyborgs, how inscription devices come to be, how they are deployed, and with what effects, all have been made central to cultural studies of science, drawing it to the semiotic-material objects, or “knowledge objects” and their “interobjective sociality.” My mapping is meant to suggest that cultural studies of science has given human-machine attachments an ontological glow in the blue light of teletechnology.

Not surprisingly, the field of cultural studies of science also has become self-consciously aware of its own inscription devices, its own doing and practices of representation and methodology. In this sense, cultural studies of science has found itself engaged with what might be considered cultural studies of the social sciences, that is, the criticism of the production of anthropological authority in ethnographic writing. Although the criticism of ethnography began as a criticism of the authority of western anthropology in the context of colonization, it quickly provoked reflection on the transformation of world cultures in the context of the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism. The criticism of ethnographic writing turned cultural criticism to a reflection on the transformation of labor, identities, agencies, knowledges, sexualities, bodies, and practices of migration and immigration in diaspora. In the experimental writing of ethnography that followed the criticism of western anthropology, there was, therefore, an attempt to open up the ethnographic text to the multiple voices of those who have for so long been the object of anthropological study.

The criticism of ethnographic writing in anthropology also led to extended self-reflection on the production of authorized knowledge in the social sciences generally, and therefore to various experimental writings in which a self-conscious self-reflection on the part of the writer was performed in the text. Yet for some critics, among them Donna Haraway, a performed self-conscious self-reflection already is insufficient to the task of a cultural criticism of technoscience. Haraway has suggested instead that a critical practice other than self-reflection has become necessary, a practice that, as I would put it, can treat the speed of territorializations and adjust to the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness in the networks of teletechnology. Self-reflection as a practice of rethinking or as a thinking-over is, according to Haraway,
to be displaced by critical direct action on semiotic-material objects across all the sciences. There already are examples of a cultural politics of nature, where cultural criticism takes the form of direct action aimed at biotechnology or technonature.

Yet autoethnography has remained one of the most common responses to the criticism of ethnographic writing; its aim is to give a personal accounting of the location of the observer, which is typically disavowed in traditional social science writing, traditional ethnography especially. It does this by making the ethnographer the subject-object of observation, exploring experience from the inside of the ethnographer's life, emphasizing emotions or feelings. Tragedies, including the tragedies of oppression, often are the focus, but autoethnography also has had a subtext that has functioned to produce a subject identity for its author. Autoethnography not only performs itself as "a politics of location," to use Adrienne Rich's term. It also draws legitimacy from various standpoint epistemologies, especially those developed by feminist scholars such as Nancy Hartsock, Dorothy Smith, Patricia Hill Collins, and Gloria Anzaldúa; these scholars have emphasized the situatedness of knowledge production and have privileged the increased capacity of the oppressed to yield, if not accurate knowledge of systems of oppression, domination, and exploitation, then surely oppositional consciousnesses.

With all this, the field of cultural studies of science, including the criticism of ethnographic writing, became enmeshed in arguments over identity politics and its antiessentialist reversals. Although trying to grapple with the issue of thought's and affect's becoming indistinguishable from each other, these debates have, nonetheless, reduced writing and textuality to too narrow a definition, as the whole effort of experimenting in autoethnographic writing often does. Therefore, the autobiographical revision of ethnography and of the social sciences has seemed both a symptom and a dull or slow response to teletechnology. It is a symptom in that it is a performative practice engaging the vulnerability of exposure to media event-ness; its melodramatic focus on the personal, especially the tragic, is televisual. But it is slow precisely because it repeats too closely levels and kinds of exposures common to television without much interfering with them or redirecting them.

In most cases of autoethnography, there also is the forgetting of non-knowing or of the unconscious and desire altogether, so that what be-
gan as a criticism of the authority produced in ethnographic writing comes back at times as a naive production of autobiographical author-
ity, as if writing about what one knows about oneself can be so much fuller or more accurate or even more ethical than writing what one knows about others. The subindividual finite forces realized with the decon-
struction of the subject have little play here; indeed, the subject of auto-
ethnography often ends up full of its self-identity. Perhaps, then, what is more remarkable about the autoethnographic treatment of emotions from inside the experience of the autoethnographic subject is its differ-
ence from poststructuralism and deconstruction. That is to say, beyond the deconstruction of the subject, there has been a remarkably insistent effort to restore the subject expressed in the desire for voice or the voicing of one’s experiences, claiming them as one’s own. In Derrida’s earliest writings, he referred to this desire as autoaffectionate.

Autoaffectionately Yours

Derrida uses the term “autoaffection” to mean “giving-oneself-a-
presence or a pleasure,” “hearing oneself speak” in the closed circuit of mouth and ear, voicing and hearing. It is autoaffection, Derrida argues, that gives the natural grounds to the subject privileged in the western modern discourse of Man. It is autoaffection that allows the presump-
tion of the unity of speech and precommunicated thought, giving the subject an inner presence, an inner voice, so that the subject, when it speaks, is presumed to speak its own voice, to speak its intention and to express its inner being.

Autoaffection, therefore, is laced through and through with the re-
pression of difference and the disavowal of the unconscious as the mark of the noncoincidence of subjectivity with consciousness, that is, of the subject with its conscious self. Autoaffection is the resistance to recogn-
ize the technical substrates of unconscious memory, and therefore autoaffection is crucial to any refusal of an intimacy between the body and the machine, nature and technology, the virtual and the real, the living and the inert. It is, after all, against the natural circuitry of self-
heard voice that Derrida places technicity, the machine, the text, writ-
ing—all as bearers of unconscious thought. Unconscious thought breaks the natural circuitry of autoaffection, but of course it also makes it pos-
sible, or impossibly so, by providing the fantasy of the natural voice of a self-same subject. Unconscious thought, that is, provides the mecha-
nisms for repressing and disavowing the unconscious itself. So autoaf­lection remains around unconscious thought; a certain desire for voice reasserts itself after deconstruction as its *différance*.

In the chapters that follow, for which I have just given a first mapping, the concepts and the cultural criticisms that find their way onto the same plane with teletechnology are not only those that have had an enormous impact on intellectual and academic discourses over the last three decades of the twentieth century. They also are the writings and concepts that have shaped what I think, what I feel. They are the concepts and writings to which I am and have been drawn. My unconscious desire, therefore, also plays its part in constructing the plane of consistency given over to teletechnology.

I became involved with poststructuralism and with the cultural criticisms that have engaged it just when I was beginning what would end up being fifteen years of psychoanalysis; my own psychoanalysis plays an important part in what follows. True, the unconscious thought I am pursuing is beyond the oedipal narrative, and therefore beyond Freudian psychoanalysis; after all, Freud argued that the recognition of the oedipus complex is “the shibboleth that distinguishes the adherents of psychoanalysis from its opponents.” Yet, like Marxist criticism, psychoanalysis, my psychoanalysis especially, has been crucial in my understanding of what I am referring to as postpersonal thought. Understanding has come through the experience of the psychic domain and of the failure of that experience to ever give full understanding of self or other, and therefore the necessity of political strategies that know not fully their conditions of possibility or their full implications. Of course it is risky to too closely align poststructuralism or the cultural criticisms that have engaged it with Marxism and psychoanalysis, but this risk is worth what can be gained in working through psychoanalysis and Marxism rather than just going around them.

But I am also introducing my psychoanalytic experience as a guide for the reader. I am, after all, about to suggest that the thought that teletechnology draws from poststructuralism and various cultural criticisms gives itself over to an ontology that refuses to privilege the body over the machine, nature over technology, the real over the virtual. I am instead endorsing a *différantial* relationship between nature and technology, the body and the machine, and the real and the virtual as a nonoriginary origin. This shift in ontological perspective, of course,
has implications for politics. Even though I am in no way sure of the full range of the political implications, I am especially aware that my focus on ontology leaves aside the histories of technological development that locate modern technology in close relationship to war and the military, usually under the direction of capitalist interests. Although I am not unaware of the horrors resulting from the intimate relationship of war, capitalism, and modern technology, I do not begin with this relationship. I do not begin in the presumption of any critical position that is simply for culture by means of opposing it either to technology or to nature or to both, as so often cultural criticism has done. I am hoping that we can learn how to distinguish one deployment of technology from another within one machinic assemblage or another and how to treat these differences critically. This will not be easy for scholars and intellectuals, like myself, who have for so long taken as bottom line the capitalist mode of production or the oedipal complex or some tight fit between these and for which an ontology of Being is necessarily presumed.

Because I am proposing a certain acceptance of machines and technologies, although I am aware as much as anyone else of their terrible possibilities, I am offering my psychoanalytic experience as a hesitation for the reader, as my effort to locate myself in my unconscious thought, to locate myself in the chapters that follow. In my own psychoanalysis I came to realize that death, so often figured as a machine or as technology in the western modern discourse of Man, is internal to life. Yet death is different than life. The struggle for life must be fought to the end, but there is no overcoming finitude; death or finitude will not be overcome by life. In the first chapter that follows, therefore, I take up Derrida's treatment of the technical substrate that he argues is inextricable from unconscious memory and is, in this sense, like death or finitude, internal to life.

I begin here because Derrida's writings about Freud have been for me a burden and a gift throughout my psychoanalysis. Because Derrida suggests that the unconscious is shaped as much by a technical substrate as by the individual subject's history, he provides a way to think of unconscious memory beyond Freudian psychoanalysis. He thereby provides me with a way to think about the insights of my psychoanalysis beyond myself and to link them with the future of thought. This gift has also been a burden in that it also easily serves as a defense
against my own psychoanalysis. I therefore also want to frame the chapters that follow with a treatment of my own unconscious, with its fantasy of the machine, with the struggle of the forces of life and death within my being. I want to lay bare my leanings toward technology, my attachment to machines, as a way to remind the reader of the vulnerabilities involved in my proposal of a new ontological perspective and of an unconscious other than one organized by an oedipal narrative. To do this I have placed here and there between the chapters some few prose poems—autoaffections of sorts.

The prose poems are not so much about the experiences of my life, but rather are meant to reveal something of my unconscious, about the way in which it first took shape, at least as I came to understand it in psychoanalysis. The references to my life, therefore, are limited to my early childhood up to and through my early adult years, when, in the language still in use in psychoanalysis, the formation of the unconscious first begins to condense onto itself and project itself onto the world. The prose poems, therefore, are not just about my unconscious; they are about the unconscious of others, which has come to haunt mine. In this sense the prose poems are about the openness of the unconscious, or about the opening of my unconscious to encrypting the unconscious of others. In two of the prose poems I do not appear as myself so much as in and in between the sound and feel of others, others’ fantasies taken up in me, worked through and abandoned, or too deeply embodied for an I to speak them, as such—overworked machines.

Finally, the language of the prose poems is sometimes patched with words and phrasings from the various writings that have engaged me over the last three decades. These words and phrasings appear in the prose poems as an enactment of the attraction I have had, and still do, to the abstract, postpersonal, but passionate language of poststructuralism and the cultural criticisms that have engaged it.
Television: A Sacred Machine

The title is meant to trick you.
It is meant to keep you,
perhaps to keep me too,
from being afraid of me
because I am drawn to the machine,
because I am drawn in by the machine
that draws me out,
that draws me apart.
I am afraid that you will see that it excites me
being drawn out,
being drawn apart,
being drawn out into parts.
It is an apparatus of display: the machine.
It holds me on display,
holds me to the display.
It is made of tacking devices
that sometimes attack me without pity,
like projectiles,
tacking me in parts to the display.

I am afraid you will be afraid when you see what comforts me.
It is a holding apparatus: the machine.
It holds me up,
cradles me.
It is made of framing devices that negate,
reverse, and enlarge—
to perfect and protect.
It makes me an ideal surface of projection and reception.
Is it already getting too difficult for you?
But you said you wanted to understand,
to understand what I was saying.
I am not saying.
I am desiring. The machine.
I am the machine's desire.
The desiring machine alone knows my desire.
It keeps it; it repeats it.
In the machining of my desire, I am.
Not located,
I am
arrested and displayed in arresting positions —
held and beheld.

Would it be easier if I said:
"In postmodernity, increasingly control is applied to people's routine
existence by the apparatuses of education and entertainment which
exact identification and consensus."

It would be easier, but it would be different.
This is not only about ideology,
about arrested and arresting political positions.
Nor is it only about self-exposure,
an autobiographical antidote for a closeted all-knowing eye.
My machine has more parts; it has more action,
like the action of fingertips attached to ivory keys,
playing in between the beats of a metronome's patterning.

My first piano came from my grandparents' house.
A barrelled organ, it became a street piano as it transmigrated
from Brooklyn to Queens,
to the three-room apartment
where I lived
and where it was placed up against a wall.
From there it beckoned me, gently at first,
but then more and more insistently.
It was an upright and when being played,
the wooden covering over the strings and hammer devices
was to be left slightly ajar.
It was for better sound.
But it also was an exposing.
I could see the machine's action.
I could see the strip of red felt ribboning through the strings.
I could see the hammer devices which, when moving,
seemed like marching toys—
not so friendly,
but regular and regulating.
And there were the keys
meeting the eye
meeting the fingers all at once,
as the wooden hood over the keyboard was slid back
into the piano's insides.

I once heard a jazz musician say that reading music
is not as good as playing one's feelings,
playing with one's body.
But I do read music,
and I am ashamed that my body won't speak to the piano,
that my body wants to be so dumb.
I want the piano to speak to me.
I want it to draw me out, as it first drew me to it,
drew me apart from the three-room apartment.

If I were very still, the piano would grab me by the finger tips.
It would speed me up,
slow me down,
take me high,
take me low.
The piano bench would gently support my body's flight
into a trance of mobile immobility.

This is not simply sex.
I fear that in your ear my words are already simply sex.
A child becoming piano.
A body becoming machine.
Not yet a sex. It is desiring.
A thousand tiny sexes, in between the keys,
in the action of the hammering devices,
in the strings —
those wrapped thinly for startling and stinging vibration,
those more heavily wrapped for somber and sobbing sounds.
Not yet a sex, I tell you.
I tell you because what I must now tell you
is more difficult. The eyes,
the eyes of the piano are down below me,
looking up from where my feet attach to the pedals.
They see into and through the indifferent spacing
between piano and piano bench.
Backs of knees and elbows,
Television

bits of arm and slices of thigh
are cut out by the piano’s vision.
It is not yet a sex, this vision from below, shooting up into me.
It is not because it is sex that it excites me.
It is that I can’t see myself like the piano sees me.
Its eye is the eye of the outside.
It has its own eye.
The piano lives,
and it gives
its music to me.

And when it does become a sex, one sex, my sex,
it is all but unbearable.
So, it is not until I am nineteen
and already for some time a Roman Catholic nun,
wrapped tight in black from head to toe
and coifed in starchy white,
that I dare approach the church organ for the first time.
I tremble before the doubled set of keys at my fingertips.
There also is a keyboard beneath my feet,
and pipes rise up into the heavens,
as if growing out of my backside.
Once the organ is turned on,
I can hardly move without making music.
Even the sound of my breathing is in harmony with the aves
ringing through the organ’s pipes.
I have turned my sex,
having been made one, back into a bisexuality
of the black and white of cloth and keys alike.

Would it all make more sense if I reminded you that sociologists say that
by the early 1960s the television had replaced the piano that was once in
every lower-middle-class home, an object of entertainment and a mark
of upward mobility?
I would have told you that right from the start.
But by the early 1960s,
I was already gone from my home,
in flight,
a musical organ,
a sacred machine.
Actually it was before the early 1960s that I first took flight from my
home. It was in the early 1950s, when I had my first piano lesson. I was
six. My teacher, Sister Bernadine, met me at the back door of the
convent. Following her, I passed a long row of wooden rockers up
against the porch wall.
Suddenly, we were inside.
I was told to walk on my tippy toes,
to be quiet, as she led me through the refectory.
It startled me.
Cream-colored dishes and cups, all in a row,
turned down on the tabletops,
under which were tucked small wooden stools.
The air pressed its lightness heavily against my young body.
I felt faint with the pleasure of the secret life
I was glimpsing,
although it did not seem to be for the first time.

We moved quickly down a long hall to a small room with a piano
up against a wall.
The piano was much like mine at home,
but it seemed much more tired and somehow proud.
Sitting before it and next to Sister Bernadine,
my back was up against a wall.
There was no room in that room
that wasn’t taken up with the music-making machine.
The lesson began with Sister Bernadine holding my ten fingers
between her two hands, saying:
“Don’t just play it; pray it.”

I wanted to think,
but I couldn’t,
that I was an anointed one. Destined.
But thinking that I wasn’t worthy was a way of being
I already knew at six.
Still, I was destined by that piano,
destined to find myself in attachment to machines.
To find comfort in difficult compositions of sounds and images —
drawn less to meanings
and more to ordered angles,
corners of frames, coordinates of moving surfaces.
Drawn to the machine, drawn in desire
to the machine of desire.

I am certain that it would have been easier if I had said: “Television is
part of the way in which exchange value is constructed, distributed,
and attached to bodies formed in the general circulation of labor,
commodities, and money. It has expanded the zones of value by
changing, mediating, that is to say, mechanizing the imaginary of
social relations.”2
It would have been easier, but different. 
This is not only about a political economy of value 
attached to exchanges between body and machine. 
It is about the attachment itself. 
It is about the tacking devices that put up the display— 
the framing devices that are given to hold and behold. 
It is to wonder about their location, 
and the micro-movement of the singular forces of music, 
accompanying the machine’s vision. 
Ah, the wonder of it! 
To wonder how it is that the machine’s vision is 
not secondary to my vision. 
An auto-tele-vision.

It is the flickering up 
and the passing away 
of conscious contact. 
It is to be zapped in and out of a rush of images and sounds: 
A mother who only loves just enough— not quite the wire mommy of 
the rhesus monkey experiments of an earlier scientific research agenda — the cold machine. 
A mother’s sensual singing accompanied by a red and white kitchen radio — the music machine. 
The fat of a childhood body that would be without organs, 
without a sex, all filled up, 
all closed in — the dumbing machine. 
A World War II father, needy, limited and unfaithful, 
shot in his army fatigues, late in the afternoon with a Brownie camera— the war machine. 
A father’s lap, like a couch to sink into while he reads nursery rhymes— the babysitting machine. 
A 1939 photograph of a bride and groom, young, handsome, red lips and white gardenias — the wedding machine.

I Remember Mama, 
Make Room for Daddy, 
Kukla, Fran, and Ollie.

A set of Encyclopedia Britannica bought at the beginning of years of 
disciplinary study meant to rationalize the rhythm of images, the 
cadence of words.

What’s My Line? the McCarthy hearings, The X-Files, Aliens 3, 
Terminator 2, cybernetics, The Genome Project. 
The wound culture of late afternoon talk shows.
Machine anthropology,
cultural studies, African American studies, women’s studies, queer studies, science studies.

Sheet music keeping safe a strange language
between eye, fingers, mind, body, and machine.

Bright flashes against thousands of lines of pulsing light —
a veritable vision of flows
of energy and matter.
A blue white halo all around,
surrounding me,
holding my face up close,
touching the screen,
hard but never too hot, just cool enough.

Stories of techno-organic kinships,
stories that cannot be passed on only as history.

“The singularities of a life, which when mined for their richness, should not be made to encourage a swapping of memories, a textual game of ‘Oh that happened to me too’ that stalls the movement of chance, disarms pivots of unpredictable necessity in the relations of bodies and machines.”3

Notes

1. Alberto Melucci.
2. Richard Dienst.
3. Elsbeth Probyn.
Deconstruction and the Freudian Unconscious

In Archive Fever¹ Jacques Derrida returns to an earlier essay where he first traced Freud’s steps from treating unconscious memory in terms of neurology to when, in 1925, Freud finally treated the unconscious in the metaphor of a writing machine, a child’s toy that Freud referred to as the “mystic writing-pad.” In this earlier essay, “Freud and the Scene of Writing” (1978),² Derrida points to Freud’s failure to recognize the existence of archiving machines or technologies that are surely more sophisticated than the toy mystic writing-pad. Derrida goes on to argue that the metaphor of the mystic writing-pad, which Freud claimed to be the best rhetorical device for treating unconscious memory, is made possible “only through the solid metaphor, the ‘unnatural,’ historical production of a supplementary machine, added to the psychical organization in order to supplement its finitude.”³ Not only does Derrida suggest that there is a relationship between unconscious memory and historically specific machine metaphors or that unconscious memory is inextricable from the various “technical substrates” given it with historically specific technologies, to use the bolder formulation of Archive Fever. He also suggests that from the start a certain technology oversaw Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory; a certain technology drew Freud to the metaphor of the writing machine.

If, as Derrida would have it, Freud did not recognize the technology that oversaw his project, the same might be said about Derrida, at least in his earlier rereading of Freud. But in Archive Fever, where Derrida
returns to “Freud and the Scene of Writing” in the context of interrogating the relationship of unconscious memory and teletechnology, what is suggested is that it is teletechnology that allowed for the connections Derrida first elaborated between his own project and Freud’s. Or, as I would like to put it, in “Freud and the Scene of Writing” Derrida begins to complete Freud’s project in the machine metaphors given with teletechnology and suggests, therefore, that teletechnology always already drew the Freudian unconscious to it and to the future.

To propose that teletechnology oversees the Freudian and Derridean treatments of unconscious memory is, of course, to raise a question about history. What kind of history would place teletechnology at the scenes of both Freud’s writing and Derrida’s writing? What is history if there is some relationship between unconscious memory and historically specific technical substrates? Surely history cannot simply be linear or homogeneous if technologies give unconscious memory historically specific technical substrates that are the condition of possibility of various historicities or of various relationships of temporality and spatiality. It would seem that there is an “aporia of time,” to use Derridean terminology: a history of technological development that undermines history. History, even the history of technological development, can be only impossibly so. This impossibility is, nevertheless, productive. It is the condition of possibility of more than one historicity. It allows for the anticipation of various historicities. It also permits an understanding of Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory as anticipatory or, better, compensatory, that is, as compensating for what could not be thought without the machine metaphors yet to come in the future, but which future, nonetheless, drew Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory to it — from neurology to writing machine.

And if Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory may be grasped in this way, what of recent cultural criticism, specifically film criticism of the 1970s and the 1980s? After all, among contemporary cultural critics it was film theorists, most notably feminist film theorists, who were persistent in engaging the relationship of unconscious memory and the machine metaphors of the cinematic apparatus. If feminist film theory is a compensatory treatment of unconscious memory in relationship to teletechnology, television especially, then rereading feminist film theory may show what is no longer necessary for an understanding of the unconscious in the age of teletechnology.
In the second part of this chapter I take up the relationship of femi­nist film theory and television, but first I want to turn to Derrida’s reread­ing of Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory in order to show how Derridean deconstruction problematizes the history of technological de­velopment so profoundly that it returns thought to ontology. Although not itself an ontology, Derridean deconstruction undermines the on­tology of presence or, as Richard Beardsworth has suggested, it draws an “originary Being” down into an “originary technicity.” Derridean de­construction thereby reconfigures the oppositions that an ontology of presence grounds, such as the opposition of nature and culture, body and machine, the real and the virtual, the living and the inert; it dis­places these oppositions with differantial relationships. In this sense Derrida’s project is to be understood in terms other than those that re­strict it to the linguistic turn; différence, whether as textuality or writ­ing, is to be understood instead as thought reaching to the finite forces of mattering or the dynamism of matter.

Although Derrida, therefore, seems to approve of Freud’s steps away from neurology to the writing machine, Derrida does not mean simply to dismiss nature, neurology, or biology. He does not mean to turn nature into cultural text or machine writing, which has so often been (mis)un­derstood to be the aim of Derridean deconstruction. For example, in her reading of “Freud and the Scene of Writing” Elizabeth Wilson argues that Derrida endorses Freud’s move away from neurology and in so doing misses the productive link that might have been made between Freud’s neurological treatment of unconscious memory and various new models of cognition, such as “connectionism.” The irony, Wilson pro­poses, is that connectionism has enabled researchers in the fields of artifi­cial intelligence and psychology to rethink cognition in terms of neural nets or “the effect of relational differences in the activation between units and across a network (of neurons).”

In treating neurology as a matter of movement over spatial and tem­poral differences in a network of neurons that is without origin or ends, template or stored rules, connectionists, Wilson proposes, use terms that show a strong likeness to Derrida’s, especially when he is treating différence, whether as writing or textuality. She therefore proposes that Derrida’s rereading of Freud can be deployed not only to link Freud’s neurological treatment of unconscious memory to connectionism, but
thereby to reinforce the effort of connectionists to think of neurology as operating “in excess of the limits of presence, location, and stasis.”

Although I find Wilson’s take on Derrida and Freud provocative, I want to offer a reading of “Freud and the Scene of Writing” that suggests that Derrida does not dismiss neurology, biology, or nature, but rather refuses to oppose these to culture. He therefore refuses to oppose the unconscious to the machine. In following Freud’s steps from neurology to the writing machine, Derrida wants to pose certain questions, such as: What is the machine that it lends itself as a metaphor for unconscious memory? What is the inside and outside of the machine? What is the inside and outside of unconscious memory? In posing these questions Derrida not only means to treat nature or biology as inextricably interimplicated with culture or the machine; he means to do so in relationship to a historically specific technology.

What Wilson misses is that Derrida reconfigures the relationship of nature and culture in terms of the solid metaphor or supplementary machinery of a historically specific technology. She therefore also fails to appreciate that the object that connectionists treat as a neural net is a knowledge object, inseparable from its technological enframement. Furthermore, the very terms with which connectionists treat the neurological are terms not only befitting Derridean deconstruction, but also teletechnology, upon which connectionism depends. It is in the machine metaphors of teletechnology, I want to suggest, that Derrida draws Freud’s treatment of unconscious memory to the future to register the dynamism of matter out of which nature and culture are given, always already interimplicated. In other words, I want to suggest that in following Freud’s steps, Derrida has a tele-vision.

**Step by Step to a Tele-vision at the Scene of Writing**

The mystic writing-pad, although a child’s toy, is a writing machine. It is made of a wax slab to which is attached, on one end, a sheet made of two layers; one layer is celluloid, and it protects the other layer, a waxed paper. The device is worked by lifting the sheet at the side where it is not attached. This completely clears the writing while leaving traces only on the deepest layer, the wax slab, which Freud proposed might be compared to the unconscious “behind” perception. The mystic writing-pad has the metaphorical capacity that Freud had been seeking in order to
properly represent the functioning of unconscious memory. As Derrida puts it, the mystic writing-pad has “the potential for indefinite preservation and an unlimited capacity for reception.” The device can turn one surface out to the world, remaining open to every excitation because the traces of excitation can be stored elsewhere than on the writing surface. But when the traces are stored—or, better, when an impression is made on the wax slab beneath—the impression entirely changes the network of traces that makes up what is below or what is taken to be the unconscious. Although the example of the mystic writing-pad proposes that unconscious memory allows the perceiving surface above it to remain open to the world, it also suggests that there is no presence present beneath, in the unconscious. The unconscious has no place; it is a space that is temporally dynamic, a spacing of ungraspable traces.

It is Freud’s notion of the ungraspable trace that interests Derrida. Earlier, in the Project for a Scientific Psychology (1895), Freud had introduced the notion of a trace as a kind of writing of forces in relationship to the accumulation or the discharge of energy in the nervous system. As Freud explained it, the primary function of the neurons is to receive excitation and discharge energy. But Freud also argued that there is a secondary function of the neurons that, on the other hand, operates simultaneously with the primary function. This secondary function, which might be better referred to as the deferral of the primary function, is to resist the discharge of energy. Instead, energy is accumulated so as to allow the neurological system to face what Freud described as “the exigencies of life”—that is, to enable the activity of living.

Freud went on to argue that the resistance to discharge occurs at the “contact barriers” between neurons, so that when the discharge of energy is inhibited, the accumulated energy forces open a trace or a path at the contact barriers. In Derrida’s terms, Freud suggested that, against resistance, a “path of facilitation” is opened or “breached”; “the tracing of a trail opens up a conducting path.” The contact barriers between neurons thereby become variably capable or incapable of repeated conduction of energy, and some contact barriers offer no resistance at all. Unconscious functioning is a matter of the different paths of facilitation in a network of neurons and the variation in the conduciveness to repetition thereby allowed. But Freud further suggested that neuronal networks reconfigure themselves with each excitation, endlessly changing, and as such remain fully open to excitation. In this, “the first rep-
“representation” or “the first staging of memory (Darstellung),” as Derrida puts it, Freud refused to describe the nervous system as compartments for storing memories; instead his description proposed that the nervous system is a substrate in motion, which allows the unconscious to function as a memory-making—not a memory-keeping—apparatus.

Derrida emphasizes that it is the difference in the breaching, the difference in the spacing and timing of the traces, that makes unconscious memory possible. It is not, then, that there are paths or connections present in the nervous system. As Derrida puts it, “it must be stipulated that there is no pure breaching without difference. Trace as memory is not a pure breaching that might be reappropriated at any time as simple presence; it is rather the ungraspable and invisible difference between breaches.” For Derrida, Freud’s neurology suggests that “psychic life is neither the transparency of meaning nor the opacity of force but the difference within the exertion of forces.”

There is therefore no memorized content in the nervous system. Although there is repetition, it is not remembered content that is repeated. Instead the repetition is of an impression or a trace that is only a repetition of the difference in the exertion of forces. Derrida argues that this repetition is an “originary” repetition; it is not the repetition of an original. That is to say, the “originary” of originary repetition is always already crossed through or put “under erasure,” as Derrida puts it. Repetition is labeled originary only to undermine the idea of an origin: “It is a non-origin which is originary.” In this sense, Derrida brings Freud’s treatment of repetition closer to Gilles Deleuze’s treatment of repetition as “pure repetition.” For Deleuze, pure repetition is repetition without an originary essence or a transcendental principle. It is neither a oneness turning into multiplicity, nor is it a matter of different elements of a concept that itself remains the same. Repetition is thought meant to grasp the irreducibility and contingency of singular forces. Only pure repetition releases the possibility of pure difference.

For Derrida, to think of Freud’s neurology as a matter of originary repetition suggests that, although the resistance to the discharge of energy makes repetition possible so that the exigencies of life might be met, life is, nonetheless, not originary. It is not life already present that is protected by resistance to the discharge of energy. Rather, life is made possible in the repetition of the protective resistance. But if life is not an originary presence, life also is not-life. In this sense and only in this
sense, Derrida argues, life is death, just as memory is forgetting or repression or the force of impression. Or to put this another way, this life-giving repetition, like the compulsion to repeat a trauma in order to forget and master it, which Freud called the death drive, is internal to unconscious memory and to life as well.

Although Freud finally opposed the death drive to the life force, Derrida argues for a differential relationship between life and death. Therefore, Derrida’s aim in following Freud from neurology to the writing machine is made clearer; it is not to dismiss neurology, biology, or nature as inert or dead matter, but rather to bring neurology, biology, and nature closer to technology, even to suggest an ontological perspective that allows for a differential relationship rather than an oppositional or dialectical relationship between body and machine, nature and technology, the virtual and the real. Not only does Derridean deconstruction suggest that nature and culture are deferrals of each other; it also proposes that nature and culture are given out of difféance, or the dynamism of the singular, subindividual, finite forces of mattering. At least this is what Derrida’s treatment of difféance seems to imply.

Diffrance refers to a weave or network of differences that are nonlocatable, ungraspable; difféance refers therefore to the impossibility of presence or identity, except in the disavowal of difféance. As Derrida suggests, difféance refers to a pure interval:

An interval must separate the present from what it is not for the present to be itself, but this interval that constitutes it as a present must, by the same token, divide the present in and of itself, thereby also dividing, along with the present, everything that is thought on the basis of the present, that is, in our metaphysical language, every being and singularly substance or the subject. In constituting itself in dividing itself dynamically, this interval is what might be called spacing, the becoming-space of time or the becoming-time of space (temporization). And it is this constitution of the present, as an “originary” and irreducibly nonsimple (and therefore, stricto sensu nonoriginary) synthesis of marks, or traces of retentions and protentions... that I propose to call archi-writing, archi-trace, or difféance....

These remarks appeared some years after the publication of “Freud and the Scene of Writing” in an essay in which Derrida offers his most extensive treatment of difféance. But already in “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” in its very first pages, Derrida describes his primary concern: there is autoaffection, presence, logocentricism to be put into play with
**différence** as "the pre-opening of the ontic-ontological difference." Derrida is proposing that **différence**, so often understood as linguistic undecidability, moral relativism, or political indifference, is not simply any of these. **Différence** rather points to thought reaching to touch the ontic. It is meant to give an ontological perspective.

By deconstructing autoaffection, logocentrism, and presence, Derrida’s treatment of **différence** draws Being back into preontological forces—the subindividual, finite forces of mattering. In this sense Derrida’s treatment of **différence** is close to Foucault’s treatment of power as a "moving substrate of force relationships which by virtue of their inequality constantly engender states of power but the latter are always local and unstable." Like Foucault’s treatment of power, Derrida’s treatment of **différence** gives nature and culture over to unstable, unlocatable networks of differences. But Derrida’s treatment of **différence** further proposes that the thought of **différence**, the thought of the **différantial** relationship of nature and culture, is to be grasped through machine metaphors, the technical substrates of unconscious memory. It would seem that it is the metaphors given with teletechnology that especially enabled Derrida to arrive at his thought of **différence** in following Freud’s steps from neurology to the writing machine.

But Freud had not yet himself thought of the unconscious in terms of the mystic writing-pad. Although in the *Project for a Scientific Psychology* he treated the nervous system as a network of differences or traces, he did not consider the unconscious apparatus as itself operating as a network of differences or functioning as a writing machine. Before he came to do so, Freud turned from neurology to the question of unconscious memory, asking how it functions or reaches to and through conscious perception or cognition. He treated this question as a question about translation, which he took up in relationship to dream texts and their interpretation. Derrida follows Freud to his treatment of the dream text as a writing of hieroglyphics and to the question Freud thereby raised: If the text of unconscious memory is written in hieroglyphics, what kind of translation is possible?

The answer given by Freud was that the hieroglyphics of the dream text are not translatable in the usual or narrow senses of the term; dreams have a materiality, "a scenic quality," that cannot be translated. The hieroglyphics of the dream text are not meant to be meaningful, and in this sense there is no dream text present in unconscious memory. Der-
Derrida notices that, in the case of the Wolf Man, Freud had already argued that the interpretation of unconscious material, such as fantasy or the dream text, is not a matter of returning or referring to an originary moment; interpretation is rather a matter of Nachtraglichkeit, or deferral. Freud argued that it was only through the scenic production of the unconscious, the unconscious production of a “screen memory,” that the Wolf Man could experience the primal scene—his parents engaged in *coitus à tergo*—long after the “event.” In fact, the Wolf Man never had experienced the event at an earlier moment, at least not consciously; the event may even have been nothing more than an infantile fantasy. No matter; the screen memory, in this case a fantasized pack of wolves on a tree outside the Wolf Man’s bedroom window, allowed the primal scene to be experienced, albeit only as deferred traumatic effects.

For Freud, then, the untranslatable hieroglyphics of the dream text suggested that the dream is an “originary” production that gives its own grammar. This grammar is irreducible to any other code, foreclosing any thought of translation as a matter of re-presentation. Freud therefore proposed that the “dream thoughts,” that is, the free associations to the dream’s content, can only be read back into the dream content—not as a reconstruction, but as a deconstruction. After all, the dream content, as Freud saw it, already is a construction, indeed, a repressed or defensive one. The grammar of the dream content is singular—not simply because it refers to the individual subject, but because it refers to subindividual, finite forces that are singular. The forces of repression, which make the translation of the dream text impossible, have their own singular vicissitudes. It is the singularity of the forces of repression that makes possible individual subjectivity rather than the other way around. For Freud, then, the dream content and the dream thoughts remained “in two different languages”; they were “two different modes of expression.”

Freud’s treatment of the interpretation of dreams leads Derrida to conclude that the movement from the unconscious to conscious perception is not a matter of translating a text present in unconscious memory. The unconscious is not a presence. Derrida puts it this way:

There is then no unconscious truth to be rediscovered by virtue of having been written elsewhere.... There is no present text in general, and there is not even a past present text, a text which is past as having been present. The text is not conceivable in an originary or modified
form of presence. The unconscious text is already a weave of pure traces, differences in which meaning and force are united—a text nowhere present, consisting of archives which are always already transcriptions..., whose signified presence is always reconstituted by deferral, nachtraglich, belatedly, supplementarily.21

It is in similar terms that Freud would treat the apparatus of unconscious memory when finally he approached it through the metaphor of a writing machine or the mystic writing-pad. No possibility of translation would be posited between the systems of the psychic apparatus—from preconsciousness to the unconscious, from the unconscious to conscious perception. There would only be, as Derrida puts it, “original prints,” “archives,” “always already transcriptions.” Not only is unconscious memory a movement of traces and erasures, but each of the systems of the psychic apparatus is also only this. Once Freud treated the unconscious in the metaphor of a writing machine, the psychic apparatus became what Derrida describes as “a depth without bottom, an infinite allusion, and a perfectly superficial exteriority: a stratification of surfaces, each of whose relationship to itself, each of whose interior, is but the implication of another similarly exposed surface.”22

It surely is Freud’s treatment of the psychic apparatus as a machine production of an infinite depth of meaning without foundation that is inextricably linked to Derrida’s own treatment of the text. Derrida may have already written, “There is nothing outside the text (there is no outside-text),” the infamous sentence appearing in the Grammatology,23 first published in the same year “Freud and the Scene of Writing” was published. Although the statement “There is nothing outside the text” has been so often (mis)understood to mean that there is no reality or even any materiality that much matters or that there is no meaning but what is given in written texts, the statement instead must be understood as “There is no present text”—“A text is nowhere present” in the unconscious. Or, as Derrida puts it in “Freud and the Scene of Writing”: “What is a text, and what must the psyche be if it can be represented by a text? For if there is neither machine nor text without psychical origin, there is no domain of the psychic without text.”24 Nor without the machine.

It is therefore the literary text, when narrowly conceived as written text, that Derrida proposes is a disavowal of the impossibility of an unconscious text or a general grammar for translating dream texts. The
production of a literary text is the production of an identity; it is “the becoming literary” of *différantial* traces (traces of the timing and spacing of *différance*), which always implies repression, forgetting or the disavowal of *différance*. The deconstruction of the text as “book” or “finished corpus of writing” opens up the text or returns it to “a differential network, a fabric of traces, referring endlessly to something other than itself, to other differential traces.”

The production of a text and the possibility of its deconstruction, therefore, cannot be disconnected from the unconscious, where there is only production without an outside, without an urtext, but where there also is disavowal, repression, and the death drive. In their effects disavowal, repression, and the death drive produce a text and give an outside to production; they make the outside into a transcendentental figure of the origins and ends of thought so that outside-ness loses its heterogeneity, its *différance*, its virtuality, its futurity. Derrida gives a list of such figures, which have operated in western thought to produce a text and give origins and ends to thought: “*eidos, archē, telos, energeia, ousia* (essence, existence, substance, subject) *aletheia*, transcendentalty, consciousness, God, man, and so forth.” The deconstruction of the text and of the origins and ends of thought returns the text to the thought of *différance*, to the thought of production without beginning or end, that is, to a writing machine that is an apparatus of originary repetition.

In insisting that the psychic apparatus is a matter of originary repetition, Derrida turns Freud’s mystic writing-pad into a perpetual motion machine. It is no surprise that after the publication of “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” when, in “Signature Event Context,” Derrida returns to treat writing and communication as part of a criticism of speech act theory, Freud’s mystic writing-pad has become a distributed network of transmissions without beginning or end, which functions only to permit the pure repetition of unconscious memory. Against the privilege that speech act theory grants the speaking subject as the origin and end of communication, Derrida instead refers to communication as a writing machine, for which the software of the program and the hardware of the apparatus are indistinguishable, so that the distinction of form and content are inoperative and there is no central executor or stored rules. It is here, in elaborating a criticism of speech act theory, that Derrida describes the writing machine of unconscious memory as “telecommunication,” when every communication is “being sent” with-
out a sender, when the machine is internal to every communication—
“a machine that is in turn productive” and “which a subject’s future dis-
appearance in principle will not prevent from functioning and from
yielding and yielding itself to reading and rewriting.”

Surely a machine other than Freud’s mystic writing-pad seems to be
making itself available as a metaphor for unconscious memory. It would
seem that Derrida is having a tele-vision. But rather than recognize the
technology that draws him to follow Freud step by step to the future,
Derrida instead worries about the future of Freud’s treatment of un-
conscious memory. Since Freud came to treat the unconscious as a writ-
ing machine, what will become of psychoanalysis? What will be Freud’s
legacy to psychoanalysis, to its authority? These are questions to which
Derrida will return, especially in *The Post Card.* But now, for the first
time following Freud, Derrida notices that Freud suddenly experienced
a letdown. The mystic writing-pad has its limits. Freud was disappointed
that the mystic writing-pad cannot go on its own. Freud complained
that once the writing has been left on the wax slab beneath the surface
layer, the mystic writing-pad cannot “reproduce it from within.” The mys-
tic writing-pad fails to mimic unconscious memory perfectly. Some-
one’s hands are necessary—writing hands.

Derrida also is disappointed. He is disappointed in Freud. When the
limits of the mystic writing-pad became apparent to Freud, he retreated
and privileged the “organ,” the unconscious that can do what it does on
its own or can do it naturally. The toy writing pad that Freud deployed
to supplement unconscious memory, making its capacity for limitless
receptivity seem a natural matter, was itself devalued for its limitations,
for being “unnatural.” The technical substrate that supported uncon-
scious memory was cast off and would be forgotten. Freud refused to
think that unconscious memory and the machine are inextricably inter-
implicated. He refused to think what Derrida dares to: “The machine—
and consequently, representation—is death and finitude within the
psyche.”

But Derrida already has gone beyond Freud in proposing that the ma-
chine does not “surprise” memory from the outside. The machine is not
only metaphor, outside the unconscious. Unconscious memory is inex-
tricable from its technical substrates. The opposition of the unconscious
and the machine is to be deconstructed. There is to be no dismissal of
nature or biology, no opposition between nature and culture, biology
and technology, the unconscious and the machine. Rather, for Derrida
the machine is the unconscious deferred, as culture and technology are
nature deferred. As he puts it: “[A]ll the others of physis — technē, nomos,
thesis, society, freedom, history, mind, etc. [are to be thought] as physis
different and deferred, or as physis differing and deferring. Physis in
différence.”30

Surely the thought of différence has ontological implications. The on­
tology of Being by which nature and culture are opposed is undermined;
culture and nature instead are drawn back into the play of the differ­
ces of preontological forces — the singular, subindividual, finite, forces
of mattering, which subtend and yet are immanent to the différential
relation of body and machine, nature and technology, the virtual and
the real. But if there are ontological implications arising from the thought
of différence, there is something that prevents Derrida from fully artic­
ulating them here, when first following Freud. Derrida hesitates. He turns
back from ontology or turns ontology to the historical production of
technology. It is here that Derrida wonders how it is that Freud did not
notice that besides the child’s toy machine, there already are machines
“in the world” that more closely resemble memory — “machines for stor­
ing archives.”

Derrida goes on to propose that Freud failed to address the question
his treatment of unconscious memory raised; he failed to ask about the
analogy between the psychic apparatus and the machine in the context
of what Derrida describes as the “historico-technical production” of
technology. In addressing the question, which Freud did not, Derrida
posits an unconscious memory beyond the individual’s psychic organi­
zation, which therefore calls forth its own method of study — a discipline
other than psychoanalysis or the “sociology of literature” — a disci­
pline that can treat the “sociality of writing as drama.”31 This discipline,
Derrida proposes, must take up the question of technē and technology
once again; however, he says that “technology may not be derived from
an assumed opposition between the psychical and the nonpsychical,
life and death.”32 For Derrida the drama of writing in the unconscious
is the scenography of a “cruel theater,” to use Antonin Artaud’s terminol­
ogy. It is the timing and spacing of life through the permeation of Be­
ing with the deferred trauma of death and finitude.33

Derrida thereby comes to the end of his reading of “Freud and the
Scene of Writing,” having brought ontology as close as possible to the
historico-technical development of technology — crossing one through the other. There are no other steps to be taken here by Derrida, beyond registering his suspicion about psychoanalysis and a sociology of literature — the suspicion that psychoanalysis and sociology cancel each other out when it comes to treating unconscious memory in terms of the historico-technical production of technology. Perhaps what stalls Derrida is that he is unable to embrace the technology that has given deconstruction its machine metaphors. If Freud had the disappointing toy writing machine, Derrida has the much-maligned television, the exemplary machine of teletechnology. Derrida cannot go all the way and fully articulate an ontological perspective befitting the technology that has been drawing deconstruction to it all along.

Derrida, of course, does return again and again to treat teletechnology; there are references to it in Grammatology, Limited Inc, and The Post Card. Teletechnology also makes a star appearance in Specters of Marx, where Derrida concludes:

Techno-science or tele-technology... obliges us more than ever to think the virtualization of space and time, the possibility of virtual events whose movement and speed prohibit us more than ever (more and otherwise than ever, for this is not absolutely and thoroughly new) from opposing presence to its representation, “real time” to “deferred time,” effectivity to its simulacrum, the living to the non-living, in short, the living to the living-dead of its ghosts. It requires, then, what we call... hauntology. We will take this category to be irreducible, and first of all to everything it makes possible: ontology, theology, positive or negative ontotheology.34

Teletechnology obliges us more than ever to think what Derrida has been thinking when he has been thinking beyond Freud and raising questions about the technical substrates of unconscious memory. These are questions of preontology or hauntology that put ontology close to what Derrida describes as the shared “history of psyche, text, and technology.”35 What is this shared history that Derrida takes up instead of ontology, a history about which he nonetheless equivocates, suggesting that what the history produces is neither “absolutely” nor “thoroughly new”? What can be made of this pull toward and away from history, toward and away from ontology — this “aporia of time,” which is produced when the thought of the historico-technical production of technology crosses through ontology?36
What I think can be proposed is that the shared history of text, psyche, and technology historicizes ontology, making an ontology of Being impossible or impossibly so. To put this another way, the historico-technical production of technology gives different technical substrates to unconscious memory and thereby produces different historicities or different relations of temporality and spatiality, the thought of which displaces the Being of an ontology of presence. The historico-technical production of technology pulls “originary Being” down into an “originary technicity”—finitude and its different historicities. Teletechnology, therefore, not only offers a different historicity specific to it, but registers and oversees the drawing of ontology into preontological finite forces of mattering. Teletechnology oversees the becoming dynamic of matter that undoes the opposition of nature and culture, body and machine, the real and the virtual. Derrida proposes that in the age of teletechnology we must think “another historicity—not a new history or still less a ‘new historicism,’ but another opening of event-ness as historicity . . . as promise and not as onto-theological or teleo-eschatological program or design.”

Although Derrida insistently refuses to elaborate an ontology, he does, however, profoundly problematize an ontology of presence. He does so by taking unconscious memory beyond Freud’s treatment of it; he offers a generalized unconscious, an unconscious other than that of the individual human subject; he offers a more generalized forgetting, disavowal, and repression. Provoking a move from treating unconscious memory in the metaphor of the mystic writing-pad to treating it in the metaphors of teletechnology, Derridean deconstruction makes it possible to think of the unconscious as a matter of thought’s movement through a network of differences, of which subject identity is neither origin nor end. This does not mean that the subject’s identity or the subject’s unconscious are made irrelevant. Rather, it means that the confinement of thought and unconscious memory to a certain narrative fiction of the subject is resisted, thereby providing a chance for thought to return to its unconscious, to the unthought, in order to escape to the future.

Although the subject’s identity or the subject’s unconscious memory is not made irrelevant in Derrida’s deconstructive problematization of an ontology of presence, nonetheless it is suggested that unconscious memory no longer may need certain machine metaphors with which to supplement its productivity. The unconscious may not need the nar-
rative fiction of the subject as its origin and end. If there is disavowal of *différence*, repression, and forgetting, these may operate through something other than fictions of origins and ends, something other than the narrative fiction of subject identity. Derridean deconstruction proposes that, as a certain technology draws the unconscious to it, the metaphors with which Freud gave the unconscious, and gave it over to the individual subject's identity, are no longer all that is necessary to an understanding of the unconscious.

What, then, of Freud's insistence on oedipus as the narrative logic of unconscious memory? What of the oedipal narrativization of the subject's identity, its sexuality and unconscious fantasy? After all, the oedipal narrative is central not only to the Freudian treatment of unconscious memory; it is also central to Jacques Lacan's rereading of Freud. What of Derrida's deconstruction of Freud's treatment of unconscious memory in relationship to Lacan's rereading of Freud?

Derrida makes no mention of Lacan in "Freud and The Scene of Writing"; but there is little doubt that Lacan's rereading of Freud is already at play in the essay — enabling Derrida's deconstruction while at the same time being its target. Is it not Lacan's rereading of Freud that Derrida wishes to go beyond as he follows after Freud? After all, Lacan proposed that the unconscious is structured like a language and thereby shifted the focus of psychoanalysis to the autoaffecting speech of the subject — the circuit between speaking and hearing oneself speak, which is meant to disavow the writing machine or the technical substrate of unconscious memory. However, in turning psychoanalysis to the analysis of the subject's speech and to the treatment of its disturbances, Lacan was not merely proposing to restore to the speaking subject a unified identity or a self-same presence. For Lacan, autoaffection is possible only as a fantasy disavowing the Other and denying the unconscious altogether. In the unconscious, Lacan proposes, the subject speaks, but with "the voice of no one." Lacanian psychoanalysis, therefore, shows that the unconscious is a resource both for producing and for breaking into the autoaffecting circuit of the subject; through psychoanalysis the unconscious is shown to provide the mechanisms for disavowing the Other, and, as such, psychoanalysis also is a way to recover (from) the unconscious disavowal.

Derrida recognizes a connection between deconstruction and Lacan's rereading of Freud; he finds the connecting point at the repetition
compulsion of the death drive, or what Freud also refers to as “the drive for mastery.” Commenting on Michel Foucault’s *History of Sexuality*, where finally Foucault rejects Freud and psychoanalysis generally, Derrida differs with Foucault, arguing that the “French heritage of Freud would not only not let itself be objectified by the Foucauldian problematization but would actually contribute to it in the most determinate and efficient way... beginning with everything in Lacan that takes its point of departure in the repetition compulsion....”

Derrida proposes that Lacan makes clearer that Freud's treatment of the death drive as a repetition of what is painful in order to master it severely problematizes the agency of power and undermines mastery “with the greatest radicality.” But for Derrida, when the death drive goes into overdrive the authority of the narrative of mastery, the oedipal narrative, is undermined. Derrida closes his comments on Foucault suggesting, “It is very difficult to know if this drive for power is still dependent upon the pleasure principle, indeed, upon sexuality as such, upon the austere monarchy of sex that Foucault speaks of...” Has not the history of sexuality been opened up to the shared history of text, psyche, and technology, opened to the historico-technical production of technology, so that the death drive breaks its connection to an oedipalized sexuality or an oedipal narrativity? Has not the history of technological development opened Freud's treatment of the repetition compulsion to the thought of “pure repetition” or “originary repetition,” thereby taking the unconscious even beyond Lacan’s rereading of Freud.

Derrida’s difference with Foucault, therefore, also refers to his differences with Lacan. Although he recognizes that Lacanian psychoanalysis problematizes the oedipal narrative for the analysand, Derrida nonetheless complains that Lacan makes the oedipal narrative a transcendental framing for the analyst, a transcendental enframing of psychoanalysis’s will to speak the unconscious in the discourse of truth. It is against this transcendental framing of the truth of the unconscious that Derrida aims his criticism of Lacan, most notably in the essay “Le Facteur de la Vérité.” But even before this essay, in “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” Derrida begins the deconstruction of the transcendental framing of the truth of the unconscious by proposing that the unconscious is inextricably related to historically specific technical substrates or writing machines.
In “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” therefore, Derrida gestures to but does not fully elaborate a deconstructive criticism of the oedipal narrative. But around the time of the English publication of “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” the detailed work of deconstructing the authority of the oedipal narrative and of rethinking the relationship of oedipal narrativity to the psychic apparatus and its historically specific technical substrates would be initiated elsewhere by feminist theorists who, seemingly indifferent to Derridean deconstruction, nonetheless would be drawn to Lacanian psychoanalysis in order to critically engage the relationship of the cinematic apparatus and unconscious fantasy. Although at first television would be denied the attention of feminist film theorists, the draw of teletechnology on feminist film theory eventually would be recognized.

The Lacanian Unconscious and the Historicities of the Gaze

In the latter half of the 1970s, when feminist theorists first focused on the relationship of unconscious fantasy and the cinematic apparatus, they seemed to pay little attention to the historical specificity of the relationship; they surely were indifferent to television, which by the 1970s already had eclipsed the cinema as the dominant mass medium. It was, however, not until 1990 that Patricia Mellencamp, in her contribution to a collection of essays on television, would propose that television requires a shift in feminist film theory away “from theories of pleasure,” away “from desire, lack, castration, Oedipus, the unconscious” — all of which had been central to feminist film theory since the mid-1970s. Yet in 1992 Kaja Silverman would publish a grand theoretical synthesis of two decades of feminist film theory. She not only would ignore television; she also would insist that an understanding of the cinematic apparatus remains central to treating “a society’s mode of production and its symbolic order.”

Although Louis Althusser’s treatment of ideology had by then met with strong criticism, Silverman argued for Althusser’s engagement with Lacanian psychoanalysis as the starting point for treating the cinematic apparatus and thereby getting hold of “the ideological belief” through which “a society’s reality is constituted” and “a subject lays claim to a normative identity.” Offering a systematic review of the treatment of unconscious fantasy that feminist theorists had contributed to Marxist
cultural studies, Silverman proposed that unconscious fantasy is "the ultimate sense of reality for the subject" and that it is organized through a "dominant narrative fiction," that is, the oedipal narrative.

Borrowing the notion of dominant narrative fiction from Jacques Rancière and taking up his treatment of it as an "image of social consensus" offered to members of society, Silverman argued that the oedipal logic of narrativity organizes the system of representations through which the subject is subject-ed to the symbolic order and through which the symbolic order is aligned with the capitalist mode of production, along with a kinship structure and family and national ideologies. The oedipal narrative, Silverman argued, not only offers gendered subject identities; it also "forms the stable core around which a nation’s and a period’s ‘reality’ coheres."45

Not so surprisingly, Silverman’s grand theorization of the subject and social reality was met with a lack of enthusiasm by readers who already were uncomfortable with totalizing theories, such as Lacan’s and Athusser’s proposed to be, especially when taken together. On one hand, there was a growing suspicion that postmodern capitalism could not be reduced to one cultural reality informed by a dominant narrative, and on the other hand, psychoanalysis was suspected of not being capable of treating differences other than sexual difference, such as differences of race, ethnicity, class, nation, or sexual orientation, all of which had become central to questions of subject identity in postmodernity.

Perhaps it was these same discomforts and suspicions that led Silverman to return in 1993 to an earlier essay in which she had treated unconscious fantasy while paying some attention to differences other than sexual difference.46 In this 1993 essay Silverman raised a question that had not been asked in feminist film theory. She questioned the historicity of the camera, and in doing so she brought feminist film theory up against the historical specificity of the relationship of technology and unconscious fantasy. Although Silverman makes no mention of teletechnology, it seems to me that it is the machine metaphors of teletechnology, television especially, that draw her to rethink the camera’s historical specificity and thereby to recognize the possibility of different cameras, screens, subject identities, and social realities.

In what follows I want to offer a reading of feminist film theory and Silverman’s grand summation of it. I want to propose that in rethinking the camera, Silverman, like Derrida, has a tele-vision and that it al-
allows her to show, albeit inadvertently, that feminist film theory has all along been drawn to the future by teletechnology. Teletechnology, television especially, has overseen the elaboration of feminist film theory, first drawing it to frame the problematic of unconscious fantasy in terms of a dominant narrative fiction, and then to deconstruct the narrative that no longer seemed essential to television criticism. Feminist film theory, therefore, finally severed the link between unconscious fantasy and the oedipal narrative, which it had first made central to the project of turning film criticism to feminist ends.

In her 1975 publication “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Laura Mulvey offered a convincing argument for engaging psychoanalysis in a feminist treatment of the way film, especially classic Hollywood film, elicits the viewer’s unconscious identifications. She argued that psychoanalysis could be used to show how film reinforces the “unconscious of patriarchy”; Mulvey suggested that the film identifications offered the viewer are organized in terms of a sexual difference, such that the masculine figure is identified with the gaze of the camera, while the feminine figure is identified with the spectacle or the screened image, for which the female character’s “to-be-looked-at-ness” is emblematic. Treating the fetishism and the narcissism deployed in projecting the screened image of the woman, Mulvey turned feminist theory to an analysis of unconscious desire that drew on Lacan’s rereading of Freud, especially Lacan’s elaboration of Freud’s treatment of the “mirror stage.”

As Lacan had argued, the mirror stage occurs sometime after an infant-child is six months old and before the infant-child is eighteen months old. During this time the mirror image displaces the look of the mother, which has stood in for the “gaze of the Other,” or what might better be thought of as a culturally authorized visual regime. The mother not only assists the infant-child in separating from her look, but encourages the infant-child to join with his own image as part of a series of images in a regime of images. The mirror stage allows the infant-child to find in the mirror image the bodily form of his ego; a “gestalt” is offered the infant-child in contrast to his experience of perceptual incapacity and motor immaturity, part of being a “body-in-bits-and-pieces.” For Lacan the mirror image also provides a frame of reality for the ego, a grid of cultural intelligibility. As Lacan puts it, the infant-child “anticipates in a mirage the maturation of his powers.” The image also will allow the ego to protect itself in projecting itself, perfected with
“the phantoms that dominate [the infant-child], or with the automaton in which, in an ambiguous relationship, the world of his own making tends to find its completion.”49

According to Lacan, the infant-child’s attachment to the image is narcissistic and necessarily constitutes a misrecognition or an idealization of the ego, which comes to characterize the infant-child’s preoedipal imaginary. It is Lacan’s treatment of the notion of misrecognition that is deployed in Althusser’s study of ideology and that becomes central to feminist film theorists’ earliest treatments of the viewer’s unconscious identification with film images, which are thought to promote the society’s ideology. In what way a preoedipal imaginary functions in relationship to the oedipal narrative, however, would become a pressing question for feminist film theorists.

In her treatment of the viewer’s identification with the film image, Mulvey had made mention of narrative, even pointing to the importance of it in the title of her essay. But she had not fully elaborated the function of narrative in relationship to film identification or to the mirror stage. It was in reworking Mulvey’s argument that Teresa De Lauretis moved narrativity to the center of feminist film criticism. She proposed that Mulvey had not fully displaced Christian Metz’s argument, that is, that the viewer “identifies with himself, with himself as an act of pure perception” and observes “a story from nowhere, that nobody tells, but which, nevertheless, somebody receives.”50 Mulvey had only begun to undermine Metz’s argument by treating film imaging in terms of a sexual difference; she pointed to the way films, dominant Hollywood films, privilege the masculine over the feminine such that it is the masculine subject who is presumed to have the capacity to identify with a pure act of perception and to take up a view from nowhere. But as De Lauretis sees it, not only had Metz uncritically presumed that the masculine subject is the subject of perception; his treatment of viewing depended on an analogy with the preoedipal infant’s relationship to the mirror image as Lacan had described it. Questioning the analogy and the possibility of a film viewer’s returning to the condition of the mirror stage, that is, to preoedipality, De Lauretis revised Mulvey’s argument, proposing that the viewer’s identification with the film image is possible only through a “prior, narrative identification with the figure of narrative movement.”51
According to De Lauretis, it is an oedipal logic of narrativity that promotes the viewer's unconscious identification with film images. The oedipal logic of narrativity deploys a rhetoric of sexual difference to represent the subject and elaborate his development through suffering various experiences of separation and identification. The oedipal logic is one of development toward a full subject identity that is struggled for throughout the story and realized only in the end. This final realization, however, retroactively makes sense of the subject's experiences and of his struggle to separate from the feminine other, thereby constituting the subject's identity and authorizing the social reality of his experiences.

In De Lauretis's terms, the oedipal logic of narrativity deploys a rhetoric of sexual difference that ideologically constructs a subject position for the viewer by linking the activity of perception to the engendered plot spaces of the narrative:

Much as social formations and representations appeal to and position the individual as subject in the process to which we give the name of ideology, the movement of narrative discourse shifts and places the reader, viewer, or listener in certain portions of the plot space. Therefore, to say that narrative is the production of oedipus is to say that each reader — male or female — is constrained and defined within the two positions of a sexual difference thus conceived: male hero human, on the side of the subject; and female obstacle-boundary-space, on the other.  

De Lauretis's argument not only redirected the focus of feminist film theory toward oedipal narrativity; it also raised a question as to whether the mirror stage might itself be a reconstruction of preoedipality as part of the resolution of the oedipal complex. Sometime later Jane Gallop would in fact make this argument. In her rereading of Lacan, Gallop would propose that the mirror stage be understood as coming into play sometime after the initiation of the oedipal complex, thereby suggesting that every aspect of the subject's identity formation is under the sway of a cultural norm of intelligibility that is given in the dominant oedipal narrative. Feminist film theorists, therefore, were led to rethink the preoedipal imaginary and the mirror stage in the suspicion that it is impossible to return to preoedipality except in fantasy or through a fantasmatic construction of preoedipality. This suspicion would become central to the antiessentialism of a later feminist theory in its refusal of
any reference to biology or prediscursive reality in the construction of subject identity, the body or social reality; by then, however, the link of antiessentialism with narrative and film technology would be all but forgotten, whereas the link of antiessentialism to unconscious fantasy would become troubled with the thought of differences other than sexual difference.

But for early feminist film theorists, rethinking preoedipality was not only a resource for their film criticism. It also allowed them to propose feminist film theory as a model for a general treatment of the socially or culturally informed fantasmatic construction of the subject and social reality. For example, De Lauretis would follow up her treatment of the cinematic apparatus, the oedipal logic of narrativity and unconscious desire, with an elaboration of what she described as “gender technologies.” Borrowing from Michel Foucault’s treatment of sexuality, she would suggest that gender “is not a property of bodies or something originally existent in human beings,” but rather an effect of “a complex political technology,” including “social technologies such as cinema,” along with “institutionalized discourses, epistemologies, critical practices as well as practices of daily life.”

When, however, feminist film theorists first began to rethink preoedipality as a fantasmatic reconstruction shaped by the resolution of the oedipal complex, it was not only to think about subject identity as a fantasmatic construction. It was also to take up the matter of unconscious desire or unconscious fantasy without submitting uncritically to the privilege Lacanian psychoanalysis seemed to afford masculinity in linking the masculine subject to phallicity. Feminist film theorists would instead emphasize the fantasmatic construction of the masculine subject’s phallicity and its required narration of the devaluation and negation of the feminine Other. Feminist theorists would emphasize that the loss that Lacan described the infant–child as experiencing in preoedipal separation and individuation is given its meaning only in the resolution of the oedipal complex, when “the law of the father” commands the infant–child to accept his identity as subject in terms of an opposition of masculine and feminine, phallic or castrated. It is then that the loss experienced in preoedipality is given the name “mother,” as the “feminine” is made to figure castration, or what Lacan refers to as “lack.” It is then that the oedipalizing law of the father symbolically figures the subject as masculine, as “having” the phallus, whereas the feminine is made the fig-
ure of the Other, who seemingly is the phallus, at least for the subject who is yet able to be threatened with castration.

In arguing that the symbolic castration of the oedipal complex retroactively forces the assignment of a name for preoedipal loss, feminist film theorists intended to make clear that there is no essential link between lack and femininity or between phallicity and masculinity; there surely is no essential biological link. Rather, these links are fantasmatic constructions, and therefore require the ideological support of technologies, such as cinema, that reproduce this fantasmatic structure in organizing cultural imagery in terms of the dominant narrative fiction — the oedipal narrative. But as feminist film theorists suggested, cinema not only reproduces the dominant narrative fiction; it also depends on it. That is to say, the loss provoked by film viewing for the viewer in experiencing both the absence of the actual object and the erasure of the actual production of the image can be displaced onto the feminine figure of the film due to the ongoing function of the dominant narrative fiction to project lack onto the feminine figure.

But for all this, feminist film theorists still were faced with the conflation of the feminine figure with lack and castration, if only at the level of narrativity; they were challenged by the question of how to change a dominant narrative fiction. In facing this challenge they were forced to rethink the link of unconscious fantasy and the oedipal narrative. The efforts of feminist film theorists to rethink unconscious fantasy and the oedipal narrative were initiated with a close rereading of Lacan's rereading of Freud.

Feminist film theorists noticed that in treating the oedipal complex Lacan had insisted that the oedipal narrative always fails in its imposition of the “law of the father”; it fails, that is, to fix subject identity in terms of an opposition of masculine and feminine, phallic and castrated. As Jacqueline Rose put it:

"The unconscious constantly reveals the failure of identity. Because there is no continuity of psychic life, so there is no stability of sexual identity, no position for women (or for men) which is ever simply achieved. Nor does psychoanalysis see such “failure” as a special case inability or an individual deviancy from the norm. Failure is not a moment to be regretted in a process of adaptation, or development into normality.... Failure is something endlessly repeated and relived moment by moment throughout our individual histories. It appears not only in the symptom,
but also in dreams, in slips of tongue and in forms of sexual pleasure which are pushed to the sidelines of the norms. . . . There is a resistance to identity at the very heart of psychic life.35

It was this thought of the failure of identity that in fact enabled feminist film theorists to grasp how the subject or the viewer can return in fantasy to preoedipality. What feminist film theorists proposed is that in the resolution of the oedipal complex, subject identity is never fixed, and its instability is played out in the structure of a set of unconscious fantasies. There is, they argued, a certain mobility of subject positions in unconscious fantasy that is born of resistance to the law of the father in the resolution of the oedipal complex. Or, to put it another way, in the resolution of the oedipal complex unconscious fantasy both informs the ego’s subject identity and gives it over to various subject positions in scenarios of unconscious desire. In these fantasies symbolic castration is both accepted and refused, that is, internalized, disavowed, and displaced. It is in this sense that these fantasies can be said to “return” to or to persist in preoedipality.

According to Silverman, all of this means that the subject repeats or replays both the negative and the positive resolutions of the oedipal complex in fantasies such as those Freud catalogued: the fantasy of primal scene, the fantasy of parental seduction, the fantasy of castration, and the fantasy of the child’s being beaten. Drawing on Jean Laplanche’s and J.-B. Pontalis’s treatment of the “fantasmatic,” Silverman proposed:

The fantasmatic generates erotic tableaux or combinatoires in which the subject is arrestingly positioned — whose function is, in fact, precisely to display the subject in a given place. Its original cast of characters would seem to be drawn from the familial reserve, but in the endless secondary productions to which the fantasmatic gives rise, all actors but one are frequently recast. And even that one constant player may assume different roles on different occasions.56

Although the fantasmatic allows the ego more or less to consolidate a subject identity in the repetition of certain subject positionalities, the fantasmatic nonetheless holds the ego open to unconscious identifications with various other subject positions, including those that figure resistance to the law of the father. This is important, as Silverman would come to see it, because it suggests that unconscious fantasy may inform political resistance, beginning in the resistance to a positive resolution of the oedipal complex. Since the positive resolution of the oedipal com-
plex aligns the subject not only with a privileged masculinity, but with the family and national ideologies of the symbolic order and its mode of production, the negative resolution of the oedipal complex, Silverman would argue, carries potential for political resistance. As she puts it:

There are subjectivities which have established a different relationship to the family—and, in some cases, even to the laws of language and kinship structure—than those valorized by the dominant fiction. For these subjectivities... psychic reality has a different consistency than that dictated by the dominant fiction. The desire and identifications through which they are constituted may even sustain a disjunctive or oppositional relation to the vraisemblance.57

According to Silverman, it is the subject’s fantasmatic that not only makes film identifications possible, but also gives film viewing its political implications. The viewer’s fantasmatic, Silverman proposes, is projected onto the film, allowing the viewer to unconsciously identify with the figures offered in the film narrative; it allows the viewer to grasp those figures in terms of its unconscious scenarios of desire. Therefore, although the viewer’s fantasmatic identification makes adherence to the dominant oedipal narrative possible, it also makes it possible to resist the dominant narrative, thereby permitting ideological change.

But in arguing that the unconscious exceeds the dominant fiction and that all individuals probably escape the positive oedipal narrative to some degree, Silverman begins to think about the possibility of generalizing the disjuncture between the dominant narrative, the incest taboo, the psyche, and the symbolic order. She proposes that each of these must not be reduced to the other, at least not at a theoretical level. Silverman does not yet imagine taking account of the actual existence of different situations that do not fit or refuse to fit the configuration of social spaces that she assumes to be organized through an oedipal narrative—that is, the certain configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, the public and private spheres presumed in subject-centered, nation-centric, modern western discourse. As a nationalist discourse cinema does not seem to urge rethinking the configuration of social spaces or the environment of the viewing subject. But television, in its global reach, surely does.

Still presuming the cinema as her starting point, Silverman points her disagreement with Freud and Lacan at their conflation of the symbolic order, the incest taboo, the law of the father, and the psyche. She
refuses Freud’s and Lacan’s equation of an oedipalized castration with the loss suffered by any ego that must take its subject identity from an exterior image and its frame of reality from the grid of cultural intelligibility given with a symbolic order. Silverman argues instead that although every ego must suffer a lack of being in taking its meaning—that is, its subject identity and its social reality—from a symbolic order, it is not the case that this occurs in every place and at every time through the imposition of the oedipal narrative. Silverman’s difference with Lacan and Freud turns out to be a large one. Although she does not question the centrality of narrative to subject and national identities, Silverman does undermine the universalism of the oedipal narrative; she suggests that the dominant narrative by which an ego becomes and lives its subject identity and its social reality is culturally and historically specific.

It would seem that Silverman’s rethinking of the oedipal narrative as part of her grand summation of two decades of feminist film theory might well have had profound implications for the future of film criticism, as well as for an Althusserian treatment of ideology. But these implications were never fully elaborated among feminist film theorists, and although Althusser’s treatment of ideology would be rethought, it would be in relationship to the cultural studies of television when feminist film theory already had lost its central place in cultural studies.

Except for those feminist theorists who contributed to what would be referred to as queer theory, many cultural critics had already by the late 1980s shifted their theoretical focus from the psychoanalytic treatment of the subject to the analysis of identity in terms of the intersection of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity. Although not all of these cultural critics refused psychoanalysis, many criticized it for being a white, middle-class practice and a nineteenth-century Eurocentric theory. The refusal of psychoanalysis was at least implicit in the demand that attention be paid to the intersection of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity, especially when it was made through an autobiographic writing in which the writer would claim authority for speaking in his or her own voice attuned to localized conditions. The refusal of psychoanalysis on historical, geopolitical grounds, however, left off any systematic treatment of the unconscious in historical, geopolitical specificity. The question of the relationship of the unconscious to historically specific technologies also was put aside. Such questions were not asked, even though the globalization of teletechnology surely was
implicated even in the earliest shift of theoretical attention to the intersection of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity in the construction of identity in cultures around the world.59

Yet Silverman persisted in thinking that the fantasmatic, as feminist film theorists had revised it, allows for a treatment of the intersection of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity in the construction of the subject and filmic identifications. It was in the early 1990s that, when elaborating this possibility, Silverman was led to rethink the camera and the gaze as well as their usual apprehension only in the terms of the oedipal narrativization of sexual difference. In two remarkable essays Silverman took up Lacan’s diagrammatic treatment of the gaze from which feminist film theory had first drawn its founding presumption, that is, that the gaze is masculine whereas the feminine figures the spectacle. Just as the interest in early feminist film theory was waning, Silverman’s attempt to rethink it produced an argument about the historical specificity of the camera and the gaze in which, it seems to me, the machine metaphors of teletechnology are drawing feminist film theory to the future.

In her first essay,60 which treats a film by Rainer Werner Fassbinder in which a black male body appears as spectacle, Silverman sets out to articulate the operation of the cinematic apparatus in relation to the differences of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity. In doing so Silverman corrects the presumption of early feminist film theory that the gaze is a transcendental position of mastery that is identified with the look of the camera and projected through the eye of a male character; she rethinks this presumption in terms of feminist film theorists’ own revisions of fantasy and preoedipality. Returning to the three diagrams with which Lacan treats the gaze,61 Silverman suggests that what they propose is that the gaze, like the phallus, cannot be appropriated. No subject can possess the gaze and thereby make it one with the look of the eye. The gaze always exceeds the look of the eye of both male and female characters; the gaze rather produces the field of vision in which the subject is screened. Silverman now reads Lacan’s three diagrams to underscore his treatment of the gaze as “that ‘unapprehensible’ agency through which we are ratified or negated as spectacle.”62

Lacan’s three diagrams map the relays among the screen, the image, the camera, the point of light, and the subject of representation, such that the gaze is nowhere identified with the subject nor with objects;
nor is it even a characteristic of light. Nonetheless, the diagrams were first read by feminist film theorists to propose that a point of light is offered by the camera that seems a representative of the gaze. The gaze and the eye are seemingly conflated when the eye takes the point of view of the camera projected from behind the viewer. When, however, the diagrams are reconsidered by Silverman, she is able to show what is much more interesting to her, that is, that Lacan does not locate the gaze in a transcendental position, behind the viewer, nearer the camera. Instead he proposes that the gaze is opposite the viewer. The gaze is located by implication at the site of what was thought to be the feminized spectacle, at the "lit-up" screen. That is to say, the lit-up screen shows what Lacan describes as the "pulsatile, dazzling and spread out function of the gaze." The ungraspable gaze is nearer the lit-up screen where the subject is pictured or "photo-graphed," as Lacan puts it.

Silverman emphasizes that although the gaze puts the subject in the field of vision, it does not give the subject its form or its various subject positions. It is the screen that does; indeed, Silverman argues that the subject must take the form given by the screen. She argues this on her way to insisting on the "ideological status" of the screen, which provides a "repertoire of images through which subjects are not only constituted, but differentiated in relation to class, race, sexuality, age and nationality." All this, of course, resonates with the thought of the fantasmatic, its displaying of the subject in various positions elaborated in scenarios of unconscious desire. But it adds other differences than sexual difference, such as differences of race, ethnicity, age, and sexuality.

In shifting the location of the gaze nearer to the screen, Silverman also has made it possible to think about the way the screen looks back at the viewer not only with ideologically specific images, but with its own eye or its own definition of visuality. It is as if the machined screen has its own way of seeing, upon which the human eye is dependent and inseparably connected. At least this is the point of Silverman's second essay. In this essay Silverman argues that "the human subject's experience of the gaze may vary markedly from one period to another, and that different optical apparatuses may play a key role in determining this variation." In this essay, "What Is a Camera?, or: History in the Field of Vision," Silverman repeats her earlier rereading of Lacan's diagrams, but she confesses that in the earlier treatment she was concerned to show only how
the subject is seen in the screened gaze and that the screen, "through which a given society articulates authoritative vision," is historically and culturally specific. In the earlier treatment, she admits, she did not see that the diagrams raised a question about the relationship of the camera and the gaze. Now Silverman proposes that the gaze is differently related to different screens that are given through historically specific cameras or technologies.

No doubt Silverman is attempting to adjust feminist film theory, however belatedly, to the work of Foucault and others who have proposed that perceptual apparatuses are historically specific. Especially important for Silverman is Jonathan Crary's *Techniques of the Observer,*66 where the camera obscura and then the stereoscope are treated in terms of their historical specificities. Silverman especially notices Crary's suggestion that the stereoscope and, by extension, the moving camera are not tools; they are rather machines. The moving camera is a machine because the moving camera compensates for the insufficiency of the human eye and makes the human being dependent on or part of the apparatus. As such, the moving camera and the human eye are like "contiguous instruments on the same plane of operation,"67 as Crary puts it. They are linked and inseparable. Silverman concludes that if the gaze is differently related to historically specific cameras, then in each case, the eye also is "visualized" differently with each camera, mediated differently by what she now refers to as the "image/screen."68

In all this it might be argued that Silverman moves the unconscious closer to Derrida's treatment of unconscious memory in terms of historically specific technical substrates. At least she suggests that there is a history of technology that gives historically specific optical machine metaphors to the gaze. Silverman tries to get ahold of the nature of such a history:

Those optical metaphors through which the gaze manifests itself most emphatically at a given moment of time will always be those which are most technologically, psychically, discursively, economically, politically and culturally overdetermined and specified. However, as should be apparent by now, each of those metaphors will also articulate the field of visual relations according to the representational logic of a specific apparatus. The meaning of a device like the camera is consequently both extrinsic and intrinsic—a consequence both of its placement within a larger social and historical field and of a particular representational logic.69
Silverman's remarks suggest that there is an aporia of time that informs the historical specificity of the machine metaphors informing the gaze. Technologies that give these machine metaphors are constituted within a larger social and historical field, but the particular representational logics of these specific technologies offer particular historicities. In the case of cinema, for example, that representational logic is the oedipal logic of narrativity, which informs a certain historicity. The machine metaphors given with specific technologies, therefore, problematize the possibility of a linear, homogeneous history, including a history of technological development. History is put out of joint, a point that might have been further elaborated by Silverman.

Although Silverman historicizes and therefore problematizes the relationship of the camera and the gaze, she never fully questions what is to be made of the unconscious if the cinema is no longer taken as its machine metaphor or as its only machine metaphor. She does not notice that in historicizing the relationship of the camera and the gaze, she may have left behind thinking of the unconscious in terms of the cinematic apparatus and its oedipal narrative. She does not imagine that it may be television that gives the metaphors for her own understanding of the differing of the psyche from the symbolic order and the symbolic order from the oedipal narrative and the law of the father. Silverman does not imagine that it might be television that has drawn her to rethink the gaze and move it from a transcendental position of mastery somewhere near the camera behind the viewer's back and locate it instead across from the viewer at the lit-up image/screen. She does not imagine that the emergence of television metaphors not only gives a new sense of the gaze, but gives the very idea that visuality can be changed with different technologies, and that therefore the unconscious is historically specific.

Yet if Silverman's rereading of Lacan's diagrams were to be superimposed on Derrida's treatment of Freud's mystic writing-pad, it might be possible to see a television. The superimposition gives the picture back to Derrida's transmitting writing machine. After all, Derrida lost sight of the picture when he grew confident that Freud was no longer interested in optical machines to metaphorize unconscious memory after 1925, when he turned to the mystical writing-pad. But the sophisticated archiving machines, which Derrida proposes that Freud ignored when he turned to the mystic writing-pad, surely included the
motion picture camera. It is Lacan's rereading of Freud that brings back the picture and lights up the screen of Derrida's transmitting writing machine. As a result, the screened gaze can look back at the viewer through a pulsating light in which a subject and his or her reality cannot but be deconstructed again and again.

But how can it be that television informs Derrida's, Lacan's, and even Freud's treatments of the unconscious, as if television had come before cinema? Silverman notices only that rereading Lacan's diagrams requires a rearticulation of the relationship of the gaze, the camera, and the look of the eye. Given that the gaze, which the camera makes visible, nonetheless cannot be appropriated by the human eye, the camera may be said to be a "compensation" for the human eye. Yet Silverman does not imagine that the relationship between different technologies might also be one of compensation. For instance, it might be thought that cinema is a compensation for the not yet fully developed television—that cinema came before television only as its compensation. Richard Dienst has suggested something like this in posing a question as to "whether cinema has not always been compensating for its incapacity to transmit images—if, in other words, the dream of television as simultaneous inscription and diffusion has not haunted all cinematic forms from the beginning."71

But Dienst suggests that television not only came before cinema. Television also came after cinema because television leaves behind what has been crucial to the cinematic apparatus: that is, the linking of images by means of relays through subject positions. The cinematic apparatus, after all, works by machining the cut-up components of subjectivity into the narrated movement of the image. Indeed, as feminist film theorists have made clear, the important function of the oedipal narrative in film is to suture what has been cut up in order to give the machine vision back to the subject, as if it were a human vision, as if it were the viewer's vision.

In giving up this concern for relaying images through the subject, perhaps suspending any linkage between images altogether, television presents itself as a machine apparatus for the nonsubjective movement of images; it presents itself as a machine apparatus for an unconscious without the oedipal narrative. In this sense it might be better to argue that television, rather than coming before or after cinema, supercedes it. It does so by evoking the unconscious of nonsubjective images. In
this sense, television in general evokes the thought of the interimplica-
tion of nature and culture and makes it possible to think of the relation-
ship of the unconscious and its technical substrates as a nonmetaphor-
cial one. It might be possible then to think of the unconscious and its
technical substrates on the same plane. In all of this, television evokes
the conceptualization that Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari refer to as
machinic assemblage.

As they describe it, the concept of machinic assemblage is for thought
when it is a movement that aligns human and machine, nature and
technology, the virtual and the real, even the living and the inert — all
on the same plane of consistency. The machinic assemblage is neither
organic nor mechanical; rather, it refuses to presume an opposition be-
tween organic and nonorganic life, given its allowance of the dynamism
of matter or the self-organization of subindividual, singular, finite forces
of matter. Assemblages refer to pure or originary repetition or, as Deleuze
and Guattari describe it, “a movement capable of affecting the mind out-
side of all representation . . . of inventing vibrations, rotations, whirlings,
gravitations, dances or leaps which directly touch the mind.”72 It is this
movement, which evokes the movement of television’s electronic image
on one hand and the movement of the unconscious resisting an oedi-
pal narrativization on the other, that gives the possibility for the revela-
tion of the different temporal and spatial relationships of teletechnol-
yogy, that is, its historicity, its unconscious.

If Deleuze and Guattari have identified this unconscious as antioedi-
pal, it is to insist that the unconscious need not be characterized by an
originary lack, as they read Lacan to have proposed. But feminist film
theorists make clear that the Lacanian unconscious is never success-
fully oedipalized, and that therefore the unconscious is always without
recognition of lack. It is the failure of the oedipal narrative and the dis-
avowal of lack that, however, psychoanalysis means to bring to truth.
And in its deconstruction of the oedipal narrative, feminist film theory
is implicated in the discourse of truth as well. No matter if its aim to
deconstruct the rhetoric of sexual difference as it is deployed in the
oedipal narrative; feminist film theory returns the unconscious again
and again to the oedipal narrative in order to reveal the truth of the
family and national drama.

But Deleuze and Guattari argue that unconscious desire has no need
of a narrative of truth. The unconscious should not be thought of in
the terms of narrative at all. Instead it should be thought of as desiring production, an assembling that is grasped in its effects. In this sense, the oedipal narrative might be reconceived as a line of flight, a line of escape. Rather than an order or command to overcome desire, the oedipal narrative might be conceived of as a line to set off from or as an abstract program by which to start up desiring production. It is this reconception of the oedipal narrative, begun with feminist film theory and further elaborated in Deleuze and Guattari's treatment of the unconscious, that is connected to teletechnology and to the teletechnological smoothing out and reconfiguration of the arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, the private and public spheres presumed in subject-centered, nation-centric modern western discourse.

Certain questions are raised. One that I want to take up in the next chapter is the question of political economic analysis. What analysis of political economy is possible when the oedipal narrative no longer is the dominant narrative, when economy may no longer be contained within a subject-centered and nation-centric narrative discourse? Surely these questions refer back to the problem of history and the history of technology, which has been closely connected to the history of capitalist production, especially in Marxist analysis of political economy. What becomes of a history of capitalist production if history has been put out of joint by the historicities given with the specific technical substrates of unconscious memory?

It is to the Marxist cultural studies of television that I want next to turn, because it is these studies in which Marxist analysis of political economy first showed itself to be drawn to the future by teletechnology. It is these studies that first raised questions such as: What is television's place in political economy? If television has no interest in relaying images through subject positions, does television fail to do what cinema promised to do? Does television ruin the promise of a mass mediation of the individual and collective identities through ideological interpellation to subject-centered and nation-centric narrative representations, and therefore profoundly trouble the analysis of ideology through cultural criticism? What is the nature of the cultural in the age of teletechnology?
There Is a Story; or, A Home Movie Rerun

There is a story.
It is the story I am going to tell you.
I don't know if it is true.
I don't know if anyone does.
But it was the story told me
about my mother's father,
whom she adored
and whom she often said I was so much like.

Nothing could keep the delight from her eyes
when she talked about him —
a child's delight still caught in her eyes
when she described him.
Handsome, charming, and smart,
always the center of attention
with family and friends,
at the beach,
at the racetrack,
at parties,
playing cards.
Handsome, charming, and smart.
A man about town
dragging her home from the fruit store
when she had stolen an apple.
The storekeeper had called him.
So he came and took her home
and put straight pins in each of her ten fingers.
He drank; I knew that. But when he drank,
she told me once, he was brutal,
brutal to her mother.
To your mother?
To my mother and my brother.
To your mother and your brother? But not you?
But not me.

This is not the story my mother would write.
But I have never seen my mother write
anything but notes on the bottom of Hallmark cards.

When she was nine, her father took her out of school.
She was the oldest of five.
Her mother was then twenty-five, and he said
that my mother needed to help her mother
take care of the other kids.
She resented it, but she did it,
and she never undid it.
She never went back to school.

Still, nothing could keep the delight from her eyes
when she talked about him.
Her eyes a mirror image of his beautiful, dancing, Italian eyes
that I had seen in pictures
and once when he held me,
just after I was born,
just weeks before he died,
at an age close to the age I am now.

“His liver exploded,” my mother said.

Everyone knew; he drank.
My father always said that it wasn’t so odd, not in those days.
My mother’s father owned the barbershop,
and the customers did not want to tip him.
So after a haircut, a customer brought him across the street
to the bar for a shot. For a shot, for a shot and a beer.
My father always said that my mother’s father was
handsome, charming, and smart.
A man about town.
My father adored him, as he adored my mother.
Nothing could keep the delight from his eyes
when he talked about her—
a young man’s delight still caught in his eyes.
when he described her.
Glamorous, charming, and smart
always the center of attention
with family and friends,
at the beach,
at the racetrack,
at parties,
playing cards.
Glamorous, charming, and smart.
The girl of every guy's dream,
refusing his kisses,
screaming cruel words and hateful reproaches,
slammed doors and bitter silences,
living unhappily everafter.

Still, nothing could keep the delight from his eyes
when he talked about her—
a young man's delight still caught in his eyes.
His beautiful, dreamy blue eyes,
gone vacant and cold, just once when he told me,
I have never been faithful.
There was always some other.
Than my mother?
Than your mother.
But you always said that you loved and adored her?
I loved and adored her.
I did.

She walks toward the movie camera as her raven-black hair dances
around her beautiful heart-shaped face. Her ruby-red lips slowly part
and burst into laughter, flashing her milky-white teeth. She reaches
down out of sight and back up with a bundle of baby caught in her
arms. She kisses me on the tip of my nose, and then she points her
finger, out toward the camera. But my eyes do not follow. They stay fixed
on her eyes, deeply carved in her face, just below perfectly arched brows.
The thick, long lashes flutter like butterfly wings over the warm velvet-
brown orbs that rest on the rising curve of movie-star cheekbones.
Glamorous, charming, and smart. She looks back at me with a gorgeous
smile and then again out, beyond her finger, toward the camera, which
suddenly jerks and twitches out of control, the image coming undone,
and caught in that moment, a face gone hard, quickly swollen with
annoyance and anger and then just as quickly drained white, leaving
only a fear before the impending disaster,
the unbearable ruined moment.
After his mother died, my father and I stood together before her laid-out corpse. She was still beautiful in a gown of velvet and lace that was the violet color of her eyes, now covered over with dried hard lids. A sweet, sickening smell of roses was everywhere around her. At work, they had called her Rose, although that was not her name. She had been a dress designer and talented — caught up more in her work, caught up more in herself than she was in him. “I still hate her,” I thought I heard my father whisper. But his lips were shut closed tight, when I looked up, and saw him, just as he turned, and walked past the coffin to far, far away.

When he was a boy, my father’s mother sent him to visit with his grandparents. She sent him to Italy when he was five, and left him there until he was ten. It must have been then that the little boy’s rage was smothered under a silencing shame. His anger never translated from Italian to English.
He never again spoke without cutting off the words, drawing back the sentences, keeping the meaning yet to come, never ever to arrive.

I watched his mouth become the vanishing point of dream after dream never ever to be lived, sucked back in through a roundness that became teeth clenched, lips tightened and thinned. I watched his mouth up close until it became mine.

Alone, I stand perfectly still.
Only my mouth moves.
My tongue swells and pushes hard against my teeth, trying to save itself from swallowing itself.
My teeth clamp and grind, a moving fence against every line of flight.
I grind and choke on tongue swollen and imprisoned.

When he was a student, my father fancied himself a poet, even though teachers told him that he was really good at math. He wrote love poems for my mother, pages of words, made into rhymes, just for her. I kept and cherished each page that she tossed away, not believing much in his love. So his efforts soon let up, and he turned his pen back to numbers. Hundreds of them meticulously placed in the tiny boxes of an accountant's balance sheet. I tried hard to go as fast as his adding machine, when he challenged me with multiplication and division, addition and subtraction. But mostly, he was alone with his numbers. He wanted to be alone with their secrets wrapping around him. I thought that they must keep him safe — lines in order one after another, always adding up.

My mouth became a shallow grave for his buried dream of poetry. I grind away, damning up the flow of words, decomposing the music of every love song, in his name. I grind away, making it impossible for my lips to rest,
to be at rest,
mauved, full of kisses
and that light touch of a lover’s finger
tracing the curve of a peaceful landscape.

My father worked hours without end bent over his desk,
like his mother,
bent over her workbench
with so many pins, held tight between her lips.
She fixed one at a time along the lines thrown up on silk
with a designer’s chalk.
Her work stopped only on Sundays, when she sat
at the head of the dining-room table, fifteen of us all around,
drinking sparkling wine and eating
grand meals that my grandfather prepared,
fit for kings and queens
on lazy afternoons
of laughter and seamless conversation.
And my father ate too.
With little laughter and hardly a word spoken,
he ate much more than the others.
I watched him and tasted a hunger that outlasted every bite.
I felt a thirst that could not be quenched.

My mouth became an empty well,
a lenten fast with no hope of Easter.
I grind away,
chewing nothing but air.
Even the memory of hunger and thirst is all but erased
with the pleasures of crusty bread soaked in olive oil,
sweet lamb, and polenta,
plum flesh and purple-stained pits left behind,
all gone, one by one, into thin air.

When my father was a young man,
something caused him to lose all his teeth.
I tried not to stare at his mouth,
collapsed in pain and embarrassment,
while my mother remembered
that his mother had lost her teeth, too, when she was young.
My mother seemed cruelly indifferent to my father’s fury,
which I watched creep up from the broken chin line
over the caved-in mouth,
up into the sunken cheeks,
flashing out from his narrowed eyes and then as quickly gone,
leaving nothing but resentment in the embers of a burnt-out rage.
My mouth became a store of lost affections,
mistrustful of the simple expression of emotion,
guarded against the return of a withdrawn anger.
I grind away, drawing back every utterance
into the contradictory meanings of forgotten memories,
retracing each story line,
reaching for the one word that releases understanding,
the lost kiss that frees poetry,
the loving touch that eases complexity,
the dream that offers another way
I await.
Alone, I stand perfectly still.
Only my mouth moves.
CHAPTER TWO

The Generalized Unconscious of Desiring Production

Marxist Cultural Studies: Televising the Political Unconscious

Jacques Lacan's book *Television*¹ is not about television. It owes its title rather to the fact that the book contains an interview with Lacan that was aired on French television in 1973. Taking note of this fact, Richard Dienst begins his book about television suggesting that, although not intended to be, the opening remarks of Lacan’s interview turn out to be a good description of television, demonstrating television’s capacity to turn everything into the televisual.² This is what Lacan said in his opening remarks to his television audience: “I always speak the truth; not all of it, because there’s no way to say it all. Saying it all is materially impossible: the words are lacking. It’s even through this impossibility that the truth holds on to the real.”³ Dienst goes on to treat Lacan’s remarks in terms of television’s “drive to transmission” — its dream of receiving and sending every message from and to everyone, everywhere, all of the time.

It may very well be its drive to transmission that has made television both the cultural apparatus through which Marxist cultural critics have focused their criticism of postmodern culture and the machine that has made it so difficult for them to reduce teletechnology to a capitalist organization of production, as they are wont to do. It turns out that Marxist cultural critics have had as much trouble just watching television as they have had seeing it as a machine. What makes Dienst’s book about television remarkable is his effort to figure out what kind of machine television is. He seems able to keep his eyes steady and just look back at the
machine without being distracted by the culture it transmits. Well, almost. Dienst is at times distracted by the debt he owes Fredric Jameson, from whom he has inherited the idea of television as the icon of late capitalist, postmodern culture.

Not that I do not owe a debt to Marxist cultural criticism; I do. Not only is there no way to get to unconscious thought in the age of teletechnology without raising the question of the relationship of television and capitalism. But there is no easy way to answer the question without taking up Jameson's essay on video art, "Surrealism without the Unconscious." If nothing else, I am challenged by what seems to be Jameson's proposal that video art, and television by implication, can go on without the unconscious. But perhaps it is only the political unconscious of a dominant hegemonic cultural narrative which Jameson cannot find operating in television.

It would seem that although television first draws Marxist cultural criticism, most notably Birmingham cultural studies, to an engagement with Louis Althusser's treatment of the unconscious interpellation of the subject by the ideological state apparatuses, television finally leads Marxist cultural criticism beyond an Althusserian treatment of ideology to the deconstruction of both the subject and narrativity; television finally draws Marxist cultural criticism to face the challenge of postmodernity. In pointing to the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology in the late twentieth century, television will trouble Marxist cultural criticism and its treatment of the economic in terms of the subject-centered, nation-centric discourse of the ideological apparatuses. That is to say, television undermines the presumed relationship of narrative, national and family ideologies and the unconscious construction of subject identity presumed in an Althusserian treatment of ideology.

Surely television's unfailing effort to appear as if trying to tell all and show all, no matter that it fails, suggests that television not only wants to be on everywhere, but also wants to be on all the time. So rather than calling forth the subject's unconscious identification through a narrative re-presentation, television hopes for a continuous body-machine attachment. Television is mechanizing the autoaffective circuit; it is displacing the sound of hearing oneself speak with the sound of television going on and on, cutting the pleasure of hearing one's own voice with the pleasure of television's just being on. Television operates on the uncon-
scious of the circuit, befitting the notion of machinic assemblage. Tele­
vision gives the thought of an unconscious that is irreducible to human
subjectivity.

As such, television makes it difficult to remain indebted not only to
Marxism, but to psychoanalysis as well, and even more difficult to remain
indebted to both at once. But surely many Marxist cultural critics have
tried. If I am still trying to do so, it is not without Jacques Derrida’s re­
marks in mind. Commenting on his own debt to Marx and Freud, Der­
rida proposed, “Inheritance is a task, not a given.” It involves trying to
get to “the most thinking thought” of the inheritance, but it also in­
volves mourning no longer being able simply to be either a Marxist or
a Freudian. Along with mourning, then, there is the task of finding the
most thinking thought about television in Marxist cultural criticism.
And surely Marxist cultural critics have had thoughts about television.

To get at the thought of television in Marxist cultural criticism, in
the second part of this chapter I turn to Jameson’s essay on video art
and Dienst’s elaboration of it in an analysis of television that takes the
field of Marxist cultural studies beyond its fixation on the textual
analysis of a dominant hegemonic cultural narrative to the globaliza­
tion of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in the late
twentieth century. But first I want to treat the earlier engagement of
Marxist cultural criticism with Althusser’s rereading of Marx; I want to
turn to Birmingham cultural studies of television and then to Jame­
son’s literary criticism of the novel’s narrative logic in order to show
how both made the text into literary evidence of a political unconscious
such that criticism became a matter of “reading,” whereas the notion of
text was reduced to its narrower definition. Meaning was thereby located
beyond or outside the text in the social context, saving Marxist cultural
criticism from the effects of the ontological implications of poststruc­
turalism. It was in these terms that seeing television as a machine became
a difficulty for Marxist cultural critics.

Cultural Studies/Television Studies

In 1973, the same year Lacan appeared on television, Stuart Hall, the di­
rector of the Birmingham Center for Cultural Studies, published his
essay “Encoding/decoding.” Destined to become a canonical text, “En­
coding/decoding” turned Marxist cultural studies to textual criticism that
would depend more on Louis Althusser’s treatment of ideology and An-
tonio Gramsci’s treatment of hegemony than on the cultural approach that E. P. Thompson and Raymond Williams already had established at the Center. But Hall’s aim in “Encoding/decoding” was to complicate the established models of communication employed in the social sciences generally. To do so, he took television as his example. Yet Hall did not ask, Why television? He did not ask why television, rather than cinema or the novel, better demonstrated the argument he offered—that is, that in communication there is no transparent medium carrying the message from sender to receiver, and therefore there will be more than one reading of a text. The message encoded will not necessarily be the message decoded. Although Hall referred communication to television’s “passage of forms” through “a continuous circuit,” it is not the idea of the circuit that was the focus of Hall’s treatment of television; rather it was the meaning of the text.

Without addressing the specificity of television as a medium, Hall turned television criticism into an analysis of texts that all but loses sight of what Raymond Williams would seem to have been after when he argued that television refers communication to “a planned flow.” Instead, Hall treated the television text as a discrete cultural production that, for him, raised the question of how the circulated text is consumed, that is, how it is read. For Hall, however, the question of how a text is read was a question about ideology. Abandoning the idea of class-specific ideologies, Hall preferred instead to focus on the political action of hegemony. He therefore assumed that television texts carry “the dominant hegemonic discourse” and are aimed to win “active consent” for a symbolic order or the belief in the way things are. The television text, therefore, is to be treated in terms of the larger ideological struggle between “the people” and the dominant discourse of a symbolic order. Although Hall assumed television’s will to universalize an encoded ideological message, such that the television text is presumed to elicit unconscious identifications with what Althusser refers to as the ideological apparatuses of the state, Hall also insisted on the possibility of multiple readings of the television text.

But if the text allows for multiple readings, this possibility is located at the connotative level of the message. The possibility of multiple readings is located at the decoding end, at the point of reception. So although television texts mean to elicit a “preferred reading” of the text,
readers, Hall argued, may engage in “negotiated readings” whereby preferred readings are given local interpretation. Readers also may engage in “oppositional readings” whereby the encoded message is transformed in terms of a frame of reference that is an alternative to the one implied in the dominant discourse encoded in the text.

Although “Encoding/decoding” long would remain an influence in Marxist cultural studies, the notion of text that it elaborated would be criticized and revised by Marxist cultural critics. Treating the text as a discrete cultural production would be displaced by the notion of what Tony Bennett and Janet Woollacott called “inter-textuality.” Yet, even the notion of inter-textuality serves only to refer the text to what Bennett and Woollacott called “reading formations,” referring to a particular reading context that activates a given body of inter-texts. For Bennett and Woollacott there is no “text outside a reading formation.” Although inter-textuality implies that the text is always part of a network of institutional arrangements, and therefore the notion of the text can be applied to practices such as stylizing appearance, going to school, or shopping at the mall, nonetheless the evidence for the variety of readings always is found in the audience, the readers or users of practices.

Although Bennett and Woollacott’s notion of inter-textuality has often been mistaken for Derrida’s notion of intertextuality, the former is related to the latter, but is also different. Bennett and Woollacott locate meaning in the social context in terms of which reading formations are defined. Hegemony and its formation still are what matter, and these still are thought to operate at the point of the reception or reading; indeed Bennett and Woollacott argue that they are not offering the notion of inter-textuality “in the interest of a fashionable ‘anything goes, everything is permissible’ relativism tacked onto the coattails of Derrida’s project of deconstruction.”

Linking deconstruction with relativism in order to police textual analysis and define its political limits in terms of hegemony would become the rule in much of Marxist cultural studies, serving to reduce deconstruction to relativism wherever Marxist cultural studies would be taken seriously. Yet what Derrida proposes in deconstructing the border between text and context is a revision of the notion of social context. Derrida’s argument is that it is through the disavowal of différence that a text is constructed and given an identity that thereby produces a con-
text — that is, produces the origin or end of meaning in all that is usually opposed to the text, such as speech, life, history, world, body, mind, consciousness, economics, and the real.

It is *différence* that gives the possibility that allows the text to “en-gender infinitely new contexts in an absolutely nonsaturable fashion.” Derrida argues further that this does not mean that the text “is valid outside its context, but on the contrary that there are only contexts without any center of absolute anchoring.” The reading context cannot ground the multiple readings of the text, because the text and its context are given together in the disavowal of *différence*. So to seek out evidence for the multiple readings of a text in the reading context is a matter of creating a context, not just finding one. For Derrida it is not possible to presume that there is a text and that it can arrive as such at the site of reception; nor is it any more possible to do so when the text is understood as inter-texts that refer to a dominant discourse.

Furthermore, it is not the case that Derridean deconstruction aims to take cultural criticism in the direction of relativism or, for that matter, the polysemy of multiple readings. Derrida is explicit in arguing that “the semantic horizon that habitually governs the notion of communication is exceeded . . . by a *dissemination* (or *différance*) irreducible to polysemy.” This exceeding of the semantic horizon in *différence* is not, therefore, the “semiotic excess” that John Fiske argued characterizes television and constitutes its pleasures. As Fiske would have it, “television’s openness, its textual contradictions and instability,” allows readers “to construct subject positions that are theirs (at least in part) . . . to make meanings that embody strategies of resistance to the dominant, or negotiate locally relevant inflections of it.” In making this argument Fiske made the appropriation of television discourse by audiences in behalf of their own pleasure central to his treatment of popular culture and the reading of its texts. Yet not only did Fiske still confine television’s openness to a politics of hegemony that is at play at the point of reception; Fiske’s language to describe television’s excess of meaning and pleasure also shows the strong hold on Marxist cultural studies of Hall’s “Encoding/decoding.”

In Marxist cultural studies what has mattered most about television is located in the social context of reading. The focus is steadied on the audience as a potential of political resistance to the dominant discourse. The audience, therefore, figures “the people,” who take the place of the
working class in figuring the agency of change. All of this allows Marxist cultural critics to be assured of being on the side of resistance to the dominant discourse and of being able to offer their criticisms in the name of the people. Meaghan Morris's complaint about Fiske's television studies might be extended to most Marxist cultural studies. As she puts it: "The people are also the textually delegated, allegorical emblem of the critic's own activity. Their ethos may be constructed as other, but it is used as the ethnographer's mask."\textsuperscript{14}

That ethnography has been the preferred methodology for Marxist cultural studies, even for its television studies, reveals its deep roots in the cultural approach that both Thompson and Williams had proposed as a way to champion the culture of the working class. Even when Hall turns to Althusser's structural approach to ideology and to Gramsci's and then Ernest Laclau's treatments of hegemony, he never abandons the humanism and experiential base of the culturalist approach. With its emphasis on the politics of hegemony embedded in the text and context of reading, Hall's "Encoding/decoding" might even be understood not as a displacement of the culturalist approach, but rather as an adjustment of it to the mass consumption and the mass media of a Fordist advanced western capitalism.

The irony of Hall's refitting the cultural approach with a structural, textual approach to hegemonic discourse is that mass-mediated culture, including watching television, become a matter of reading. Richard Johnson, when he was director of the Birmingham Center, even argued that "the best studies of lived culture are also necessarily, studies of reading."\textsuperscript{15} There is little thinking here about television as a machine that is watched; for that matter, there is little thinking about television as a machine at all. It is simply assumed that television is a machine befitting a Fordist advanced capitalism; it is assumed that television is a vehicle of advertising, a conveyor of an ideology of mass consumption.

What is missed in deploying the notion of "reading" television texts, especially when the text is expected to carry the message of the dominant discourse, is the possibility that television's drive to transmission is more about what Stephen Heath describes as television's "universalization of reception and the circulation of capital, not in particular meanings — or not in the first instance in meanings other than those of that circulation."\textsuperscript{16} This understanding of television, however, requires recognizing that television is not primarily about texts; it does
not allow any distinction between the production of the text and its reproduction in reading; it does not allow a distinction between text and reading context. Rather than being about a text that is offered to be read or even watched, television, Heath's remarks suggest, is more about a movement in a differantial network of traces referring endlessly to something other than itself. Television is something more like what Derrida's treatment of textuality suggests, where the distinction between text and context is indistinguishable or always in the process of its construction, yet to be made and always deferred.

Television makes instantaneous transmission the limit of communication. In these terms television is to be thought of as marking the arrival of the circuit as the machine metaphor meant to overwrite the difference between production and reproduction, as well as production and circulation, thereby putting the text and all that has been opposed to it in a differantial rather than a dialectical or oppositional relationship. Then the questions that television raises displace the questions of meaning and interpretation; television becomes visible as a different cultural apparatus than the one it was presumed to be in the early Birmingham Marxist cultural studies of television. Television, that is, raises questions concerning the expanded circuit — What does it make and what does it make happen in collapsing the difference between production and reproduction, production and circulation, text and context?

To think about television in this way, however, is to think of television as a machine of postmodern or late capitalism rather than as a machine of Fordist advanced capitalism. Ironically 1973, the year "Encoding/decoding" first was published, also would be claimed by Marxist cultural critics, most notably David Harvey, to be the year when the problems of Fordism-Keynesianism "erupted into open crisis," and thereby when the the "sea change" in the organization of capitalist production could be linked to an eruption and extension of postmodern culture. But by the late 1980s, when Marxist cultural critics would focus on postmodern culture, Hall too had begun to treat culture in terms of the "new times" of postmodernism, connected to the post-Fordism of late capitalism in postwelfare and neocolonial states. For Hall, culture then becomes a matter of differences — racial, gender, sexual, and national differences — where the notion of a unified identity is deconstructed into a cultural hybridity and where Derrida's treatment of différance is given a more serious reconsideration. It is in these new times
of Marxist cultural studies that television as a cultural apparatus becomes increasingly indistinguishable from television as a technical apparatus or technical substrate. Television, that is, is seen as a machine, a productive/reproductive/circulating machine.

Surely by the late 1980s Marxist cultural critics were becoming aware that there is no culture that is not technologically mediated. It is this realization that Jameson best registers in his treatment of television as the icon of postmodern culture, informed with the economic logic of late capitalism. Jameson proposes that television even makes it possible to see that culture always has been mediated: “The older forms or genres, or indeed the older spiritual exercises and mediations, thoughts and expressions were also in their very different way media products.”

For Jameson, television revises the history of technological development as a history of literary form, as a play of culture’s machine metaphors or technical substrates.

In response to his tele-vision, Jameson rethinks literary form in terms of media technologies. He defines a medium as “an artistic mode or specific form of aesthetic production” that becomes “social institution” and belongs to “a specific technology, generally organized around a central apparatus or machine.” But Jameson’s reformulation of literary form in terms of media technologies is not without his mourning what seems to him to be teletechnology’s dismissal of narrative, which in his influential study of the novel he had found to be the vehicle of a political unconscious. The future to which Jameson’s tele-vision will draw Marxist cultural criticism, therefore, would be difficult to realize, detoured as it is through Jameson’s own treatment of the political unconscious of the dominant narrative of the state apparatuses.

Like Hall’s 1973 “Encoding/decoding,” Jameson’s 1981 analysis of the novel is remarkable for its lack of any explicit treatment of postmodernism or late capitalism. But more than “Encoding/decoding,” The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act seems to have been motivated by the political economic changes in postmodernity that are registered in Althusser’s rereading of Marx, even though Jameson does not explicitly address these. Instead Jameson claims that the aim of The Political Unconscious is to restore to Marxist cultural criticism the Hegelianism that Althusser’s rereading of Marx seems to dismiss. In seemingly pursuing this aim, Jameson turns Althusser’s rereading of Marx into a criticism of poststructuralism, thereby enabling Marxist lit-
Denarrativizing and Renarrativizing the Political Unconscious

In The Political Unconscious Jameson set himself a difficult task: to appropriate and contain the poststructural criticism of narrative and history by treating both narrative and history in terms of what Althusser referred to as a “structure-in-effect,” or becoming structured around “an absent cause.” Jameson notices that Althusser’s rereading of Marx raises the question of representation in a way that is relevant to narrative and history. Not only does Althusser propose that economy and culture are relatively autonomous, both overdetermined levels of the mode of production; he therefore also suggests that the totality of the mode of production “is nowhere empirically present.” How, then, can one represent it? How is there to be representation of a structure in the absence of the empirical presence of it as a totality?

Althusser’s answer focuses on Marx’s notion of Darstellung, or representation in the weaker sense of staging. Jameson quotes the following from Reading Capital:

Structural causality can be entirely summed up in the concept of “Darstellung,” the key epistemological concept of the whole Marxist theory of value, the concept whose object is precisely to designate the mode of presence of the structural in its effects, and therefore to designate structural causality itself. ... The structure is not an essence outside the economic phenomena which comes and alters their aspect, forms and relations and which is effective on them as an absent cause, absent because it is outside of them. The absence of the cause in the structure’s “metonymic causality” on its effects is not the fault of the exteriority of the structure with respect to the economic phenomena; on the contrary, it is the very form of the interiority of the structure, as a structure, in its effects. ... the structure which is ... nothing outside its effects.\(^{22}\)

Althusser’s remarks seem to suggest that the structuration of capitalism can be represented only by a rhetorical mechanism or a representing machinery (a Darstellung machine) that stages and thereby produces the effects of capitalism as a whole, that is, as an economy or a system for the realization of value. If so, what is implied is the possibility of thinking that the machine for production of value and the rhetorical mechanism or machinery for staging the effects of capitalism as a whole are one
and the same machine. Or, to put this another way, the mechanism for the reproduction of the subject in ideology has become the machine for the production of value. Some transformation of capitalist production — some transformation of machinery or technology — is the historical condition of possibility for Althusser's rereading of Marx. Yet Jameson, like Hall, misses seeing the historically and technologically specific machine implied in Althusser's rereading of Marx; like Hall, Jameson focuses more on the rhetorical devices for representing capitalism to the subject in order to induce in the subject an unconscious identification with the dominant discourse or the cultural hegemony. Jameson especially focuses on the novel and the relationship between the novel's narrative logics and the history of the capitalist organization of production.

Going back to Lacan's treatment of the "Real" as that which "resists symbolization absolutely," Jameson insists that Lacan's formulation does not mean that there is no referent to which History refers. Jameson argues instead that History, like the Real, cannot be known directly; but History can be apprehended in its textualization or narrativization. As Jameson puts it: "History is not a text, not a narrative, master or otherwise, but... as an absent cause, it is inaccessible to us except in textual form, and... our approach to it and to the Real itself necessarily passes through its prior textualization, its narrativization in the political unconscious." Although Jameson seemingly gives up on a notion of History as origin or cause, he nonetheless proposes that History can be found through its various narrativizations. History finally is realized as "the collective struggle to wrest a realm of Freedom from a realm of Necessity"; History, therefore, is told "within the unity of a single great collective story," which, however, is moved by the antagonisms between the social classes.

It is in these terms that Jameson's analysis of the novel means to show how its narrative logics displace or defer the single great collective story yet to be realized in a revolutionary change of the capitalist organization of production. He proposes that the novel's narrative logics — from romanticism to realism, from modernism to high modernism — each prematurely totalizes a symbolic order by covering over the contradictions or differences between the levels of a mode of production, thereby preventing the possibility of revolutionary change. For Jameson, a Marxist literary criticism must recover the contradictions by drawing on the
dialectic and its provision of the notion of mediation that allows for relating levels of a mode of production without reducing them one to the other.

In this sense a Marxist literary criticism involves deconstructing totalizing narrative logics. It seeks “rifts and discontinuities.” It looks for the “strategies of containment” in forms that gloss over the non dit, the impense, that is, the political unconscious. But a Marxist literary criticism also must go beyond deconstructing a narrative logic. For Jameson, deconstruction is: “only an initial moment in Althusserian exegesis, which then requires the fragments, the incommensurable levels, the heterogeneous impulses, of the text to be once again related, but in the mode of structural difference and determinate contradiction.”

In order both to reveal hidden contradictions of a narrative logic and to begin to reconstruct the unity of the single great collective story, Jameson reads or deconstructs the novel’s narrativity against three horizons. First the narrative is read as an “imaginary resolution of a real contradiction” that cannot be resolved. The narrative is apprehended at first as “a symbolic act,” an aesthetization of a contradiction. Then the novel can be read against a second horizon, that is, in terms of the “essentially antagonistic collective discourse of social classes,” whereby “individual phenomena are revealed as social facts and institutions.” Finally the text is to be read against a third horizon—the “overlay and structural coexistence of several modes of production all at once.” Here Jameson follows Nicos Poulantzas’s argument that in a mode of production there are “vestiges and survivals of older modes of production, now relegated to structurally dependent positions within the new, as well as anticipatory tendencies, which are potentially inconsistent with the existing system but have not yet generated an autonomous space of their own”; it is when these vestiges and anticipations become “visibly antagonistic, their contradictions moving to the very center of political, social and historical life,” that revolution of the mode of production is made possible.

At the heart of Jameson’s reading strategy is the deconstruction of the subject form given with the novel’s narrative logics. Unlike Derridean deconstruction, however, Jameson’s deconstruction of the subject is not in the direction of the subindividual, that is, through the individual subject’s unconscious to the subindividual, finite forces or singularities of mattering. Instead Jameson aims the deconstruction of the subject
in the direction of the collectivity and thereby insists that only a collective unconscious is relevant to revolutionary change. Only a political unconscious is relevant. It is in this sense that Jameson attributes only a limited importance to Lacan’s rereading of Freud, proposing instead a more generalized unconscious that is trans-subjective but, nonetheless, insistently humanistic.

Jameson, therefore, recognizes that Lacan especially problematizes the category of the subject by turning psychoanalysis against Freud’s “notion of individual wish fulfillment” with “its buttressing ideologies and illusions (the feeling of personal identity, the myth of the ego or the self, and so forth).” Yet as Jameson sees it, Lacan’s emphasis on unconscious desire in the displacement of wish fulfillment does not go far enough; Jameson complains that “desire, like its paler and more well behaved predecessor, wish-fulfillment, remains locked into the category of the individual subject, even if the form taken by the individual in it is no longer the ego or self, but rather the individual body.”

Seeking an “ultimate Utopian vision of the liberation of desire and of libidinal transfiguration” that is more congenial to a Marxist perspective, Jameson turns from Lacanian psychoanalysis to the myth-criticism elaborated by Northrop Frye; it is Frye’s myth-criticism that informs Jameson’s elaboration of the three horizons against which to read the novel’s narrative logics in terms of a political unconscious. As Jameson sees it, Frye allows for a link between unconscious desire and community in the interpretation of collective representation. Whereas for Frye collective representation is to be interpreted for its religious implications, for Jameson the interpretation of collective representation is a matter of ideology. Frye’s understanding of religious myth as figuring “the symbolic space in which the collectivity thinks itself and celebrates its own unity” is thereby drawn to literary criticism where “all literature must be read as a symbolic meditation on the destiny of community.”

Turning from Lacanian psychoanalysis to Frye’s myth-criticism allows Jameson to conclude both that literature is “a weaker form of myth or a later stage of ritual...informed by...a political unconscious” and that “only the community...can dramatize that self-sufficient intelligible unity (or ‘structure’) of which the individual body, like the individual ‘subject’ is a decentered effect.”

In deconstructing the individual subject’s body in the direction of the collectivity, Jameson effectively forecloses any treatment of the rhetoric
of sexual difference at play in the unconscious identifications that the novel's narrative logics engender. Jameson's literary criticism, unlike feminist film theory, does not, therefore, open itself to questions of differences other than sexual difference, such as differences of race, ethnicity, sexuality, or nation. Although Jameson resists the normative and restrictive aspects of reducing the unconscious to the individual subject, he does not recognize the particularity that the individual subject's body registers and the subindividual finite forces of matter to which that particularity refers. Instead Jameson would draw the unconscious—the political unconscious—from individual to collectivity in order to make the unconscious function in centering the structure of a mode of production to be its absent cause and the difference of its levels.

Jameson's literary criticism of the novel's narrative logics troubles but leaves in place the arrangement of family and national ideologies, state and civil society, and the private and public spheres presumed in the subject-centered, nation-centric discourse of ideology in terms of which he would treat the capitalist mode of production. Therefore, Jameson elaborates a literary criticism that seems indifferent to the effects of technological development on the political unconscious and the arrangement of social spaces, family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the private and public spheres, in which the political unconscious is situated.

Although Jameson proposes that the narrative logics of the novel are productive, their relationship to historically specific machines of production is not elaborated. Jameson's literary criticism maintains a distance between the metaphoric machinery of ideology and the machinery of production. It thereby leaves in place the reduction of technological development to the history of the capitalist organization of production implicit in Jameson's Marxist perspective. However, it is this reduction of technology to capital logic that will become more explicit and troubled as Jameson turns to treat late capitalism. Then the narrativity upon which Jameson's literary criticism is focused will be opened up to the historically specific technical substrate of the political unconscious of teletechnology.

What Jameson argues in *The Political Unconscious*—that literary forms have ideological content, that they resonate with the struggle of social classes and the contradictions of modes of production, that they provide a subject form for the cultures of various modes of produc-
seems to fit easily his study of the generic changes of the novel’s narrative logics through romance, realism, modernism, and high modernism. Linking the changes of the novel’s narrative logics to the rise of market capitalism, followed by industrial capitalism and finally by advanced or monopoly capitalism seems easy. But when Jameson seeks the generic form of the subject given to the culture of late capitalism in order to study its ideological content in relationship to the struggle of social classes, he finds it necessary to shift his focus from the study of the narrative logics of the novel to the study of machines, primarily the machines of teletechnology. It is then that Jameson comes to recognize that all cultural forms are technologically mediated. It is also when he begins to struggle with the machine face on, when he begins to struggle with teletechnology, especially television. It is then that Jameson’s effort to reduce technological development to the history of the capitalist organization of production becomes problematic and seems overly strained.

No doubt Jameson first looks at teletechnology in order to find its political unconscious, in order to subject teletechnology to a cultural criticism informed with an Althusserian treatment of the capitalist mode of production. He therefore asks whether the culture of teletechnology erases the difference between the levels of the mode of production, whether it makes the contradictions between the levels illegible, so as to make the final realization of a single great collective history all but impossible. In asking these questions Jameson means to propose that culture in the age of teletechnology, what he refers to as postmodernism, can yet be transcended by the dialectic logic of capital. It is therefore to Jameson’s treatment of postmodernism, and the video art that he takes as its example, that I want to turn next, along with Dienst’s revision of Jameson’s treatment of television.

The Time-Image and Machinic Assemblages

Having considerable influence throughout the late 1980s and the early 1990s, Fredric Jameson’s treatment of postmodernism served to powerfully contain a certain elaboration of poststructuralism, especially Derridean deconstruction. One of the effects of Jameson’s treatment of poststructuralism along with postmodernism as symptomatic of the late capitalist mode of production was the widespread failure to even imagine treating the late twentieth-century development of technology along the lines suggested by poststructuralism, that is, to treat technology in
its own terms or to give thought to an ontological perspective that allows for the various historicities given with technological development—an ontological perspective whose elaboration is only made more pressing with the development of teletechnology.

Yet Jameson’s effort to treat postmodernism and poststructuralism as expressions of the cultural logic of late capitalism finally does draw him to the temporal/spatial relationships given with television, which Jameson finds elaborated in video art. In “Surrealism without the Unconscious” Jameson offers a cultural criticism of video art as an example of postmodernism that leads him to argue that technologies are best characterized for the way they machine time. His argument even seems to raise the question of whether the development of technology can be reduced to the history of the capitalist organization of production, and therefore whether cultural criticism can subject capitalism to a teleology aimed at the revolution of the mode of production conceived as a totalized structure, if only in its effects. Although Jameson’s treatment of video art troubles his effort to reduce teletechnology to the late capitalist mode of production, his insistence on an Althusserian treatment of structure prevents him from rethinking a cultural criticism of teletechnology by rethinking the reduction of the development of technology to the dialectic of capital. It does, however, lead him to rethink the relationship of narrative logic, the subject, the unconscious, and ideology, taking Marxist cultural criticism toward realizing in television the becoming indistinguishable of productive machines and the machine metaphors of literary forms.

Although Jameson nonetheless shrinks from fully recognizing that without a dependency on narrativity, television forces mediation to break loose from the dialectic logic of capital, Richard Dienst is less timid. Focusing on the postmodern transnationalization of capital, Dienst struggles to elaborate a Marxist cultural criticism for a capitalism that has become inextricable from the globalization of teletechnology when neither capitalism nor technology can be reduced to the other, when neither can be the condition of possibility of the other. Therefore, Dienst follows teletechnology, television especially, to Gilles Deleuze’s treatment of the time-image, as well as to his treatment of “control societies,” where the arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres presumed in
subject-centered, nation-centric modern western discourse of ideology is deconstructed.

Although Dienst passes over rethinking teletechnology in terms of the ontological perspective suggested by Deleuze, he does make it clearer that a Marxist cultural criticism can no longer be a matter of treating the narrative logic of a political unconscious of a single great collective story. In doing so, Dienst draws Marxist cultural criticism to the irony of the postmodern transnationalization of capital: that is, given the worldwide reach of postmodern capitalism, it therefore seems necessary to follow the lines of flight of localized criticisms of globalized cultures. In this Dienst gives Marxist cultural criticism over to the unconscious of machinic assemblages, where the opposition of nature and culture is deeply troubled, making it impossible to take use value as originary in the elaboration of cultural criticism in the age of teletechnology.

*Jameson's Postmodernism*

Jameson treats postmodern culture in terms of a set of symptoms, now well known, which, he proposes, are intimately connected to the technological development of the late twentieth century. As Jameson sees it, postmodern culture is characterized by the “fragmented” subject, the “waning of affect,” the collapse of the difference between pleasure and pain, the intensification of emotionalism, the severing of the image from its material basis, the snap of signification into “a rubble of distinct and unrelated signifiers.”36 All of these symptoms, Jameson concludes, demonstrate the challenge that postmodern culture poses to the hermeneutics of a depth model of cultural criticism. With depth gone, postmodernism allows for nothing but pastiche — a quoting or citing without end(s), beyond which there is only nostalgia, save a meaninglessness, in the turning of every work of art into “nothing but texts.”37

Although Jameson worries that postmodernism blinds us to the contradictions between the levels of the late capitalist mode of production, refusing mediation, and therefore undermining the very possibility of History, he also argues that postmodernism is a cultural enactment of capital logic or a reflection of the history of the capitalist organization of production. Reduced to a capital logic, postmodernism can still carry the promise of the possibility of a historical transcendence through the revolution of the late capitalist mode of production.
But to secure the possibility of transcendence in the reduction of postmodernism to a capital logic, there needs be a prior reduction of technological development to the history of the capitalist organization of production. Drawing on Ernest Mandel’s *Late Capitalism*, Jameson argues:

> Technological development is however on the Marxist view the result of the development of capital rather than some ultimately determining instance in its own right. It will therefore be appropriate to distinguish several generations of machine power, several stages of technological revolution within capital itself. . . . there have been three fundamental moments in capitalism, each one marking a dialectical expansion over the previous stage. These are market capitalism, the monopoly stage or the stage of imperialism, and our own . . . multinational capital.\(^38\)

Reducing technological development to capital’s interest allows Jameson to treat postmodern culture in the historical terms of a single History, even if it is the historical terms of History’s threatened end in the development of technology. Jameson refuses to think of the possibility that teletechnology informs unconscious memory with a technical substrate, and therefore gives a specific historicity; he cannot think that the history of technological development crosses through or crosses out the universal history of the capitalist organization of production. He cannot think of the aporia of time that allows for the intimate connection of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in late twentieth-century capitalism, but that does not permit the reduction of one to the other.

For Jameson, teletechnology does not give a specific historicity. Instead, teletechnology, like postmodernism, seems simply to challenge all possibility of History; this is because teletechnology, like postmodernism, raises a question about History in terms of its relationship to nature, especially as it is inscribed in the Marxist notion of use value. Indeed, as Jameson sees it, postmodern culture is both a treatment and an effect of a “society where exchange value has been generalized to the point at which the very memory of use value is effaced” and when — and here Jameson quotes Guy Debord — “the image has become the final form of commodity reification.”\(^39\)

Jameson gives a sense of such a society by way of a reading of Vincent Van Gogh’s painting *A Pair of Boots*, contrasting it with Andy Warhol’s painting *Diamond Dust Shoes*. Taking up Van Gogh’s painting allows Jameson to engage Martin Heidegger’s reading of the same painting,
whereas treating Warhol’s painting allows Jameson to reinforce his criticism of postmodernism with Heidegger’s treatment of modern technology. The reference to Heidegger’s treatment of technology is meant to underscore Jameson’s sense of modern technology as that “anti-natural power of dead human labor stored up in our machinery” that, nonetheless, “constitutes the massive dystopian horizon of our collective as well as individual praxis,” what Jameson might have once engaged in terms of a repressed political unconscious. The reference to Heidegger, therefore, is meant to bolster Jameson’s effort to return to nature figured in the use value of labor, thereby restoring use value, if only in its effacement, as the originary reference of cultural criticism. It is in this appropriation of Heidegger’s treatment of technology that Jameson differs with poststructuralism, providing him a way to contain the ontological implications of poststructuralism.

For Heidegger, technology is to be understood in terms of the distinction of *techne* from *physis* or nature, although both *techne* and *physis* refer to *poiesis*, and therefore are under the compass of Being; that is, both are “destined” to bring forth the truth of Being, to reveal Being in a framing that makes the real possible. For Heidegger, *techne* is not merely technological or mechanical. Like *physis, techne* brings forth; but it does so differently than does *physis. Physis* brings forth of itself, whereas *techne* makes use of another, the craftsman or artist, the human laborer.

Although *techne*, like *physis*, is coupled with *poiesis, physis* is the highest form of *poiesis* because the revealing of *physis* is immanent to it. The privilege afforded *physis* is underlined, however, in Heidegger’s further distinction of modern *techne* from premodern *techne*. It is in terms of this distinction that Heidegger refers to *Ge-stell*, a *techne*, or framing that is productive of the real, which Heidegger links to modern technology, that is, machine technology in the age of science. If premodern *techne* brings forth through a caring or taking care of, as in craft or premodern agriculture, modern technology does not; it uses up living labor. If premodern *techne* does not threaten nature with its obliteration, *Ge-stell* does. Nonetheless, like *poiesis, Ge-stell* still brings forth or reveals; but it reveals only by ordering, normalizing, objectifying, or reifying—an unending putting in place or an emplotment that is unendingly undone. *Ge-stell*, it would seem, all but goes beyond the compass of Being.
That is to say, *Ge-stell* is an enframing or an emplotting that means to give what is real by concealing its mode of revealing or its mode of bringing forth. It is an enframing that conceals so that both the revealing and the concealing become all but indiscernible from each other. Or, to put this another way, *Ge-stell* is driven to bring forth, so that any reality it enfames, and therefore brings forth, is readily displaced by another framing. The cycle of revealing and concealing, of placing and displacing every enframement of the real, is repeated with such rapidity that what is real seems to be nothing but framing.

There is nothing left but frames and frames of nothing—nothing but reproductive technology of framing. The linkages from the real to nature to Being are deeply disturbed, and this is disturbing to Heidegger, so that the conclusion that is to be drawn from his discussion of modern technology can be only this: although Being is nothing but the beings in which Being leaves a trace as it retracts from them, nonetheless Being is self-same, a purity; it is so at least in the opposition of nature, not to *technē* in general, but to *Ge-stell* or modern technology in particular. In this sense Being is an originary presence, a self-same identity.

Although it seems it would be easy to fit teletechnology, especially television, to Heidegger's treatment of *Ge-stell*, Jameson does not do so directly; instead he follows Heidegger to Van Gogh's painting of the peasant's shoes. Jameson, therefore, reads the painting as "a disclosure of what the equipment, the pair of peasant shoes, is in truth . . . the unconcealment of its being by way of the work of art." As for Heidegger, for whom the truth of the equipment—the pair of peasant shoes—is that it "belongs to the earth," for Jameson, too, the truth of the pair of shoes is revealed along the route from use value to a peasant/laborer; the boots still resonate with nature (a use value) worked into a second nature of a caring agri-culture, a *technē* not yet attached to modern technology and modern labor. As such, the painting also refers to the future, to the possibility of transcending the present; the painting offers a horizon against which to overcome the exhaustion in laboring. Jameson proposes that the Van Gogh painting gives, by means of vivid color, a utopian wash to the drab world of the broken, exhausted peasant who haunts the painting, traced in the shoes presented.

In contrast, the Warhol painting, as Jameson sees it, offers no return to the use value of labor. It instead reveals *Ge-stell*, without labor. Warhol's painting, therefore, also discloses. But in contrast to the van Gogh
painting, the Warhol painting seems to strip away “the colored surface of things,” revealing “the deathly black and white substratum of the photographic negative.” Jameson concludes that the Warhol painting points not to a content at all, but rather to “some more fundamental mutation both in the object world itself—now become a set of texts or simulacra—and in the disposition of the subject.” The world seems to have “lost its depth and threatens to become a glossy skin a stereoscopic illusion, a rush of filmic images without density.” The equipment that the Warhol painting discloses, therefore, is reproductive rather than productive—or, better, a reproductive technology that seems to deny completely the productivity of human labor. The Warhol painting points to what Jameson laments, that is, the impossibility of getting back to use value or to the use value of human labor. Whereas the Van Gogh painting still speaks of the peasant’s labor, the Warhol painting “no longer speaks to us with any of the immediacy of van Gogh’s footgear; indeed, [it] does not really speak to us at all.”

For Jameson, the comparison of the two paintings demonstrates that the relationship of nature and culture that existed in precapitalist society, such that nature was “the other” of culture, seems no longer to obtain. Since the displacement of nature by reproductive technology in the late twentieth century, postmodern culture no longer figures human labor, not even human labor displaced by productive machines. But for Jameson this seeming displacement of nature by technology, specifically teletechnology, is often misrepresented as the effect of technological development in the late twentieth century; indeed, it is this misrepresentation, Jameson argues, that must be the subject of a Marxist criticism of postmodern culture. As he puts it:

Our faulty representations of some immense communicational and computer network are themselves but a distorted figuration of something even deeper, namely, the whole world system of a present-day multinational capitalism. The technology of contemporary society is therefore mesmerizing and fascinating not so much in its own right but because it seems to offer some privileged representational shorthand for grasping a network of power and control even more difficult for our minds and imaginations to grasp: the whole new decentered global network of the third stage of capital itself.

Jameson has returned technology to the logic of capital and to the possibility of the transcendence of late capitalism through human agency
collectively realized. In doing so, however, Jameson restores the privilege given to nature in the opposition of it to *Ge-stell* or modern technology, which allows only a narrow and terrifying sense of modern technology. Jameson refuses to think the possibility that Derrida proposes, that is, that culture and technology are nature deferred, or that nature and technology, like nature and culture, are in *differantial* relationships, interimplicated one with the other all the way down.

But then Derrida finds Marx’s notion of use value often deployed in a faulty search for a natural origin, ignoring the interimplication of use value and exchange value from the start and leaving in place an ontology of presence, of originary Being. Nature is thereby privileged by Marx, and by extension so is human nature in the form of human labor. In this light it is interesting to note that Derrida also gives a reading of the Van Gogh painting— a reading that Jameson only mentions in passing. Derrida focuses on the differences between Heidegger’s reading of the painting and Meyer Schapiro’s reading some thirteen years after Heidegger offered his reading. Derrida discusses the dispute over whether the shoes belong to a peasant, as Heidegger (and Jameson) assumes, or whether, as Schapiro claims, they belong to the “artist, by that time a man of town and city.” But for Derrida, what is noteworthy about this dispute is the critics’ need to locate the person who wears the shoes and the experience that the shoes present: “the desire … to make them [the shoes] find their feet again on the ground of the fundamental experience.” Derrida proposes that the “detached” shoes can be made to speak only if the subject who is imagined to wear the shoes is reattached to them and to the fundamental experience of laboring: “a general reattachment as truth in painting.”

Derrida’s reading of the Van Gogh painting is emblematic of Derrida’s resistance to treat technology in terms that privilege nature for its capacity to bring forth of itself or from within itself. Derrida rather suggests that *technē* should be allowed to contaminate Being, letting an “originary technicity” (or textuality) cross through an “originary Being.” Technicity is made to mark Being with finitude. It brings Being down into finitude. It brings immanence into transcendence. It thereby makes a finite technicity the transcendental condition of possibility of Being when, of course, transcendence “only mimics a phantom of classical transcendental seriousness” — “a quasi-transcendental,” as Derrida puts it.
If Derrida’s treatment of an “originary technicity” suggests a change in ontological perspective, the reach of thought to the differantial relationship of human and nonhuman, body and machine, nature and technology, the living and the inert, it is teletechnology that registers this shift, especially because teletechnology makes more apparent agencies other than human agency. It is these agencies that Jameson refuses, and with that refusal, it would seem, he also avoids rethinking the history of technological development in terms of the aporia of time, failing, therefore, to recognize the specific historicity given with teletechnology. All this leaves Jameson with an understanding of teletechnology given in terms of postmodernism that ceaselessly frames the real, and therefore empties it of every meaning other than that of the revealing and the concealing of its framing.

To confirm this understanding, Jameson finally approaches television, but still not quite directly. He approaches television by way of video art as an example of postmodern culture, which surely makes his argument about teletechnology easier to make. Still, through his treatment of video art Jameson is able to think of television as technology. Not overly anxious about the mass audience or the social context of reading, as those engaged in earlier Birmingham cultural studies of television had been, Jameson in his treatment of video art is able to get closer to television as the machine of the immense communicational and computer network of teletechnology. As such, Jameson’s treatment of video art is drawn back to the relationships of time and space that television gives and is thereby drawn to the future of thought in its reach to the ontic. Jameson opens up the possibility of seeing in television the becoming indistinguishable of producing machines and the machine metaphors for representing capital’s effects, which is the starting point of Dienst’s treatment of television. It is also the end point of a Marxist cultural criticism that insists on the structured mode of production as totality, that is, as a structure to be overcome in the dialectic logic of capital.

The Darstellung Machine of Postmodernity

To get to Jameson’s treatment of television as machine, it is necessary to work through his criticism of postmodern video art. Like Jean Baudrillard’s treatment of postmodern “hypertelic” simulation, upon which Jameson draws, the rhetoric of Jameson’s treatment of video is excessive,
as if to make visible by mimicking to excess the threat to narrative and to history that Jameson and Baudrillard seem sure postmodernism brings. Not surprisingly, then, Jameson argues that the textuality of video art “resists meaning.” Its “fundamental inner logic is the exclusion of the emergence of themes as such,” and therefore, video short-circuits narrative closure.\textsuperscript{52} There is instead “the capture of one narrative signal by another: the rewriting of one form of narrativization in terms of a different momentarily more powerful one, the ceaseless renarrativization of already existent narrative elements by each other.”\textsuperscript{53} In video the move seems to be to a ceaseless flow of information and images, where “the situation in which one sign functions as the interpretant of another is more than provisional. . . . Signs occupy each other’s positions in a bewildering and well-nigh permanent exchange.”\textsuperscript{54} Jameson concludes that video flattens or empties History because reference is “systematically processed, dismantled, textualized and volatized.”\textsuperscript{55} But beneath his excessive rhetoric and despite his limited reading of video art itself, Jameson’s attention to the deconstruction of narrative in video art draws him to the relationships of time and space that television gives.

When video undermines History and narrative, Jameson argues, it also gives an experience of machine time, showing time to be a matter of a measuring machine. As he puts it, “Measurable time becomes a reality on account of the emergence of measurement itself. . . . ; clock time presupposes a peculiar spatial machine — it is the time of a machine, or better still, the time of the machine itself.”\textsuperscript{56} Video art does this revealing of machine time by delivering images from “fictive time.” Fictive time is the foreshortening of time by way of an editing narration that nonetheless goes unnoticed so that fictive time can be taken to be real time.\textsuperscript{57} But since video art is in “real” time, time is not its fiction. Instead, video is the “only medium in which this ultimate seam between space and time is the very locus of the form.”\textsuperscript{58}

In subtracting fictive time from images, video points to teletechnology’s potential to sever representation from a narrative logic. Paul Virilio also has suggested that teletechnology shifts the focus of aesthetics from the narratological to something he refers to as the “chronoscopical.” As he puts it:

Henceforth, the “real” time of telecommunications will probably refer no longer solely to “deferred” time, to feedback, or to time lags, but also to an outer chronology. Whence my constantly reiterated point about
replacing what is chronological (before, during, after) with what is dromological or, if another formula fits better, the chronoscopical (underexposed, exposed, overexposed). In effect, ... the notion of exposure replaces, in its turn, that of succession in terms of present duration and that of extension in immediate space.\(^5^9\)

The chronoscopical characterizes aesthetics not only when teletechnology subtracts fictive time from imagery, but when it puts perception beyond “the sphere of influence of the human body and its behavioral biotechnology.”\(^6^0\) As Virilio sees it, the chronoscopical is part of the displacement of time as duration and space as extension in their interface with speed when, however, speed is no longer solely about travel. As it becomes more apparent that speed is instead a relationship among phenomena, it also becomes more obvious that speed is used “to see, to hear, to perceive, and thus to conceive more intensely the present world.”\(^6^1\) In the context of teletechnology, the logic of the image, Virilio argues, is no longer dialectic; it is rather “paradoxical” because the image is as real as or more real than the thing represented.

It is all of this that Jameson glimpses in video art. He not only suggests that “the deepest ‘subject’ of all video art, and even of all postmodernism, is very precisely reproductive technology itself.”\(^6^2\) He also proposes that reproductive technology, first seen by him in the Warhol painting and then in video art, more clearly, is a matter of machine time, or the machining of time. Yet, having seen in video art the becoming of reproductive technology as productive technology and that, therefore, video art makes more apparent that time is machined and is inextricable from different technical substrates, Jameson nonetheless does not go further. He does not think that video art registers a shift in thought, a shift to thinking an “originary technicity” as the impossible condition of the possibility of time and, therefore, of Being. For Jameson, video art rather registers only the effects of the history of capitalist organization of production, which is to be held responsible for flattening History or compressing time, first by separating referents from signs and then signifiers from signifieds, resulting finally in a free play of signifiers. Although Jameson does not say so, perhaps it is this wild play of signifiers that is like surrealism but without the unconscious.

Yet it is in the way it produces an image for display that surrealism presents the unconscious in terms of a mechanical seeing very much like that of television. Focusing on Max Ernst’s “The Master’s Bedroom,”
Rosalind Krauss\textsuperscript{63} has suggested that the surrealist image is not produced by putting pieces together on a blank surface, as in a collage, but rather by a method of subtraction, that is, by overpainting or painting out elements in an already printed set of images. A different ordering of images is thereby displayed, as if it came up out of the painting and had always already been there.

Krauss shows that the painting was produced by using gouache to cover over a number of the elements on a Lehrmittel sheet, that is, a printed sheet with rows and rows of objects — animals, vegetables, trees, tables, windows, and beds. In surrealism, then, the material ground out of which vision is to be produced is a “space of inventory” — or what the surrealists themselves called “the readymade.” What Krauss wants to emphasize here is that the material ground of surrealism is always already filled, unlike a modernist visuality, where the blankness of the canvas allows an image to appear as if a projected picture of the preexisting external world, thereby encouraging an understanding of perception as a matter of the human eye’s opening onto the external world as if that world were simply there as such. This — the modernist cinematic elaboration of vision — is turned down in surrealism.

The surrealist painting does not allow an understanding of perception such that the human eye sees an external world as if that world were simply there as such. The surrealist painting rather gives an understanding of perception that points to the repeated return to “a structure of vision”; it means to bring to the surface this mechanical seeing in the reordering of always already-given images. It is this repetitious return to a structure of vision that is displayed, like an eye looking back at the viewer, an eye that has been overtaken by an automaton. Krauss argues that surrealism, “with a prescience that is amazing for 1920,” gives a paradigm for a mechanical seeing, “the automatist motor turning over within the very field of the visual.”\textsuperscript{64}

All this leads Krauss to propose that the surrealist readymade be compared to Freud’s mystic writing-pad — the wax slab always already filled up with a network of traces, covered over by a filmic sheet more like a hardened skin such as the gouache produces on the surface of the painting. Given that the mystic writing-pad is a machine metaphor for unconscious memory, the comparison of surrealism to it suggests that the unconscious of surrealism is informed by a technical substrate, also like that given with teletechnology, which is productive in endlessly re-
configuring elements in the already saturated field of the gaze. Surrealism points to the working of unconscious memory that shows itself, at the surface, as surfaces repeatedly appearing and disappearing without narrative links being necessary. If there is continuity, it is a nonnarrative one; the logic is not a narrative one, but one of exposure, over- and underexposure.

That “The Master’s Bedroom” can be interpreted as a primal scene fantasy also suggests, however, that surrealism is connected to a trauma that does not know its cause, but is repeated as if to find its cause. In this sense “The Master’s Bedroom” can be linked to the oedipal complex. Krauss gives evidence of the probability that Ernst was producing not only his primal scene fantasy; he also may have been reproducing Freud’s oedipalizing description of the primal scene fantasy in the case study of the Wolf Man, with which Ernst was engrossed. In other words, the oedipal complex is quoted and doubled and dispersed in the ready-made. As such, the oedipal complex is only another element of the ready-made, and thereby is crossed through as an un-narrative or an originary narrative. In this sense, too, the ready-made is closer to television than to cinema, where the oedipal logic of narrativity has functioned to produce—even has been central to the production of—fictive time. The ready-made points instead to the coming of a tele-vision on a surface that is never blank, but always already filled, and where narrative is displaced, no longer central to seeing and to unconscious memory.

Yet Jameson suggests that teletechnology may do away with the unconscious altogether, most likely because there is no dominant hegemonic narrative. Even though there are narratives scattered throughout television programming, television does not seem to offer a dominant hegemonic narrative as a means to treat a repressed political unconscious. Jameson cannot make class antagonisms visible, nor can he prepare for their overcoming. Although Jameson ends his treatment of video art giving a brief sketch of the history of the capitalist organization of production, it is only to uncover the destiny that history has given to the sign, revealing the itinerary of its reification and dematerialization. There is no return, however, to the machining of time, which video art registers; there is no attempt to treat its effects on viewers. But, then, what about the viewer? What about the audience, which, in Birmingham cultural studies of television, was made to bear the weight of social class, not only in being figured as the subject-ed to ideological interpellation,
but also in being imagined as the agency of revolutionary change? Following Jameson's treatment of video art, Dienst begins his treatment of television by dismissing these questions; for him these are not the questions by means of which to grasp the technical production of temporality that television suggests.

In extending Jameson's treatment of video art to a treatment of television, Dienst presumes from the start that the idea of a viewer's "reading" television texts or an audience's consuming ideological images is not a good idea with which to begin when trying to understand television as a machine. Dienst's understanding of television starts, instead, with the spectacle of teletechnology's recent extension and intensification, whereby cable services, satellite systems, interactive CDs, video games, VCR innovations, and camcorders all have moved the apparatus of television beyond a broadcast model. Dienst thinks television, along with zapping, time-shifting, and engaging in multiple forms of storage and replay, has become a reference point of a vision to interface television and the computer, making use of what is described as push-pull programming, which occurs when the operation of browsing the Internet is drawn into the machine further from the user's consciousness and is offered instead as part of the program, so that what is offered is beyond the viewer's choice. Transmitting both entertainment and information, television will always be on.

Dienst argues that television, as part of an expanded and intensified teletechnology, is not to be treated as a vehicle of ideology in the domain of consumption. Television does not just support a worldwide market economy. It brings the world market wherever it goes; therefore, television represents the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology. As Dienst puts it, "Television captures distance and defines its social territory by grounding itself as a set of material objects: it exists as a vast number of scattered machines, connected by the diffusion of a production occurring elsewhere and everywhere at once."65

No matter whether a transnationalized capital is described in terms of a flexible accumulation or a flexible specialization, a matter of neo-Fordism or neo-Keynesianism, the centralization of financial services and their centrality to the accumulation of wealth, as well as the displacement of human labor by technoscience as central to capitalist pro-
duction, means that a transnationalized capital works on the fast, nearly instantaneous, circulation of information, money, and abstract knowledge of a globalized teletechnology. Television not only brings the market wherever it goes; it brings the market in information, money, and abstract knowledge wherever it goes.

For Dienst, television's representation of a transnationalized capital is not, therefore, a faulty representation or distorted figuration of the "third stage" of the capitalist organization of production, as Jameson would have it. Dienst is arguing that television registers the indistinguishability of a globalized teletechnology and capitalist production in late capitalism. Television is the "Darstellung machine" of postmodernity. Television offers itself as the machine metaphor for representing the structuration of capitalism in its effects; it also is the machine that produces the effects—that is, value. Television not only represents a transnationalized capital; it does so as a machine of production. What it produces, Dienst argues, is socialized time for exchange.

Going beyond the argument that television produces value through the sale of advertising time, Dienst argues that the time bought by advertisers is socialized time that television produces. His argument is notable for its closeness to Marx's treatment of the labor theory of value in the first book of Capital. As Dienst puts it:

If the machine system of large-scale industry radically collectivized and redistributed social labor time according to capitalist imperatives, the television system now performs the same function for other segments of time: pleasure time, public or community time, household time, parenting time, childhood time, even animal and vegetable time. . . .

Certainly, advertisers buy time, but it is socialized time. Just as the capitalist buys labor power rather than an individual's labor, so the advertiser buys a unit of social time-power—the hypothetical fusion of "free" time and "free" images calibrated in price according to estimates and averages of productivity and potential return. Television, in its fundamental commercial function, socializes time by sending images of quantifiable duration, range, and according to its own cultural coordinates. . . . Everybody is free to spend time in their own way only because, on another level, the time is gathered elsewhere, no longer figured as individual.66

It is here that Dienst returns to the viewer whom Jameson had left aside and whom Birmingham cultural critics of television had made a
figure of the working class, and then the people. Although Dienst does not imagine the viewer in terms of class antagonisms, he does imagine the viewer as a worker. But the viewer is not a worker who sits before television as a mechanism of ideological instruction. Dienst imagines the watching viewer as a worker at work, the work of watching. It is not, therefore, in reading images and then consuming advertised commodities that the viewer produces surplus value. The viewer produces surplus value when he or she watches, that is, when a unit of viewing time and television image, having already been capitalized, is used up. Noting that this production of surplus value seems without effort, Dienst suggests that “the peculiar property of watching television is that time (the socialized ‘free’ time of viewers) enters into a cycle of value without being treated as a commodity by those (viewers) who spend it.” It therefore appears that television networks make value out of nothing, when in fact they “‘buy’ (with images) and ‘sell’ (as ratings) this socialized time.” In such a situation, Jonathan Beller argues, labor becomes “a subset of attention, one of the many kinds of possible attention potentially productive of value”; the labor theory of value is thereby displaced by what Beller refers to as “the attention theory of value.”

Turning the television viewer into the watching worker, of course, raises questions about human labor and work in postmodernity. Does it not become possible to think about the television watcher as working because increasingly workers are machine watchers, or the connecting links in the machinery, as Marx described laborers? Or is it possible to think of laborers as watching television because the flows of information and images, having been machined or computerized, have displaced human labor as central to capitalist production? Has not technoscience become central to production, as a number of Marxist critics have argued? If increasingly laborers are technoscientific workers, are not the workers’ subjectivities the point at which capitalist production engages them? Does capital need any longer to depend on the state to organize workers into a laboring collectivity, socializing them into the nation through state ideological apparatuses? Surely, in discussions about work under post-Fordist, post-Keynesian conditions of transnationalized capital, questions have been raised about the necessity of work or the meaning of work. Is it a meaningful social request to ask for more and more jobs or more and more work when machines can do the work?
Must the distribution of wealth and well-being be attached to jobs or work? Should we not be left with more time for our pleasures? What, then, of the pleasure of television watching? Dienst, for one, is not much concerned. Having set out to show television as a machine of capitalist production involved in the transfer of value to the commodified time-image unit, Dienst argues for giving up on trying to connect the pleasures of television watching with Althusser's treatment of ideology, in which the individual is hailed or unconsciously interpellated into a narrated subject position by the television message. Drawing on Derrida instead, Dienst argues that the aesthetic appreciation or cultural criticism of television can start only in recognizing that messages are not centrally disseminated or broadcast. No message is carefully targeted, so no message ever hits right on target.

Since images are the unit of value, neither narrative nor stories are necessarily or primarily the way in which the viewer and television are attached to each other. Television aims primarily to capture attention and modulate affect through a logic of exposure, over- and underexposure; television works more directly than cinema in attaching the screen/image and the body. To borrow from Beller's description, television is able "to burrow into the flesh." But, as Stephen Heath sees it, this is because television is not "a subject-system," that is, a technological system understood to be perfecting the human being, serving as an extension of the human body, while maintaining the intentional knowing subject at its center and as its agency. Instead, television makes the subject only one element in a "network imagination" of teletechnology.

As such, television points to and produces itself in a network of a vast number of machinic assemblages, crisscrossing bodies—not just human bodies—producing surplus value, pleasures, and signs all on one plane. As Heath puts it, television "negotiates the breakdown of the subject-system unity through the assembling of meanings, voices, sights, viewer-moments into the continuum of its functioning." Television especially makes visible a certain movement in and of images that belongs to the machine's functioning, where the subject is neither origin nor end. Releasing the image from narrative, television makes it necessary to think of the image outside the subject-system.

Perhaps this is why Dienst turns to Gilles Deleuze's study of cinema, where Deleuze treats the image as nonsubjective, a matter of machinic
assemblages, where there is “no representation, only images in conjunc-
tion at different angles and speeds, intersecting aspects of bodies in
motion”\textsuperscript{76} and where the viewers “must always be considered images on
the same plane with the filmic ones.”\textsuperscript{77} It is Deleuze’s treatment of “the
time-image”\textsuperscript{78} that Dienst finds especially interesting, because it seems
to fit television’s electronic images even better than it fits filmic images.
Dienst goes so far as to argue that Deleuze’s treatment of the time-image
is drawn from outside cinematic thought by television. He thereby makes
it possible to think the thought of television in all that Deleuze describes
when treating the time-image, the virtual, and nonsubjective memory.

Nonetheless, for Deleuze the time-image is realized in film, especially
the films of De Sica, Passolini, Rossellini, and Godard, but also in the
thinking of Nietzsche, Peirce, and Bergson. Taken together, all of these
works lead Deleuze to argue that the time-image is not a matter of rep­
resentation, but rather a matter of the relations of visibility, of time and
space in a particular technical substrate. Deleuze contrasts the time-
image of post–World War II avant garde film with “the movement-
image” of pre–World War II film. The most important variant of the
movement-image is the action-image. It is in the action-image that
the time-image is contained; it is fixed to the movement of a human
“sensory-motor schema,” which, as Deleuze argues, fixes time to the un-
folding movement of a linear narrative. Although Deleuze takes no in­
terest in the work of feminist film theorists, there is a similarity between
their description of the oedipal narrative logic of classical Hollywood
cinema and Deleuze’s description of the narrated action-image. But un­
like feminist film theorists, Deleuze emphasizes the way narrative
modulates, even domesticates, the movement of images or even the
movement of machine time. He contrasts the action-image of pre–World
War II film and classical Hollywood film to the time-image of post–
World War II avant-garde film; he proposes that the time-image first
presented in post–World War II avant-garde film is an image released
from narrative.

As such, the time-image gives a direct image of time. No longer de­
ployed to make something seen or to make a viewer see something, the
image makes time visible in its own movement and without appearing
as a movement aberrant to narrative. As Deleuze puts it: “Movement is
no longer simply aberrant, aberration is now valid in itself and design­
nates time as its direct cause. ‘Time is out of joint’: it is off the hinges
assigned to it by behavior in the world. It is no longer time that de­
pends on movement; it is aberrant movement that depends on time.”79

For Deleuze, what is remarkable about the time-image is that it shows
that time does not simply belong to the subject any more than thought,
desire, or the unconscious does. Deleuze instead follows Henri Berg­
son, arguing that “the only subjectivity is time, non-chronological time
grasped in its foundation, and it is we who are internal to time, not the
other way round. . . . Subjectivity is never ours, it is time, that is, . . . the
virtual.”80 Deleuze also follows Bergson in his treatment of the virtual.
For Deleuze, as for Bergson, the virtual is to be contrasted with the ac­
tual rather than the real. The virtual is real; the virtual coexists with the
real. The virtual is never realized; instead it calls forth actualization, but
the actualized has no resemblance to the virtual. Actualization out of
virtuality is creation out of heterogeneity or pure difference. The virtual-
actual circuit, therefore, is different from the possible-real circuit. The
real is related to the possible by resemblance. The possible anticipates
the real, or, as Deleuze suggests, the real “projects backwards” to its pos­sibility as if always having been.

Unlike the real, the actual is invention. Actualization is not a realiza­
tion of possibilities. Actualization is not a specification of a prior gen­
erality. Actualization is an experiment in virtuality, an effecting or ma­
terializing of a virtual series. It is a divergence to the new or the future.
The thought of the virtual-actual circuit makes it possible for Deleuze
to elaborate the relationship of images and memory in terms of what
he calls “the crystal image,” where the past and the present of tempo­
rality are visible outside the subject’s consciousness. Just as the time-
image shows time in its own movement, the crystal image points to a
memory store outside the subject’s consciousness. Deleuze’s descrip­
tion of the crystal image is striking for its positing series or channels of
images out of which each image surfaces.

In contrast to “the organic image,” the crystal image, Deleuze argues,
has two sides at once. It turns on itself, divides in two: “it is a perpetual
self-distinguishing, a distinction in the process of being produced.”81 The
distinction always being produced is between the present and the past,
the actual and the virtual. That is to say, for there to be past, the image
must be actually present and virtually past all at once. The past and
present are not moments such that the latter follows the former. They
coexist: the present does not cease even as it passes and the past never
ceases to be, even as presents pass through it. The present is constituted as past when it is constituted as present. As Deleuze puts it: “For every present there corresponds a vertical line which unites it at a deep level with its own past, as well as to the past of the other presents, constituting between them all one and the same coexistence, one and the same contemporaneity, the ‘in-ternal’ rather than the eternal.”

Here Deleuze refers to “the past in general” — not as a psychological matter, but as having ontological significance. The past in general makes all pasts possible; it makes possible the passing of all pasts into the present by memory. Deleuze goes on to argue that the past in general is where consciousness goes to look for “recollection images or this reverie that it evokes according to its states.” Recollection images, like dream images, are virtual images; to actualize recollection images, consciousness leaps to one of the levels of the past, all of which includes the past in general or all the pasts of other presents.

Although each level psychically repeats the past in general, each level is contracted around “variable dominant recollections.” So when actualizing a recollection image, its level is actualized along with it because it is the level that is explored for a recollection image. Deleuze refers to Bergson’s notion of “sheets of past” to describe where one finds recollection images; sheets of past support the invention of memory. Deleuze also refers to Bergson’s notion of “peaks of present,” which are found rolled up in an event as its event-ness — that is, its present-presentness and its past-presentness; event-ness allows every new present also to be an image belonging to a sheet of past.

If Deleuze’s treatment of the time-image, virtuality, memory, and the past in general is meant to get at what is internal to time, it also seems to be drawn to the thought of teletechnology or to the technical substrate that teletechnology gives to unconscious memory. This surely is what Dienst proposes. If Deleuze’s return to Bergson is remarkable for the way it is able to make Bergson’s thought about image and time visible as the time-image of post–World War II avant-garde films, Dienst’s return to Deleuze’s treatment of the time-image is just as remarkable for the way it shows the time-image to be televisual, indeed, to be common to television. Dienst makes Deleuze’s thought of the crystalline time-image and the virtual-actual circuit into a zapping revelation of television’s deep flat images, made up of what Dienst calls “a cleaving force.”
This force refers every image “not only to the innumerable points of visibility called viewers but also to other streams of images unseen, which nevertheless share the same moment and which always stand ready to emerge into a new present.”

Dienst draws both the notion of “sheets of the past” and the notion of “peaks of the present” into a description of the two predominant movements of television’s imaging, what he refers to as “still” imaging and “automatic” imaging. The former is used when television switches from one image to the next, each turning over and disappearing from view, slicing off images that not only designate the past, but give a sense of the past in general, that is, as an endless resource of virtual images. The latter, automatic imaging, is used when an image is turned on and left on, making visible the camera’s stare. This image is anticipating a future; it is an image “waiting for its events to happen.” Automatic timing opens up to the event-ness of the virtual-actual circuit. For Dienst, television’s imagining of both still time and automatic time allows for the capitalization and consumption of commodified units of image and time, befitting television’s economic demand to be on everywhere and all of the time. As Dienst puts it: “Whereas automatic time demands that we keep watching, still time demands that we keep switching; driven by these two pressures, the image on screen extends its claim over other images, near and distant, already past and yet to come.”

Turning Deleuze’s treatment of cinema into a tele-vision, Dienst, however, leaves off thinking about the relationship of television and Deleuze’s proposal that the notion of the past in general has ontological implications—that the notion of the past in general is meant to displace Being or that it is “identical with being in itself,” as Deleuze puts it. Dienst is not that interested in Deleuze’s treatment of the past in general and nonsubjective memory; he is not that interested in Deleuze’s proposal that there is an unconscious or pure recollection of all pasts, that there is an unconscious outside the subject that conditions the possibility of the productivity of the individual subject’s unconscious in the actualization or repression of recollection images, or that this unconscious allows for folds in flows of matter and energy, so that a plane of consistency can be unrolled in desiring production. Dienst is uninterested in the way Deleuze draws thought closer to an ontological perspective that brings Being down into finitude or the finite forces of mattering, an on-
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tology that Deleuze himself characterizes by quoting Foucault: “This ontology discloses not so much what gives beings their foundation as what bears them for an instant towards a precarious form.”

Dienst does not end his treatment of television with a consideration of the ontological implications of Deleuze’s thought; he ends instead with a complaint that television stops thought. He argues that because television has recontained the force of the time-image in its programming, the time-image no longer can surprise as Deleuze imagined it did in avant-garde film. Dienst even argues that if we want to look for the future, “our eyes ought to be trained not on television but on the active and critical powers of thought.” But what is this turn against television so suddenly after Dienst himself has shown the way television has drawn the critical and active powers of thought toward it? Is not this last-minute turn against television and its programs made in behalf of Dienst’s commitment to Marxist cultural criticism? Is there not a turn against television for what it has done to culture in its doing its part in the transnationalization of capital, that is, in its socialization of free time?

No doubt this is so. Dienst ends his treatment of television by going back to culture and the capitalist organization of production, its relationship to the late twentieth-century globalization of teletechnology and to the transnationalization of capital in postmodernity. Dienst ends his treatment of television with a criticism of late capitalism befitting Marxist cultural criticism; he turns to Deleuze’s treatment of “control societies.” But Deleuze’s treatment of control societies not only pushes Marxist cultural studies beyond the notion of a structured mode of production in its effects; it also returns Marxist cultural studies to the ontological implications of Deleuze’s treatment of unconscious memory.

Deleuze’s treatment of control societies points to the social situation of societies in postmodernity; it points to the reconfiguration of the arrangement of national and family ideologies, the state and the economy, the public and private spheres presumed in modern western discourse of the ideological apparatuses. Control societies, Deleuze argues, go beyond what Foucault describes as disciplinary societies, where the “governmentalization of the state” allows the state to extend its disciplinary practices through social institutions such as the church, the school, the prison, the family, the union, the party, and the media — what Fou-
cault refers to as the “enclosures” of civil society. This interpenetration of state and civil society, as Michael Hardt points out, still is characterized, albeit weakly, by a politics of representation, by the ideological production of subject identities. But control societies are not. In control societies there is a smoothing out of the arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and private and public spheres beyond that seen in disciplinary societies, thereby making possible the dispersion of control throughout social space, no matter whether and how the arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres is being reconfigured.

As Hardt suggests, Deleuze’s treatment of control societies not only fits the global extension of teletechnology in the late twentieth century, but it also befits a capitalism where human labor is no longer central to production, so that human labor need not be collectivized by the state and socialized through subjection to family and national ideologies. A politics of representation is thereby thrown into crisis and the ideological construction of subject identities made frenetic unto exhaustion. It would seem that it is in control societies that television need not and does not function as a technology of the subject; neither is it primarily or simply a vehicle for national and family ideologies. Television, therefore, calls into question the social structural. Or, as Brian Massumi has argued when commenting on teletechnology and control societies, “If all this adds up to a structure, it is a dissipative structure combining a multiplicity of periodicities in a fluctuating set of highly complex differentiations that are locally implanted following divergent patterns, but resonate globally.”

Under these conditions it would seem that resistance to the organization of capital surely must involve thinking of capitalism other than as totality; nor should its history be thought of as becoming universal. Now when capitalism appears to be transnational, indistinguishable from a globalized teletechnology, to think of capitalism as other than totality or a unified identity provides lines of flight. Now when capitalism appears to be transnational, indistinguishable from a globalized teletechnology, its critics need rather to think most about different “capitalizations whose antagonisms are irreducible,” as Derrida puts it, where the social and political situation of each capitalization makes a difference, where “the differentiating process of advanced globalizing capitalism” itself provides
what Lisa Lowe and David Lloyd describe as “the potential to rework the conception of politics in the era of transnational capital itself.”

But to point to the specific social and political situations of the transnationalization of capital as providing lines of flight is not meant only to undermine a definition of capitalism as unified and everywhere the same by highlighting what is not capitalism. This is what J. K. Gibson-Graham do when they focus on nonmarket exchange networks, barter systems, noncommodity production, even family-based relations of commodity production and exploitation and then go on to refuse to treat any of these as simply not-yet transnational capitalism. But to think of capitalism as other than unified also means thinking of some exchange markets as more repugnant than others, and therefore some capitalizations as themselves preferred lines of flight.

All this is to propose thinking of capitalist production in global and local terms or in nonsystemic systemic terms, if not only for the political and cultural differences of localized situations of transnational capital, then for the inextricability of globalized teletechnology and transnationalized capital, such that it is impossible to define either as the condition of possibility of the other. Neither, therefore, is a unity or a totality. Each is the other’s internal difference, opening each to *différence*, to the finite forces of mattering. Thinking of capitalist production and teletechnology in these terms opens one up to the thought of machinic assemblages, allowing cultural criticism to treat different amalgams or modules of capitalist production and social spaces, that is, as reconfigured arrangements of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the private and public spheres.

The thought of machinic assemblages thereby becomes available for treatments of subject identity and unconscious memory in relationship to the glocalization of world cultures. Deleuze’s effort to ontologize a past in general gives support to this effort. It meets the teletechnological, giving thought over to an unconscious memory that is neither individual nor merely collective; rather, it is nonsubjective and not necessarily human. As such, the thought of unconscious memory is opened to a rethinking of desire, bodies, and sexuality, responding to the question: How are *différential* relationships of human and machine, nature and technology, the real and the virtual embodied, and what can these bodies do? It is in this context that the turn in feminist theorizing from a Lacan-
ian treatment of unconscious desire to a treatment of queer bodies in a transnational frame would seem to be a matter of thought reaching for the ontic. It is to feminist theorization of bodies and unconscious memory outside the oedipal narrative that I now want to turn.
My nose up close to the screen, I waited for the hand that would pull back the wooden door, exposing the priest's ear and his other hand, sweeping up and then down, cutting through the air, making the sign of the cross.

It was the sign that I was to begin.

At seven, I made my first confession.
I confessed.
I confessed to adultery.

The confessional was no bigger than a closet except there was no ceiling. Built into one of the church's spires, the confessional seemed opened to the heavens. Still, it was close, and while waiting, I felt my knees melt into the red leather kneeler. I slid my hand over the wooden frame around the screen. Mahogany, warm to the touch, having been heated up with the passions left here with secret tellings.

Bless me father for I have sinned.
I have committed adultery.
My body was trembling with shame and horror.
I had disobeyed the sixth commandment, the no-sex commandment: Thou shalt not commit adultery. But my shame and horror would only be turned to confusion
when the priest tried to convince me I had committed no sin —
that I did not know what I was saying.
The word would not make safe passage
across the screen
from profane lips to the sacred ear of the father.
No absolution.
He offered only to fix me with right words, fixing my sin to silence.
No way to move from transgression
to promises of never,
never again
and forgiveness.
Invented in the deaf ear of the father,
I was sentenced to right words.
Here was the domain of the sayable within which I began to speak\(^1\)
the words of passionate attachment to soulful subjection
that becomes a habit.
First one kneels and then one believes.\(^2\)
It is a habit made unconsciously into a whole cloth
for sewing whispered words into pleats and folds of silence.

In the year before they make solemn vows, novices live in silence,
praying, cleaning, and sewing.
Just below the neckline of the long black dress,
the pleats are tacked down,
fourteen in all,
each a quarter of an inch wide.
The leather cincture, or belt, kissed with lips
already moving in silent prayer,
is wrapped around the pleats
holding the black woolen cloth close to my waist.
And the dead crucified Christ body, all but penis naked,
hung from a delicate rope around my neck,
is tucked behind the belt and made to rest just below my heart,
safe and saved,
as if in my body to live forever the unforgiven sin.

I have committed adultery.
I have sinned.
Bless me father, each novice intones as she is handed a small bundle of
black veiling. As the priest blesses and then fixes the veil on my head,
fifteen decades of rosary beads are attached to the leather belt and let to
fall about my right side.
I hear myself singing the hymn so long practiced.
All the joys that the world has to offer,
I now reject with gladness
because I have seen the face of Christ,  
my lord and redeemer.  
And I have heard the call  
in my ear, the words of God  
and mine: I promise poverty,  
chastity, and obedience.  

This is faith in fiction, a pure fiction.  
A veiling of the truth,  
a dream fugue in the head of a teenage girl,  
making costume with bits of Joan of Arc armor  
and a virgin’s wedding gown,  
trimmed with bridal lace and crowned with white gardenias.  
Their last sweet bitter odor fills my nostrils and lingers  
as my hair is shorn away  
and the curls fall around my feet.  
I look down.  
I look up, as my head is pulled back and wrapped tight in starchy white.  
Made to look straight ahead,  
I could only see them from the bottom up,  
from my cot, which was pulled out each night  
and placed at the foot of my parents’ bed.  
My sister’s was placed along the side.  
We slept there until she was fifteen  
and I was eleven,  
in that bedroom  
in the small three-room apartment  
where my father, my mother, my sister, and I lived.  

It was in second grade when I vowed to become a nun. It might have  
been because my teacher’s name was Sister Patricia. But I think it was  
because I won the spelling bee and was given as my prize  
the book Sister Patricia had been reading to us —  
_The Great Women of the Church._  
Women who had beheaded kings with the sword of truth.  
Women who had honored vows to a husband,  
leaving homeland to follow him.  
Women who had forsaken children and simple pleasures.  
Women who had sinned but promised to live forever repenting.  
Women who refused to eat, to rest, to speak, to think  
but only one thought of God.  

I read the words of the book again and again.  
They gave shape to my fevered imaginary,
and form to my impassioned young being,
mixing my futures into the past forever,
giving my will to live over to the repeated
pleasurable painful acts of self-renunciation.
My body took the face of solitude,
a turning inward that goes beyond the self,
with the solitary aim of being only among
the poor and the sinned against,
the hopeless and the depraved,
the ugly and the humbled.
Their downcast eyes between my young wide-open hands.
Sorrow and pity, inequality, and mercy in closed cycle repeated.
Repeated,
repeated until there was a fissure, a breach, and then openings everywhere.
One took me to the outside.

It was sometime after when I first saw it.
I was in a hotel room with a lover when I first saw it.
Perhaps it was a gesture, a shift in the arm,
a lifting of the thigh.
Perhaps it was the sexual position
that made me look at him, that made me watch him.
I did not always watch him.
It was only that last time,
when I felt the distance of the far-off country
from which my lover came,
when I saw that his family and his political commitments
would prevent him from having any other lover
but one so different as me—his exotic other.
I reached my hand beyond his head
and pressed it up against the headboard.
Mahogany.
It was then that I saw it—
my parents’ bodies, flashing before my inward eye.

I could only see them from the bottom up
as the sheet was thrown off and in slow-motion waves
landed on my cot.
I could only see them from the bottom up, and then
I could see nothing at all
but bits of metal entwined with twigs and flowers,
braids of fine chain and delicate rope
and bright lights.
My parents’ bed was made of mahogany, a rich brownish-red wood. It was beautifully engraved, swirling into pagodas and flowers— intimating secret lovers.

Above the bed was a large crucifix. The wood was twisted to look like tree bark. The body, cast in burnt bronze, glowed with excruciating pain.

At night, the wood would let loose the nails and the body would begin to slip. The white loin cloth would float up above the thorn-crowned head, as he fell, descending into his mother’s outstretched arms. She shrouded him and laid him to rest for a moment, the pietà, and then their bodies arose, flashing before my inward eye. I could only see them from the bottom up, and then I could see nothing at all but my hand writing on white sheets that would not be stilled. Sentenced to write words, without forgiveness.

Notes

1. Judith Butler.
Unconscious Desires without a Transcendent Phallicity

Over the past three decades, feminist theorists have persistently questioned the “naturalization” of the woman’s body; they have argued that it is a masculinist strategy to authorize the privilege given to reason in the modern western discourse of Man. Yet feminist theorists also have been suspicious of postmodern strategies for “denaturalizing” the woman’s body; they have claimed that often these strategies are masculinist as well. For example, in her feminist treatment of bodies and technologies, Ann Balsamo echoes Nancy Hartsock’s often repeated complaint about postmodern theory—that is, that it put the subject under erasure just as women were attaining a subject status and voicing their subjective identities. Balsamo, however, aims her complaint more specifically at what she refers to as “the postmodern theory of the body” as it is elaborated in the works of Jean Baudrillard, Arthur Kroeker, Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari; she questions whether it is “ironic that the body disappears in postmodern theory just as women and feminists have emerged as an intellectual force within the human disciplines?”

Suspected of being informed with a masculine desire to deny the body or to disavow its imperfections and limitations through technological enhancement, the postmodern treatment of bodies as machinic assemblages, technobodies, and cyborgs has appealed only to some few feminist theorists. Only some feminist theorists have wanted to circulate what N. Katherine Hayles refers to as the “metaphoric network”
that is borne of the development of teletechnology in the late twentieth century and bears profound implications for bodies as well as relations of space and time. If I am one of these feminist theorists, it is because I want to follow unconscious thought to teletechnology as it crosses over feminist theory, drawing out from it its ontological implications. I want to propose that feminist theory elaborated over the past three decades has ontological implications along the lines Donna Haraway first suggested when, in her 1985 feminist manifesto, she claimed: “The cyborg is our ontology; it gives us our politics.”

Although rightly criticized for its masculinist uses in the discourses of science, militarism, and popular culture, the figure of the cyborg, when deployed for feminist ends, can only trouble the presumption of any simple identification of technology with a disavowed unconscious desire for phallicity referred to men or male theorists only. Therefore, the deployment of the cyborg in feminist theory has been joined with the queering of unconscious desire by feminist theorists. Like the feminist deployment of the cyborg, queer theory has emphasized the complexities and difficulties of unconscious identification, what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has described as the “intensities of incorporation, diminishment, inflation, threat, loss, reparation and disavowal” with which identifications are “sufficiently fraught.”

Like the feminist deployment of the cyborg, the feminist queering of unconscious desire is a deconstruction of the subject, but not one meant merely to dismiss the subject’s agency. Drawing on psychoanalysis, queer theory means rather to question the unity of the subject’s identity and the simplicity of its unconscious identifications; queer theory deconstructs the subject by drawing it back to the fantasmatic construction of the body. But in doing so, queer theory also has called into question the psychoanalytic configuration of the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real. It is in this sense that queer theory has drawn out the ontological implications of feminist theory for rethinking nature and technology, the body and the machine, the real and the virtual, the living and the inert as differential relationships rather than as oppositional or dialectical ones.

In the next chapter I treat the cultural studies of science in which Haraway’s feminist deployment of the cyborg has had its greatest influence. But in the first and second parts of this chapter I want to treat the writings of Judith Butler and Elizabeth Grosz, who in rethinking the
body have drawn on male theorists such as Deleuze and Guattari, Jacques Lacan, Michel Foucault, and Jacques Derrida with much less suspicion than many feminist theorists have expressed. In doing so, both Butler and Grosz, I want to propose, have been drawn by the unconscious thought of teletechnology to the ontological implications of feminist theory; their works make more visible the way in which feminist theory has been profoundly linked to the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture as it has been deployed in modern western discourse of Man. But neither Butler nor Grosz merely dismisses nature; rather, both rethink nature along the lines suggested by Haraway when she proposes that nature is an “achievement among many actors not all of them human, not all of them organic, not all of them technological”; rather nature is “a construction among humans and nonhumans.”

Although neither Butler nor Grosz has explicitly or systematically theorized technology, their treatments of bodies not only deconstruct the opposition of nature and culture in relationship to the human body. But, as Pheng Cheah has suggested, their works also contribute to the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture in relationship to matter, making more explicit the dynamism of matter. Butler and Grosz, thereby, bring feminist theory to its ontological implications pertaining to bodies other than the human body, what Grosz refers to as “volatile bodies.”

Although Butler and Grosz have borrowed from postmodern male theorists, both are, however, as much indebted to feminist theorists and to the feminist treatment of the sexed body in psychoanalytic terms. Both Butler and Grosz draw on feminist theorists who have elaborated the relationship of fantasy and sexual difference in terms of the oedipal logic of narrativity. They both draw on Lacanian psychoanalysis, but both also struggle to disconnect unconscious desire from the oedipal narrative. They do so by rethinking the constitution of sexed bodies and by treating bodies other than those figured in and prescribed by the oedipal logic of the dominant cultural narrative.

Taken together, Butler and Grosz have opened feminist theory to explore what is proposed by Haraway when she remarks that “the most terrible and perhaps the most promising monsters in cyborg worlds are embodied in non-oedipal narratives with a different logic of repression, which we need to understand for our survival.” But both Butler and Grosz interrogate the notion of monstrosity with much more care than
even Haraway does. After all, they think to the outside of the oedipal narrative through the abject, the marginal, and the perverse; that is, they rethink bodies by questioning how only some bodies come to matter while others are made monstrous, unintelligible, even “unlivable,” as Butler puts it. Whereas Rosi Braidotti has shown that the feminine figure of the mother usually is implicated in treating the body in the machine metaphors of the monstrous, Butler and Grosz show that the figures of the lesbian, the homosexual — the queer — are also implicated.

The deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture, therefore, poses a certain difficulty for feminist theorists because the opposition of nature and culture already is sedimented with the rhetoric of sexual difference, that is, with the opposition of the feminine and masculine figures of sexual difference. These figures necessarily will be repeated in order to be worked through in the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture; no doubt this repetition will likely have unintended consequences for the reconfiguration of masculinity and femininity, heterosexuality and homosexuality. Furthermore, sexual difference is not all that is at issue in the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture. Also implicated are the differences of race, class, ethnicity, and nation; these too have been deployed in the opposition of nature and culture in the modern western discourse of Man. It is in terms of these differences that the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture becomes linked to issues of racism or sexism as well as to neocolonialism, the globalization of teletechnology, and the particular social and political situations of the transnationalization of capital. That queer theory and postcolonial theory increasingly have been drawn closer together is no doubt a response to the need to think of bodies or bodily matter through the deconstruction of the opposition of nature and culture across the local situations of the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism.

The ontological implications of feminist theory that Butler and Grosz make more explicit, I want to suggest, crisscross with the political effects of thinking of feminist theory in a transnational frame. Butler’s and Grosz’s efforts to take unconscious desire beyond the oedipal narrative opens feminist theory to what Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has referred to as “other indigenous regulative fictions of psychobiography” that are linked to the reconfiguration of that arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and the pri-
vate spheres presumed in the modern western discourse of Man. Although this configuration of social spaces now is being profoundly troubled—deterritorialized and reterritorialized—in the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital, it also has long been the object of feminist criticism.

Feminist theorists especially have criticized the ideological separation of the private or domestic sphere from the public sphere; they also have elaborated the implications of the ideology of separate spheres for the engendering of cultural, social, and political economic relations in terms of which not only subjects and bodies are constituted, but also political agency is determined. The criticism of the separation of the private and public spheres in feminist theory, however, has been limited and has had to be opened to rethinking the configuration of state and civil society, family and national ideologies, and the public and private spheres in a transnational frame. In this sense the intersection of postcolonial theory and queer theory not only shows feminist theory reaching for an ontological perspective for rethinking the opposition of body and machine, nature and technology, and the real and the virtual as differential relationships; it also shows feminist theory drawn to rethinking the configuration of social spaces in terms of which political agency has been constituted in modern western thought, that is, rethinking political agency in terms of the glocalization of cultures in a transnational frame.

Butler’s and Grosz’s treatments of bodies especially make clear that the reach of feminist theory to rethink both an ontological perspective and a political perspective has engaged feminist theory in the reformulation of materialism or a materialist criticism of nature and culture in the age of teletechnology. Indeed Butler has argued that her treatment of bodies is not meant to be an ontology, but rather aims to politicize ontology, “to recirculate and resignify the ontological operators, if only to produce ontology itself as a contested field.” Grosz’s treatment of the body, although more explicitly aimed at rethinking an ontological perspective, is nonetheless primarily concerned with politicizing ontology as well. Like Butler, Grosz refuses to put power relations outside bodily matter. In this sense both Butler and Grosz outline a materialist approach to culture and nature befitting the age of teletechnology. Taken together, their work is part of the rethinking of materialism begun with Louis Althusser’s treatment of ideology.
Butler traces one thread of her theoretical lineage back to that moment when feminist theorists first followed Althusser in engaging Lacanian psychoanalysis as a way to think of the ideological construction of the subject in a given capitalist mode of production. Butler shares this theoretical lineage with early feminist film theorists on whom she has drawn in her treatment of sexed bodies. She has borrowed from their revisions of Lacanian psychoanalysis and has pointed especially to the importance of Jacqueline Rose’s rereading of Lacan, in which Rose underscores Lacan’s insistence on the failure of the imposition of the oedipal law in the construction of subject’s identity.14 There also is Butler’s reference to Kaja Silverman’s treatment of cinema in terms of the oedipal logic of the dominant narrative of western modern capitalism.15

Butler has signaled her agreement with Silverman’s effort to “pry” the prohibition against incest away from the oedipalized law of the phallus; she has refused, as Silverman also does, to conflate the “lack of being” incurred with the entrance into language or the symbolic order with the lack of the phallus or castration. Butler appreciates Silverman’s argument that although the fantasmatic is shaped by the imposition of the oedipal law of the phallus, unconscious fantasy also is informed with the failure of the oedipal law, so that an unconscious resistance to it is to be expected. But Butler has questioned, more than Silverman has, whether the fantasmatic elaboration of unconscious resistance to the law of the phallus does not also reproduce the law; she asks, therefore, whether such resistance is enough to carry out Silverman’s proposed political agenda, that is, to pry the incest taboo from the law of the phallus, thereby disconnecting the loss of being in language from an oedipalized castration.

Like Silverman, Butler treats the oedipal narrative, but she treats it in terms of the unconscious or fantasmatic construction of sexed bodies. She therefore takes up the repetition compulsion that she argues is central both to the fantasmapic construction of sexed bodies and the reproduction of the law of the phallus; at the same time, she rethinks the repetition compulsion in terms of Foucault’s treatment of power/knowledge and Derrida’s treatment of *différence*. Butler thereby collapses the opposition of unconscious fantasy and bodily matter, with ontological implications befitting the age of teletechnology.

To begin, Butler rethinks the oedipal law of the phallus along lines suggested by Foucault; that is, she treats the oedipal law not only as a
juridical law, but as a generative one. But where Foucault recognized that the oedipal law constitutes a domain of cultural intelligibility in terms of which bodies are constructed, Butler argues that he does not recognize, as Derrida does, that “principles of intelligibility require and institute a domain of radical unintelligibility.” Butler shows that bodies prescribed by the law of the phallus are haunted or encrypted with those bodies that the law excludes from “existence” that is, those bodies for which gender does not follow from sex and the practices of sex do not follow from either sex or gender — that is to say, queer bodies.

Following other feminist theorists who also have engaged Lacanian psychoanalysis, Butler argues that the oedipal law of the phallus imposes sexual identity by prohibiting the incestuous heterosexual object choice — the mother for the boy and the father for the girl. But she also argues that along with this prohibition, let us say even prior to it, there is a prohibition of the incestuous homosexual object choice — the mother for the girl and the father for the boy. The loss of the homosexual incestuous object, unlike the loss of the heterosexual incestuous object, is denied completely, so that what Butler calls “the modality of desire,” or what Freud refers to as “the sexual aim,” also must be denied. For example, in the case of the boy, not only is the father tabooed as an object choice, but the sexual aim, or the act toward which the sexual drive tends, also is tabooed; in this case the tabooed aim may even be figured as feminine, that is, treated as what a male should not desire to do at all because it is what only a female desires to do or have done to her.

Because the incestuous homosexual object choice and the homosexual aim both are denied, Butler argues that they cannot be grieved, and therefore the loss cannot be internalized and displaced onto others. Rather than grieved, the loss is “melancholically incorporated” and thereby kept alive in and as part of the one who cannot grieve. As Butler puts it, there is an “encrypting of the loss in the body.” It is as if “the body is inhabited or possessed by phantasms of various kinds.” In the case of the boy, both his father and his desire for the father are kept living by encrypting the deadening loss on the child’s body. The child’s body thereby becomes a male body: “Incorporation literalizes the loss on or in the body and so appears as the facticity of the body, the means by which the body comes to bear ‘sex’ as its literal truth.” Butler argues that sexual identity is produced on the skin, as if an image or surface of an inner depth or a “true” core of sexuality.
For Butler, therefore, the sexed body is an effect of what she refers to as a “literalizing fantasy.” As she puts it, “The belief that it is parts of the body, the ‘literal penis,’ ‘the literal vagina,’ which cause pleasure and desire — is precisely the kind of literalizing fantasy characteristic of the syndrome of melancholic heterosexuality.” A literalizing fantasy works as a form of forgetfulness; it “forgets the imaginary and with it an imaginable homosexuality.” It is in these terms that Butler argues that the oedipalized sexed body is a performance involving the compulsive repetition of unconscious forgetting, which, however, also gives the possibility for difference in the variations of performance, and therefore gives the possibility for change.

Butler’s notion of performance, so often understood as an activity of intentional gender role-play or the intended transgression of gender role requirements, is not this at all. It rather follows thought to the indistinguishibility of the body and unconscious fantasy, of matter and the image. Not only does the notion of performance refer to the body as an imaginary matter, a matter of an unconscious repetition compulsion. It also relocates the matter of the unconscious in the interval between repetitions. As Butler puts it: “If every performance repeats itself to institute the effect of identity, then every repetition requires an interval between the acts, as it were, in which risk and excess threaten to disrupt the identity being constituted. The unconscious is this excess that enables and contests every performance, and which never fully appears within the performance itself.” Butler’s notion of performance suggests that bodily matter is dynamic, more an event or a matter of temporality.

Here, of course, Butler is drawing on Derrida and drawing the unconscious repetition compulsion to differance or pure repetition. In this sense Butler argues that the unconscious is to be located “within a signifying chain as the instability of all iterability.” The unconscious, therefore, “is not ‘in’ the body, but in the very signifying process through which that body comes to appear; it is the lapse in repetition as well as its compulsion, precisely what the performance seeks to deny, and that which compels it from the start.” In drawing the unconscious back to differance, Butler allows for a more general unconscious than the Freudian or Lacanian unconscious. But this rethinking of the unconscious presumes the deconstruction of the psychoanalytic configuration of the imaginary, the symbolic and the real.
It is the opposition of the imaginary and the symbolic that, Butler proposes, disallows an imaginable homosexuality in the construction of an oedipalized melancholic heterosexuality. Therefore, Butler sets out to deconstruct the opposition of the imaginary and the symbolic by elaborating the fiction of the lesbian phallus, making it possible to rethink bodies other than those constituted through an oedipalized heteronormativity, and therefore also to think regulatory psychobiographic fictions other than the oedipal narrative. To elaborate the fiction of the lesbian phallus, Butler traces the way in which the phallus becomes a transcendental signifier of the oedipal law, such that the imposition of the incest taboo becomes an imposition of sexual difference reduced to an opposition of phallic and castrated.

Butler begins with Freud’s troubled treatment of narcissism. In “On Narcissism” Butler notices that Freud proposed illness, but also hypochondria, sleeping, and dreaming, as an example of a narcissistic libidinal self-investment. Butler especially emphasizes how Freud saw the same connection between actual pain and erotic self-investment as he did between imaginary pain and erotic self-investment. Butler concludes that, at least at first, Freud proposed that narcissistic erotic self-investment functions as an imaginary construction of any and every body part. Indeed, as Butler sees it, the “body part is delineated and becomes knowable for Freud only on the condition of that investiture.”23 She quotes Freud: “We can decide to regard erotogenicity as a general characteristic of all organs and may then speak of an increase or decrease of it in a particular part of the body.”24

But Butler also reports that Freud quickly and defensively retreated from his own first thoughts about narcissism, especially because they seemed to elide the difference between the imaginary and the symbolic in relationship to the body. Butler follows Freud to his discussion about a genital organ, seemingly the penis, which he proposed is exemplary of a body part that, although not ill, can be made sensitive to pain through a state of erotic excitation. Not only did Freud make this organ the model or prototype of all erotogenicity; he wound up reducing all the other examples of eroticized body parts, such as those produced in illness and in hypochondria, to the prototypicality of the penis. In other words, the penis became the transcendental phallus of the oedipal law; it became the transcendental signifier of sexual difference, turned into the opposition of phallic and castrated. As Butler puts it: “The Phallus
is then set up as that which confers erotogenicity and signification on these body parts, although we have seen through the mytonymic slide of Freud’s text the way in which the Phallus is installed as ‘origin’ to suppress the ambivalence produced in the course of that slide.”

Of course, Butler is suggesting that Freud theoretically produced the phallus as a transcendent signifier by libidinally investing the penis; in doing so Freud defensively reproduced the narcissistic process of the imaginary construction of a body part, a process that he himself first described. But in denying that he was doing so, Freud could make the phallus itself the very mark of the opposition between the imaginary and the symbolic, as well as the mark of the opposition between the narcissistic and the social or culturally normative — each elaborated in the figures of phallic masculinity and castrated femininity. If the fiction of the lesbian phallus refuses the opposition of the imaginary and the symbolic, the narcissistic and the social, it is because it allows one figure both to “have” the phallus by which masculinity is marked and to “be” the phallus (for the other still threatened with castration) by which femininity is marked. In collapsing the opposition between having and being the phallus, the lesbian phallus allows erotogenicity to be a property belonging to no particular sexual identity nor to any bodily organ, being defined instead by “its plasticity, transferability, and expropriability.”

Having begun the deconstruction of the distinction between the imaginary and the symbolic in Freud’s treatment of narcissism, Butler turns next to Lacan’s treatment of the body in two of his essays — the one on the mirror stage and the other on the meaning of the phallus. Butler notices that Lacan, like Freud, vacillated over the meaning of the phallus. In his treatment of the mirror stage, Lacan proposed that against the infant’s experience of being a body-in-bits-and-pieces, the mirror image offers an idealizing image of unity, what Butler describes as “an idealization or ‘fiction’ of the body as totality and locus of control.” But Lacan not only argued that the mirror image is a psychically invested projection through which the morphology of the body is produced. He also argued that the ego is formed through identification with the image or the imaginary bodily morphe. Therefore, Butler emphasizes that the bodily ego, rather than being “a self-identical substance,” is a “sedimented history of relations,” locating its center outside in the image.
Lacan also suggested that as an imaginary bodily form the ego is formed in and informs the distinction of the interior and exterior of the subject’s identity. That is to say, the image not only gives bodily form to the ego; it also establishes perceptual objects as external objects. Butler quotes Lacan’s conclusion: “On the libidinal level, the object is only even apprehended through the grid of the narcissistic relation (of ego to the image).” To this she adds: “This claim offers... an irreducible equivocation of narcissism and sociality which becomes the condition of the epistemological generation of and access to objects.”

In Lacan’s discussion of the mirror stage, Butler suggests, the penis enters only as part of the narcissistically invested image, the imaginary center of the body’s fiction of totality. That is to say, the penis becomes the phallus as itself an imaginary effect. However, when Butler turns to Lacan’s essay on the meaning of the phallus, she finds that he finally refused this thought of the imaginary construction of the phallus. Like Freud, Lacan defensively insisted that the phallus is neither an imaginary effect nor an organ. Instead he proposed that the phallus is a prototype, a transcendental signifier, that distinguishes the symbolic from the imaginary in the first place.

But by this point Butler has made both Lacan’s and Freud’s treatments of the phallus as a transcendental signifier seem unconvincing; thus the distinction between the imaginary and the symbolic also does not hold, displaced onto an irreducible equivocation of narcissism and sociality. Butler even suggests that the mirror stage, which Lacan treated as preoedipal, seems rather to always already presume the oedipal law and the phallus as its transcendental signifier. After all, the preoedipal body-in-bits-and-pieces is meaningful only against the horizon of the body’s fictional totality, which the transcendental phallus signifies.

Although Butler concludes by arguing that the oedipal law of the phallus is a historically and culturally specific regulatory ideal, something more like an ideology, she does not mean to dismiss the unconscious altogether. Her careful and detailed rereading of Freud and Lacan surely suggests this. Instead of dismissing the unconscious, she draws the unconscious outside of its enclosure in an oedipal logic of narrativity. She not only unsettles the heteronormativity of a symbolic order organized by the oedipal law, thereby allowing for queer sexualities. She
also seems to propose that there are other regulatory psychobiographic fictions than the oedipal narrative, other regulatory bodily ideals, other symbolic orders.

For Butler, the historical and cultural specificity of any and every symbolic order even raises a question about Lacan's treatment of the real as radically incommensurable with the symbolic.\textsuperscript{28} Whereas the symbolic constitutes the cultural norms of intelligibility through which any reality is constituted, the real, as Lacan put it, "resists symbolization absolutely." Butler instead argues that what is unintelligible, nonsymbolizable, or outside the symbolic must also be in the symbolic. Drawing on Derrida, Butler argues that as an outside, the real is the defining limit of the symbolic; it is its constitutive outside. Therefore, the real also is part of the symbolic order; it is part of a culturally and historically specific symbolic order. Butler also argues that Lacan's "resisting real" is, however, a symbolization that institutes a desire for there to be a real referent, a pregiven materiality that transcends historicity and grounds meaning. Indeed, Lacan sometimes referred the real to matter, materialism, even the brute physicality of the human body.\textsuperscript{29}

Although Butler recognizes that there always is an outside to the symbolic, she nonetheless proposes that the boundary between the symbolic and its outside is not determined by a universal law. She argues instead that the boundary between the symbolic and the real is culturally and historically variable; there is the possibility, therefore, of rearticulating the boundary. As Butler puts it: "To supply the character and content to a law that secures the borders between the 'inside' and the 'outside' of symbolic intelligibility is to preempt the specific social and historical analysis that is required, to conflate into 'one' law the effect of a convergence of many, and to preclude the very possibility of a future rearticulation of that boundary."\textsuperscript{30}

In deconstructing the oedipal law of the phallus, Butler not only proposes that bodily matter be thought of in relationship to symbolic orders other than those organized in terms of the oedipal narrative; she also gives the possibility of different boundaries between the real and the symbolic. What this might be read to propose is that it may now be the case, in the age of teletechnology, that the brute physicality of the body no longer marks the difference between the real and the symbolic. Or, to put it another way, it may no longer be the case that the real is defined only by the brute physicality of the body in every sym-
bolic order. After all, Butler makes it possible to think of bodily matter as an imaginary construction, and therefore to think matter and the image in a *differantial* relationship rather than an oppositional one. She makes it possible, that is, to think of unconscious fantasy and bodies without referring them only to an opposition of sexed subjectivity and brute physicality.

But Butler herself retreats from elaborating these possibilities. Aimed primarily at radicalizing the cultural construction of the human body in terms of an unconscious repetition compulsion, she does not explore the ontological implications of her deconstruction of the psychoanalytic configuration of the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real in relationship to rethinking bodies other than human bodies. Butler even hesitates to fully elaborate the materialism or the materialist criticism of culture that her treatment of bodies seems to imply. This has led a number of Butler’s critics to argue that her politics of performance is indifferent to the material conditions of political economic realities. Although her critics, like Butler herself, do not focus on the ontological implications of her treatment of bodily matter, and therefore fail to explore the materialism suggested, they nonetheless draw her work into a discussion of the separation of the private and public spheres, which, after all, has been a presumption and a central concern of the feminist theory of gender, which Butler engages and means to revise.

Nancy Fraser, for example, does not question that Butler’s materialist criticism of culture is a treatment of political economy; she rather has questioned whether it offers anything more than a 1970s post-Althusserian feminist Marxism in which it is thought that the construction of subjects functions to support economic production, that is, in which performativity makes production and reproduction seamless. Fraser argues instead for analytically distinguishing what she describes as injustices of economic distribution and injustices of social recognition. These are held separate, Fraser proposes, by the idea of “personal life,” “a space of intimate relations, including sexuality, friendship, and love, that can no longer be identified with the family and that is lived as disconnected from the imperatives of production and reproduction.”

Fraser’s remark about personal life rests on her earlier criticism of the ideology of the separate spheres and her effort to propose models for strengthening the conditions of possibility of democracy beyond the liberal model of the bourgeois public sphere. Fraser rejects the liberal
model of the public sphere, in which it is deemed necessary that there be a rigid separation of civil society and the state, the public and the private spheres. Fraser not only argues that this rigid separation of social spaces is not necessary for democracy; she also argues that it has required that some subjects be excluded from social recognition and/or economic opportunity.

Fraser proposes instead that the state needs to be involved in ensuring economic parity and in addressing injustices of social recognition; this is especially important both in post-welfare state politics and where "personal life" seems to have been released from familial ideology or a nonreflexive embeddedness in the institution of the family. Therefore, Fraser also argues that in the liberal model of the public sphere a notion of privacy is presumed, which in fact needs to be adjusted to differences of gender, sexuality, class, ethnicity, and race — recognizing especially how these differences change the very definitions of privacy and publicness. She instead calls for "multiple counter publics" or "subaltern counter publics" that might allow for redressing issues already addressed in the dominant public sphere or permit issues to be raised that have not been addressed at all. Fraser seems to suggest that the very definition of privacy and publicness might be one of the issues, if not the crucial issue, put forward by counter publics.32

Fraser's criticism of the liberal model of the bourgeois public sphere is especially concerned to support the political agency of women and to encourage their full inclusion in democratic politics. After all, in the liberal model of the public sphere it has been presumed that private needs will be transformed in terms of public discourse and that the woman will function primarily to link family members both to the public sphere and to the state, promoting familial and national ideologies. Although Fraser criticizes the liberal model especially for the position it assigns women, her treatment of the configuration of state and civil society, family and national ideologies, and the public and private spheres remains within the limits of both the subject-centeredness and the nation-centrism of the modern western discourse of democracy. Postcolonial theorists, however, have argued that this configuration of social spaces presumed in the western discourse of democracy becomes impossible, especially when considering the political agency of women in neocolonial societies. Pheng Cheah, for one, even has suggested a connection between the feminist criticism of the liberal model of the public sphere,
the situation of neocolonialism, and the cultural materialism of Butler’s
treatment of sexed bodies.33

Cheah argues that attempts to rethink the liberal model of the pub­
lic sphere, such as Fraser’s, often leave intact the model’s idealization of
publicness. Focusing especially on Jürgen Habermas’s treatment of the
public sphere, Cheah points out that an idealization of publicness, elab­
orated in face of the limitations of actual democracy, is given as a tran­
scendental norm. Furthermore, it is presumed that a critical reason can
judge the limitations of actuality against the transcendental norm and
thereby support overcoming these actual limitations, which are embed­
ded, as Habermas proposes, in particular capitalist modes of production.

As Cheah sees it, this model of publicness is troublesome especially
in neocolonialism under the conditions of the transnationalization of
capital and the globalization of teletechnology. Under these conditions,
Cheah suggests that often a stable state cannot be presumed for which
a public sphere can be thought to offer a resource for criticism of exces­
sive state power. Nor can the private or domestic sphere be presumed
to be a protection of the individual, as it often is assumed to be in the
liberal model and its feminist critiques. Cheah points out that in many
of the situations of neocolonialism, it often falls on women to resist
neocolonialism with a reassertion of a nationalist cultural identity, some­
times expressed in a patriarchal or ethnic fundamentalism. And yet some
of these same women can also find themselves released from a certain
local patriarchalism by their labor force participation in transnational
corporations locally situated. Many of these women become open to
the culture of a globalized media in which women are sometimes fig­
ured quite differently than the local state apparatuses or familial tradi­
tions figure them, resulting in a cultural situation that is something like,
but more disturbing than what James Clifford describes as a “discrepant
cosmopolitanism.”34

All of this suggests that women are to be found resisting and sup­
porting localizations against globalization as well as resisting and sup­
porting globalization locally situated; indeed, they often use one against
the other, draw one into the other. In such situations the derivation of
a feminist politics or a democratic politics is not clear, whereas agency,
as Cheah suggests, “is not an unproblematic assertion of the co-belonging
of freedom and humanity.” Instead what is proposed is a rigorous re­
sponsibility to what Cheah describes as a “condition of global mired-
ness,” that is, where every determination of agency yields an undecidability of effect that frames and reframes further determinations or where forces are “unmotivated but not capricious,” as Cheah puts it, borrowing Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s phrasing.35

The criticism of the configuration of social spaces presumed in subject-centered, nation-centric modern western discourse is meant to underscore the way in which a certain idea of democracy is being imposed on neocolonial nations, even made a “privileged point of vantage,” as David Scott puts it; as such, it is made “the standard for the assessment of all political institutions and political discourses, not only for those of Europe’s own past . . . but for those as well of the non-European worlds whose political presents have been re/constructed in colonialism’s wake.”36 This criticism, however, is also meant to point to the contention over and the resistance to compliance with the imposed configuration of social spaces presumed with a certain idea of democracy, thereby producing in neocolonial societies the complex situations out of which political agency is to be determined and to which Cheah refers. But this condition of global miredness refers not only to neocolonial societies, but to postmodern capitalist societies as well, since in both postmodern capitalist societies and neocolonial societies the configuration of social spaces presumed in the modern western discourse of democracy is being deterritorialized and reterritorialized as part of the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital.

Therefore, Cheah proposes that the transcendental norm guiding the liberal model of the public sphere would better be drawn back to finitude, back into the forces of a global miredness. With a nod to Derrida, Cheah suggests that these finite forces—unmotivated but not capricious—must be thought of as immanent to matter, that is, referred to the dynamism of matter or mattering. It is in his elaboration of what he proposes to call a “deconstructive materialism” that Cheah critically engages the cultural materialism of Butler’s treatment of bodies.

Although Cheah recognizes Butler’s contribution to the thought of a dynamic matter, he nonetheless argues that a politics of performance seems to require “a constitutional democracy within passive capitalist relations,” and therefore is able to ignore “oppression at the physical level.”37 But Cheah does not pay much attention to Butler’s effort to deconstruct the oedipal narrative that functions to position the subject
within the social spaces configured in the discourse of democracy, such that Butler also initiates the deconstruction of this configuration of social spaces in the direction of psychobiographic fictions other than the oedipal narrative. In doing so Butler points, in her own way, to the global miredness of the forces of political agency attending the reconfiguration of social spaces with the realization of various psychobiographic fictions. If she refers to democracy, it is to what Derrida describes as a “democracy to come,” when the conditions of its possibility cannot be preordained. Butler puts it this way: “A social theory committed to democratic contestation within a postcolonial horizon needs to find a way to bring into question the foundations it is compelled to lay down.”

Although Butler refuses any fixed notion of democracy, she does so without, however, giving up on the unconscious process of disavowal, which, in her view, produces subject identities and bodies; from her position the question would be whether these are not still at issue in the imposition of the discourse of democracy with its demand for subjects of the nation and bodies for a capitalist economy. Therefore, Butler’s focus on subject identity and the unconscious is not a denial of physical oppression, although she means to make it unnecessary to distinguish physical oppression as such. There is no oppression, she seems to propose, that is not also a matter of unconscious fantasy, what she refers to as “the psychic life of power.” Butler’s deconstruction of the oedipal logic of narrativity, however, throws the meaning of the psychic life of power into a transnational frame, such that psychic life is to be understood in terms of various psychobiographic fictions.

This surely is what Fraser misses in her response to Butler’s reference to an Althusserian Marxism. Although Butler first draws on Althusser’s analysis of the subject’s ideological interpellation, she finally argues that it is wrong in its presumption that interpellation works and that unconscious desire can finally be fixed in a subject identity. Butler, after all, turns to Foucault’s treatment of power/knowledge, where the interpenetration of civil society and the state in a disciplining society makes the ideological interpellation of the subject less pressing. In this sense Butler’s attempt to move unconscious fantasy beyond an oedipal narrative also moves it beyond Althusser’s treatment of ideology, closer to the teletechnological, beyond the representation of the subject, nearer to a network imagination, where the aesthetic of exposure, over- and under-
exposure, operates, befitting a politics of performance. This is also on the way to facing the necessity to rethink "oppression at the physical level" in terms of the becoming indistinguishable of matter and image.

Nonetheless, Cheah is right to suggest that Butler's treatment of bodies remains caught in its reference to the human body, and that therefore it is concerned only with how human bodies become culturally intelligible. In contrast, Cheah points to Grosz's treatment of bodies, endorsing the way in which it moves beyond the human body while shifting thought about the body beyond a concern only for its cultural meaningfulness. But Grosz, like Butler, begins her treatment of the body in psychoanalytic terms even though, like Butler, she means to deconstruct the psychoanalytic configuration of the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real. Grosz, too, is hesitant to leave behind all thought of the unconscious even when finally she turns from a psychoanalytic treatment of unconscious fantasy to engage Deleuze and Guattari's treatment of desire and the body without organs. In doing so Grosz points to something more like what Haraway describes as "an 'unfamiliar' unconscious, a different primal scene, where everything does not stem from the dramas of identity and reproduction." Even more than Butler, Grosz draws from feminist theory its ontological implications while drawing feminist theory closer to the teletechnological.

Unconscious Bodies without Organs

Although Grosz does not end with a psychoanalytic account of the human body, she begins with it. Like Butler, she is drawn to the psychoanalytic treatment of the body in relationship to unconscious fantasy. But in her reference to psychoanalysis Grosz resists dismissing the body's given materiality. Her aim in deconstructing the opposition of nature and culture is to treat culture as the deferral of nature, to draw out the differential relationship of nature and culture. Unlike Butler, Grosz does not risk treating bodies as a meaningless nature that is given meaning in subjection to the forms of cultural intelligibility. Although the body is in no sense "non- or presocial," Grosz proposes, the body also is not "purely a social, cultural, and signifying effect lacking its own weighty materiality."43

Without rejecting the thought that there is no "real" material body distinct from the cultural inscriptions that constitute it, and yet holding that nature is neither origin nor causality, Grosz nonetheless refuses to
reduce the body to the cultural. For Grosz, the natural and the cultural are “interimplicated, such that their relationship is neither dialectic (in which case there is the possibility of a supersession of the binary terms) nor a relation of identity but is marked by the interval, by pure difference.”\(^44\) Whereas Butler points to the dynamism of bodily matter fantasmatically informed with cultural norms, Grosz points to a dynamism of matter, which, as Cheah puts it, is a “nonanthropologistic level of dynamism,” without a reduction “to mechanical laws of causality and naturalist teleology.”\(^45\)

Therefore, when Grosz turns to giving a psychoanalytic account of the body, she draws on Freud’s *Three Essays on a Theory of Sexuality*, emphasizing the way Freud treated unconscious fantasy as an elaboration of the drives, which themselves “lean on” the biological instinct. The often repeated example is the fantasmatic construction of the mother’s breast as an object of the sexual drive, leaning on and displacing the nonsexual instinct of hunger. Although feminist film theorists have taken the psychoanalytic treatment of fantasy as a way to deliver psychoanalysis from any biological determinism, Grosz is less interested to do so. It is not that she thinks psychoanalysis is a biological determinism; she is more interested in what the drive can do. She concludes that the drive is to be understood to “mimic” the instinct, even seeming to act like it.

Again, when Grosz turns to criticize psychoanalysis for its oedipalization of unconscious fantasy and, like Butler, aims to queer the law of the phallus, her focus is less on the deconstruction of the subject’s sexual identity and more on the sexual drive, what it does in seeking sexual pleasure. Rather than adopting Butler’s fiction of the lesbian phallus, Grosz treats the possibilities of “lesbian fetishism.”\(^46\) In her effort to reread Freud’s treatment of fetishism in order to allow for the possibility of lesbians’ sexual practices, Grosz begins to turn thought of the body away from treating it as an imaginary identity, a surface projection of an internalized imaginary, toward thinking of bodies in terms of what they are assembled to do.

Grosz closely follows Freud’s treatment of fetishism, a perversion that Freud thought characteristic of men mostly, given the difficulties the male child has in facing the seeming castration of his mother, once imagined to be phallic. Grosz is especially drawn to the capacity of the male fetishist “to have it both ways,” that is, to accept the oedipal law, but to repudiate or foreclose its content. The fetishist, after all, really believes
in his penis substitutes. He believes they are real. To use Freud’s terms, the fetishist has “two attitudes” that “persist side by side . . . without influencing each other.” This means that fetishism is not hallucination. Grosz quotes Freud, who argued that the fetishist “did not simply contradict his perceptions and hallucinate a penis where there was none to be seen, he effected no more than a displacement of value—he transferred the importance of the penis to another part of the body,” even to an object outside the body.

For Grosz, this displacement of value offers the possibility of “having it both ways,” a possibility she would extend to the lesbian in her exploration of lesbian fetishism. To illustrate this, Grosz turns next to Freud’s treatment of women’s perversions, especially to women whom Freud describes as suffering from “the masculine complex,” which he connects to lesbianism. These women, Grosz proposes, are closest to the male fetishist. Not only do such women disbelieve their castration; they also refuse the oedipal demand to shift their libidinal investment from the maternal or feminine object to the paternal or masculine one. They expect to act as men are permitted to do. They libidinally invest in feminine love objects whom they can love as men are permitted to love, as if they were phallic. Grosz concludes that the lesbian fetishist is having it both ways and, as such, the feminist theorist is like her. In accepting and refusing as social reality that which devalues the feminine and oppresses women, the feminist theorist also needs to have it both ways. Both feminist analysis and the psychoanalysis of unconscious fantasy, therefore, are needed.

So Grosz does not elaborate the possibilities of lesbian fetishism simply to give a psychoanalytic account of it or merely to revalue what psychoanalysis treats as perversion. Like Butler’s treatment of the lesbian phallus, Grosz’s treatment of lesbian fetishism is for political effect. It demonstrates that psychoanalysis, although important for understanding unconscious fantasy, is unable to treat feminine sexuality adequately, “even within the confines of Western capitalism”; and beyond western capitalism, Grosz proposes, “the categories that Freud proposed as universally relevant—the function of the phallus, the Oedipus complex, the ubiquity of the castration threat, and women’s status as passive—surely need to be contested.”

If Grosz’s treatment of lesbian fetishism distances itself from psychoanalysis, it does so to suggest that bodies are formed and reformed in
libidinal attachments that are made so that the drive realizes its sexual aim. It also does so to put the drive of sexual desire, or desiring itself, outside the compass of the oedipal law of the phallus. Grosz is on her way to thinking of bodies as matter that is neither organic nor mechanical, but dynamic. She is on her way to refusing the distinction, elaborated in psychoanalysis, that separates what a body is from what a body does.

Grosz even criticizes Butler’s revision of psychoanalysis for maintaining this separation in her deployment of a restricted/restricting thought of repetition. As Grosz puts it:

In separating what a body is from what a body can do, an essence of sorts is produced, a consolidated nucleus of habits and expectations takes over from experiments and innovations: bodies are sedimented into fixed and repetitive relations, and it is only beyond modes of repetition that any subversion is considered possible (this is Butler’s position, and its limitation: that subversion is always only a repetition and never in any straightforward way an innovation, a production of the new).50

In criticizing Butler, Grosz already shows signs of her engagement with Deleuze’s treatment of pure repetition and with Deleuze and Guattari’s thought of desiring production; she has already begun to think of bodies and desire at even a greater distance from psychoanalysis than she permitted herself in her treatment of lesbian fetishism. She describes her shift in perspective this way:

While psychoanalysis relies on a notion of desire as a lack, an absence that strives to be filled through the attainment of an impossible object, desire can instead be seen as what produces, what connects, what makes machinic alliances. Instead of aligning desire with fantasy and opposing it to the real, instead of seeing it as a yearning, desire is an actualization, a series of practices, bringing things together or separating them, making machines, making reality.51

Having become more interested in what a body can do, Grosz rethinks the body as “a discontinuous, nontotalizable series of processes, organs, flows, energies, corporeal substances and incorporeal events, speeds and durations.”52 Grosz, therefore, moves from thinking about bodies in terms of fantasy in order to rethink desire. Desire becomes the affective and unconscious movement of thought that assembles bodies. Bodies are what desire assembles in order to do something.
In all this Grosz borrows from Deleuze and Guattari’s treatment of “the body without organs” and follows their preference for mapping, for treating assemblages. For Deleuze and Guattari, the body without organs is a plane of consistency “specific to desire (with desire defined as a process of production without reference to any exterior agency, whether it be a lack that hollows it out or a pleasure that fills it).” As Grosz describes it, the body without organs refers to “a field for the production, circulation and intensification of desire, the locus of the immanence of desire.” The body without organs is matter open to the flows of intensities; it is a plane of consistency in and for the flows of desire.

It is this getting ready-ness that makes the body without organs explode or refuse organization. It is not organs, therefore, that the body without organs is against, but any organization into organism. Deleuze and Guattari quote Antonin Artaud, from whom they take the notion of the body without organs: “The body is the body. Alone it stands. And in no need of the organs. Organism it never is. Organisms are the enemies of the body.” The notion of the body without organs is antioedipal; it is against the oedipalization of the unconscious. It is meant instead to restore the partiality of objects that psychoanalysis aims to turn into whole persons — father, mother, and infant. Deleuze and Guattari rather treat part objects “like the intensities under which a unit of matter always fills space in varying degrees.” Part objects are to be understood as “degrees of matter” that are “pure positive multiplicities” and where everything is possible, indifferent to an underlying support, “since this matter that serves them precisely as a support receives no specificity from any structural or personal unity but appears as the body without organs that fills the space each time an intensity fills it.”

As Grosz points out, the body without organs is “all the more alive and teeming once it has blown apart the organism and its organization.” Or, to put this another way, the body without organs is distinguished by the type of movements it allows, the types of flows to which it is amenable. Deleuze and Guattari argue that although the “full” body without organs is amenable to flows of intensities, the “empty” body without organs is too full to allow for further circulation of intensities. They also propose that exploding organization can be too fast, making the further circulation of intensities impossible. Most likely there will
be subject identity, identification, resemblance, and representation that slow down the body without organs. But desire also is always subtracting the body without organs from identity, identification, resemblance, and representation in order to speed the body up, giving it a multiplicity of new directions.

Although Grosz has not fully elaborated the implications of her treatment of bodies for gender, class, ethnicity, sexuality, and race, she at least suggests the possibility of thinking of these in terms of machinic assemblages, bodies without organs, proposing that the given materiality of the human body affects the way it becomes interlaced with the cultural inscriptions of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity. Therefore, race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender, and class are to be treated politically as elements of a machinic assemblage, matters of a desiring production that does not reduce to an individual's desire, but rather points to the direct links between microintensities and various territories—human bodies, cities, institutions, ideologies, and technologies. In this sense race, class, sexuality, ethnicity, and gender are not simply matters of subject identity and surely not of authentic subject identity. Rather they are rethought in terms of the connections and disconnections on a plane of consistency, the interlacing of given materialities of the human body and cultural inscriptions, given over, however, to the speeds of deterritorialization and reterritorialization, to the vulnerabilities of exposure, under- and overexposure to media event-ness, such that politics involve the when, where, or how of acknowledging, elaborating, resisting, or refusing the visible and invisible markings and effects of desiring production.

In her efforts to take up Deleuze and Guattari's treatment of desire and the body without organs, Grosz, it would seem, labors to give the phenomenological body over to the "technophenomenological," a term Amelia Jones uses to treat bodies as part of the circuitry of the teletechnological flows of sounds, images, and information. To put this in another way, the body without organs is a way of thinking the unconscious thought of teletechnology, where desire is no longer the possession of only the human being, referring only to the human body. Rather, the body without organs makes unconscious thought part of desiring production, part of machinic assemblages. As Deleuze puts it: "The unconscious no longer deals with persons and objects, but with trajecto-
ries and becomings; it is no longer an unconscious of commemoration but one of mobilization, an unconscious whose objects take flight rather than remaining buried in the ground.58

Thinking of unconscious thought and bodies in this way necessitates redefining the real, even going beyond historicizing the distinction of the real and the symbolic, as Butler proposes be done. Therefore, Grosz gives up on the Lacanian treatment of the real. Following Deleuze, she proposes that the real is productive; it gives virtualities that are already real, although not yet actualized. The real and the virtual are interimplicated; they are in a *différential* relationship. Grosz argues, too, that to think of virtualities in this way is linked to thinking unconscious thought differently; it is to think of thought as being drawn to the outside, to its virtualities. As Grosz puts it: “Thought, life, is that space outside the actual which is filled with virtualities, movements, forces that need release. It is what a body is capable of doing, without there being any necessity, and without being captured by what it habitually does, a sea of (possible) desires and machines waiting their chance, their moment of actualization.”59

For Grosz, to think of the real along the lines Deleuze proposes is not only to rethink the body, but also to rethink frames, grounds, figures, and social structures—that is, the constructed, the architectural, and the built. It is in these terms that Grosz’s treatment of bodies without organs connects with the deterritorialization and reterritorializations of social spaces in the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. Not surprisingly, then, when Grosz rethinks bodies, she thinks them becoming cities or becoming architecture, whereas she rethink architecture and cities as productions of desire. She thinks of bodies, cities, and architecture in terms of speeds, allowing and disallowing the actualization of virtualities in the reconfiguration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres.60

Surely Grosz’s thinking about bodies without organs fits the ongoing shift in cultural criticism from thinking of culture as a bounded homogenized community to thinking of cultures as contestations of meaning. It also fits the often referenced hybridization of cultural identities and cosmopolitanisms of various kinds as well as the intense rearticulations of nationalism and even the horror of what Arjun Appadurai refers to as “ethnocidal violence,” that is, a violence done to the neighbor’s body
in an effort to produce an intimate enemy body, “a somatic stabilization” or “dead certainty” of ethnic identity that globalization makes both impossible and desired. Here the human being is subject to a violence that Appadurai refers to as “vivisection,” making identity out of cut-up pieces of body. Although there is a reassertion of identity, it is not a matter of the interpellation of an ideological narrative that connects the individual to the arrangement of nation and family ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and private spheres presumed in modern western discourse of democracy. Instead there is a violent suturing of the individual to ethnic group, home, and/or region.

In all these situations the body without organs is the shape of intensities, exposures, and speeds. Its politics is beyond the configuration of state and civil society, national and family ideologies, and the public and private spheres presumed in modern western discourse of democracy; its politics is in being ready to intervene in what takes shape in the reterritorializations of deterritorialized social spaces. Grosz imagines the conditions of the possibility of politics in these terms: “Individuals, subjects, microintensities blend with, connect to, neighborhood, local, regional, social, cultural, aesthetic, and economic relations directly, not through mediation of systems of ideology or representation, not through the central organization of an apparatus like the state or the economic order, but directly, in the formation of desiring machines.”

The challenge to the structural that Grosz’s thinking poses enjoins Deleuze’s treatment of form. Deleuze treats form as a matter of ungrounding, of being without frame or plot or narrative. Deleuze’s treatment of form, John Rajchman suggests, fits the reconfiguring of social spaces with the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital; Rajchman points especially to the reconfigurations involving increased urbanization worldwide. He also notices how Deleuze’s treatment of form “matches not so much the industry and engineering that produced cinema as the new kinds of televsual and digital images that came to displace it.”

For Grosz, as for Rajchman, Deleuze delivers form from an overseeing eye or from an overarching organization or plan; form is connected instead to singularities, to iterability, and pure repetition, where there is no origin or end, only virtualities. Form is not negative; it is positive as the form of virtualities to be actualized. Rajchman refers to it as “operative form,” because the emphasis is on what form does, and what it
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does is not planned or expected. It is “a virtual plan.” As such, form moves
and is moved by sensation, by affects; this “affective space” has mobility
and plasticity. For Deleuze, form is the trajectories of bodies prior to,
and remaining alongside, relations of subject and object, before and
alongside figure, ground, and narrative structure. In this sense Deleuze’s
notion of form is not merely against narrative; nor is it antifounda-
tional. It is an ungrounding foundation; it provokes formation of an on-
tological perspective from which matter and form are interimplicated.

The positive sense of form that is deployed by Grosz in her treatment
of bodies differs from Butler’s deployment of form in her treatment of
bodies. Butler treats form as a historical and cultural regulatory norm,
an ideal, such as the bodily form that the oedipal law of the phallus im-
poses. Because the norm is regulatory, it excludes as well as prescribes.
It is the excluded bodies that return; their negative force is let loose in
the compulsive repetition of the norm, which is, however, the condi-
tion of possibility for changing bodily forms. But Grosz engages Deleuze’s
sense of form in order to go beyond Butler’s treatment of bodies as his-
torically and culturally specific forms. For Grosz, therefore, morphology
does not give dynamism to bodily matter. Instead bodies are given
in their modes of materiality; they are dynamic matter. They are form
and matter interlaced.

Both Grosz’s and Butler’s deployments of form derive from differing
readings of poststructuralism: one in the direction of Derridean dif-
férance and one in the direction of Deleuzian pure repetition. Their
different treatments of bodies, however, also arise out of feminist theo-
rizing, which since the 1970s has been itself characterized by contention
over the meaning of the woman’s body and therefore bodily matter and
form more generally. Therefore, feminist theorists either have aimed at
deforming and reforming structures of oppression, repression, and domi-
nation or they have aimed at informing something else, something new.

If some feminist theorists first asked for equality for women within
given structures, it was followed by other feminist theorists’ recognizing
that reforming such structures is not the same as deforming and un-
grounding them; it is not the same as informing something new. If
some feminist theorists deconstructed the universalization of thought
in what would then be more properly called masculinist thought, gyno-
criticism quickly produced a universalization of feminine thought. But
it, too, was quickly ungrounded by criticisms of essentialism. The decon­struction of essentialized identities, nonetheless, produced a desire for identity and for a politics of identity. The charges that in some fem­inist theory there were unrecognized exclusions of race, ethnicity, sex­uality, class, and nation ironically produced both a celebration of the specificity of cultural identity and the profound uncertainty that any specific identity could withstand deconstructive criticism.

The movement—from reforming to deforming to informing something new—was produced with such speed and intensity that finally feminist theorists found themselves in close contact with the thought of movement, of speed and intensity, in the face of questions about the glocalism of world cultures in the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. It is in this sense that I have proposed that feminist theory has been drawn to the future of thought and has developed an ontological perspective that takes the thought of machinic assemblage seriously, such that neither body nor machine, nature nor technology, the real nor the virtual is ontologically privileged.

Of course, to propose that feminist theory ends up in the thought of machinic assemblages will surely be discomfiting to feminist theorists and return them to where I began, namely, feminist theorists’ profound suspicion of the masculinism of the postmodern theory of the body. But the machinic assemblage is not thought to be a resolution of or the end of questions about women that have been taken up by feminist theorists over the last three decades. The thought of machinic assemblage, therefore, is not necessarily beyond sexism, heterosexism, racism, or ethnocentrism, as it sometimes has been imagined to be. Rather, the thought of machinic assemblages goes only beyond thinking of the body as organic or mechanistic matter. It is a postpersonal thought of bodies, evoking an ontological perspective befitting the age of teletechnology.

Postpersonal thought of bodies, however, also has been part of feminist theorizing since the 1970s. It is implied in the linking of the feminine and monstrosity, but also in feminist theorists’ revaluation and re­embodiment of monstrosity. That is to say, becoming monstrous has been a feminist strategy to deform the reality that devalues women and refuses them rationality; it also is part of informing a future. However, because such a strategy returns the feminist theorist to the monstrosity that has been projected onto the feminine in modern western discourse,
it is not a strategy that can be described as intentional. The feminist theorist surely is unconsciously drawn to it, drawn in a compulsive repetition of monstrous embodiment. It is this link connecting monstrosity, the feminine, and the feminist theorist that has repeatedly brought feminist theory back to psychoanalysis and to the unconscious.

Here, too, there has been contention among feminist theorists over psychoanalysis, whether it should be deployed in a description of what the woman becomes, what becomes of her femininity in her development of a subject identity, or whether it should be deployed in a deconstruction of feminine subject identity in the direction of the drives and singularities—to the unconscious thought of virtualities and then finally to the thought of pure repetition. These differences notwithstanding, one of the most remarkable aspects of feminist theorizing over the last three decades has been the way feminist theorists have rethought psychoanalysis with such close attention to details, the stakes being the deployment of unconscious thought for feminist ends.

No matter how critical they have been of psychoanalysis, feminist theorists have found in the unconscious a marker of repression, oppression, and domination, the marker of what could not be spoken—not ever or not yet—and even of the différance between the two. But the unconscious has seemed to them also to be the marker of desire, passion, and affection, the form of virtualities, future possibilities. Feminist theorists have meant to save the unconscious even though they have made every effort to free it from confinement in the oedipal narrative, so that if desire is not to be drawn back to the idea of lack, it surely is to be drawn to a dynamism of matter, to finitude, death, and the machine internal to life. To face these has always been and still is a feminist necessity.

All this is to say that feminist theorists have been so intensely engaged with unconscious thought that they have instigated its migration to the future. There unconscious thought can no longer be understood only in terms of the oedipal narrative, although this does not necessarily mean the end of oedipalized forms of sexism, racism, heterosexism, and ethnocentrism. It only makes necessary also finding ways to understand other bodily matters. Implied is the task of revising science and knowledge practices given an ontological perspective that privileges neither nature nor technology, body nor machine, the virtual nor the real. It means rethinking practices of self-reflection in science and knowl-
edge practices in terms of the teletechnological, that is, learning how “to diffract the rays of technoscience so that we get more promising interference patterns on the recording films of our lives and bodies,” as Haraway puts it.64 This is the effort that has characterized the field of cultural studies of science that has developed since the 1970s. It is to this I turn next.
The nuns kept Crazy Mary in the attic,  
high above the orphanage playground.  
Her warped body, all but disappearing in folds of tattered cloth,  
whispered through the large space,  
haunting it all through the day, until night,  
when she slipped into the corner  
where the floor met the steeply pitched roof.

Only Sister Lucia talked to her, when she brought Mary food.  
She spoke as if Mary was going to answer.  
She never did.  
Her eyes only turned blank as if already gone to God.  
But Lucia didn’t seem to mind.  
The blankness only freed her,  
making her brighter, even brilliant,  
perhaps more than she had ever really been.

Mary’s craziness seemed to spread all over her  
like a birthmark that didn’t know how to stop.  
It was molecular:  
in the way her nails grew wild and her skin flaked,  
in the way her hair twisted from her head out of shape.

If Mary appeared born crazy, Lucia seemed destined to go crazy.  
She was still exquisitely beautiful. Her black veil,  
like gossamer wings,  
floated around her as she walked,  
so that her feet seemed barely to touch the ground.  
Not that she was naturally angelic.
It was a practiced walk, part of an effort to be holy.
She tried just as hard not to notice
that she was beautiful or brightness itself,
although it mattered that she was.
It kept her engaged in the world
from which she long had tried to lift her spirit,
seeking some sort of freedom.
Her beauty made young novices admire her
and want to be just like her.
Her brightness made her a gift of grace
to old nuns dulled from long years of service.

That summer, Lucia shared all of her thoughts with Mary.
Hunched over a china bowl, Mary clawed at her food.
Lucia spoke.
Words rushed from her feverish mind,
showing itself in the natural rouge
rising up to her cheekbone and brushing red
across her full shaped lips.
She spoke as if Avila to John of the Cross—
thetical debate and prayerful wishes for love-pierced hearts—
all running together, humming with an eroticism
in excess of doctrinal limits.
Yet, safe.
Mary was no church censor.

By evening the daily conversation deepened
and darkened what, at breakfast, had passed from Lucia’s lips
as sheets of light, crystalline, trembling with eternity
and close to hope that was gone by nightfall,
when the godly words showed signs of human despair,
when Lucia’s need for Mary seemed terrifying,
and what they shared even more so.
Lucia was drawn,
like a moth to flame,
to the madness.
It made her comfortable,
a guilty ransom paid for not being born mad.

It was a true exchange.
Mary did give Lucia something back,
a mirroring that Lucia took for understanding.
Mary drew out of her what those who thought Lucia all beauty and
brightness could not bear to see—
that withdrawing gesture
that overwhelming need to retract from love,
albeit it was often not even recognized to be such,
to extract from life its purest thought of impossibility, impassivity even,
a moment that repeatedly returned
and before Lucia's eyes spread out its pall,
turning everything alive toward death.
A moment whose arrival Mary no longer could even recognize.

She was young when the nuns gave her over to the attic,
snatched from something intolerable for someone of her age.
Something crude and clamoring
and then grunts and whizzing too close to her face.
Something with a pungent odor that did not seem human
always left in her hair clinging.
And this, all after her eyes had been sanded smooth,
blinded by images of something without contour
washing over her, as the waves of her inner horror
met with the waves of the world's terrors
and communicating so completely,
left her senseless,
forever an infant-child but exhausted.

Lucia no longer wondered about Mary's madness, as she once had,
when, for long hours, she had visited that ancient certainty that
she herself would go mad,
when she had tried to meet its point of origin.
But it all had remained incomprehensible.
So she made the certainty of her madness into a calling.
She became a finely tuned ear
for all those in need of the simple sympathy
for which she herself yearned
but seemed incapable of knowing.

What Mary no longer could remember, Lucia no longer cared to.

And so that fateful summer passed, as if time had no passing.
Yet, outside, summer came to an end and in a heat wave.
It made the attic sweltering and then humanly insufferable.
The nuns tried,
but tried in vain, to get Mary down from the attic.
Perhaps, she had that one last choice to make
to let her heart fail
and she did.

It wasn't clear whether Lucia would lose her mind.
She came to the attic every day for weeks. She sat and waited
ready to speak, but no words came.
Her cheeks did not flush,
and her lips remained drawn white-tight
until one night, she began to cry.
A river of tears flooded her face and rushed down
to fill her cupped hands to overflowing. Suddenly, she rose
and slowly walked to the window.
For some time, she looked down at the playground below. Then, she turned, it seemed, as if from some fate.
She left the attic and never ever returned.
The first time she saw him, he was standing in the doorway. He had placed a hand on each side of the door frame, his emaciated body needing the support. Yet, just for a moment, his outstretched arms turned the sleeves of his shirt into a pair of wings. They blocked the sun, absorbing the light and shooting it back, out from every angle of his body. He appeared to her as a dying version of some grand archangel.

"I was thinking about my sins," he said.

She was terribly afraid, but let herself be drawn to him through a break in her reason made by an irresistible painfulness that she connected to living.

She had meant to bow her head, let the lids lower over her eyes and the muscles tighten around her mouth. But he already had come closer, and the blue-green of his eyes faded into the inside purple of his lips, fixing her gaze and holding her still.
He already was telling her of the hunger
that made him long
for bits of fruit and nuts
and the words that his mother once had read to him.
He now no longer read or ate.
His stomach and mind had come apart,
all at once, going to pieces
that commingled in the pink and brown stuff he vomited.

"I am starving," he said.

She tried to reach for her pen, but her fingers
could not hold it and it was left to lay
across the forms,
leaving them blank,
not even his name would be written.
She felt his longing and hunger overwhelm her
and fuse with the memories of the fat child
she had been, stuffed
with food she had had no intention of eating.

There had been no one to read to her.
Words had been denied her by those closest to her,
who had sensed her desire for words,
only to experience it, through a mix of envy and rage,
as a vague memory of something they once knew, but no longer.
They had not had much chance for learning
and had turned their deprivation into a mean way of life.
She only would give them fresh reason
to scorn every sort of subtlety
to resist the complexity of meaning.
There was no one to understand
the sweetness and blessedness of the words filling her mind
and dancing in her thoughts.
There had been no one who did not mean to make her despise words
and distrust their pleasures.
Finally she could only hold words in some terrible awe,
while forbidding them to herself.

She practiced at erasing bits
and pieces of letters, breaking up each and every word,
so that they might dance on in her thoughts, disabled,
yet not forever banished from her mind.
She did read in secret,
searching page after page for new words,
words that would not be broken, that would make her whole.
But no matter how much she tried
to save the words just as she read them,
they shattered to pieces,
lying free in her mind,
joining the leftover heaps of fractured letters,
endlessly giving way to word shapes, never repeated
an internal poetry, born of randomness
that frightened and fascinated her,
drawing her to the abstract expressionism of those unsettled minds, destined for insanity.

She had tried to lift her eyes just above his,
to steady her focus on the braided cloth
that wrapped around his head and
girdled the uneven strands of hair,
holding them close to his face, soft
against the hard of his cheekbone.
She tried not to look at the gaunt face,
the skin stretched so tight that,
although nearly decaying, it
had the transparency of a satiated nursling.

"I had hoped you would not yet leave me," he said.

When he was a young boy, his mother read him rhymes
from a big book, bound in leather and engraved with golden letters.
She read to him each evening,
when the yellow sun set in the brown red earth.
At first, he did not pay much attention
to the meaning of the words.
It was something else he awaited.
It was the feel of her small round breast, lightly touching
his shoulder,
gone and returning
in counterpoint with her breathing,
in and out.
He felt his body go limp,
lost to the mix of rhyme and rhythm of body and words.

But the mother's body never relaxed. He could feel some tension,
some tightness, that would not let her go,
would not let her give herself to him with abandon,
drawn back,
just when he thought himself safe.
Stiffening to attention, he would brush the tears away,
drying his eyes with the words.
Day after day, word after word, he took hold of them, eyes, mouth, and ears filled with them until words were all that could make him safe, in body and soul. They were all he could remember of her when she was gone, one day just gone.

He had been a brilliant student, fulfilling his teachers’ hopes and desires. He had read poets and philosophers, studied art and politics. He had learned music, calculus, French, and Italian. He wrote treatises, marked by a careful logic and a steady mind: thoughts adding up, conclusions made with force and fervor.

But it was not enough. He wanted to go beneath the words, to what held them up to their momentary meanings, to the stuff below, which moved words slow and steady, light and fast, lifting them through layer after layer to the surface. He craved the rhyme and rhythm of words, searching text after text, until he wanted to do nothing but read. The drugs were a help at first. And then, they gave him everything he had ever desired. Everything he had read and written turned into the exquisite abstraction of sounds and sights of moving intensities, ending in a moment that was nothing less than eternity in which he could feel his lips curve around the erect nipple of a lover’s breast. He could feel the touch of her long fingers drawing his face close, gently caressing his cheek, softening the hardness of the bone. He could hear love sonnets, all at once, whispered so tenderly, so sweetly. He felt awash with grace, forever saved, as his lover retraced the curve of his brow with her thumb. Undulation and quick quivering. A bittersweet fragrance never smelled before,
only now,
heightened the pleasures vibrating along the invisible tendrils
that wrapped around his mind
until eternity ended. All its pleasure suddenly escaped him,
become some garish architecture of death and horror
coming at him from the outside.
His hunger and longing his, but no longer his,
coming at him from the outside.
Terrifying and unforgiving,
coming at him from the outside.

She felt the ecstasy go to anguish and pain.
She no longer knew if it were his or hers.
She only knew she wanted to put her lips
so gently to his and to kiss him forever.
She thought of washing him, part by part,
and swathing him in white gauzelike strips of cloth,
cradling him in her arms.
She had never had a lover.
The desire for one, long ago folded up
once, twice
and placed deep inside her.
Forgotten, now unfolding.
He had moved her.

She might have been a brilliant student.
But her teachers had quickly grown impatient.
They gave no encouragement, finding her writing confused,
if any meaning there,
not worth the difficulty of piecing it together.
They scratched lines through phrase after phrase,
red circled word after word.
She felt ashamed, but she did not want to give up.
She could still feel the pressure of the memory of words,
sweet and blessed.
But somehow without knowing it, she did give up.
The memory faded into a blankness.
It made her face plain and her hair dull.
It turned her skin gray and made her lips lose their moistness.
She had become bent from devotion
to a practical profession,
thinking herself that way safe from the envy,
except now and again,
when she would see it flash in someone's eye,
when she said something, and with its unusual turn of phrase,
made a world, never imagined, unfold before them.
A sudden and surprising fresh creation of thought
that made someone jealous,
then angry and dismissive,
leaving her, although for a moment more alive,
in the end, more frightened and withdrawn.
He was her last chance, her only chance.

“I am dying,” he said.

She meant to hold him in her gaze
and to speak with what eloquence was left her,
poetry so simple,
a word sculpture made of the commonest things of life.
To start again at the beginning.
To go step by step from death to living.
But words failed her; they broke apart before she could speak them.
She never promised to share her life with him,
to give him back his mind
and by that, gain the hope of recovering hers.
Words had failed her, and then he was gone,
just gone.
“I will help you,” she said.
The Writing Criticism of Technoscience

The early criticism of ethnographic writing drew on literary theory in order to analyze the way in which the ethnographic text constructed the scientific authority of western anthropology. The intended political aim, however, was to adjust anthropology’s ethnographic form to decolonization when the “west,” in James Clifford’s often repeated words, “no longer [could] present itself as the unique purveyor of anthropological knowledge about others.” Although the criticism of ethnographic writing has led to a recognition of the interrelationship of colonialization and the production of western anthropology’s scientific authority, a more general cultural studies of science, of which the early criticism of ethnographic writing is a part, has more often been met with a disapproving response; specifically, it has been accused of being politically quieting.

The Alan Sokal hoax involving Social Text, a journal of Marxist cultural studies, might be taken as one example, if not the most outrageous example of such a response. In an essay appearing in a special issue of Social Text on science studies, Sokal drew connections between the field of modern physics and Derridean deconstruction, feminist theory, and Marxist cultural studies; later Sokal claimed that in the essay published in Social Text he had purposely offered insupportable arguments and had drawn illogical conclusions, which nonetheless had gone unrecognized as such by the editors of the journal. He proposed that this had occurred because of the editors’ unquestioned presumpt-
tion of the political correctness of the cultural studies of science. Sokal claimed that his aim in perpetrating the hoax was to teach the “leftists” involved in science studies that they do not know science or politics, not if they mean to turn the latter against the former and break with what he described as “the two century old identification” of the left with science in order to lay bare “the mystifications promoted by the powerful.”

In the wake of the Sokal hoax, a number of leftist critics expressed concern that the only result of science studies might be an epistemological relativism that makes science impotent in the cause of leftist politics. They called for a return to a materialist analysis of political economy, without, however, taking account of Sokal’s own deployment of a cultural politic aimed at manipulating the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness, a politic characteristic of the age of teletechnology. Nor did they pay much attention to the shift in ontological perspective connected to teletechnology, which has informed the materialism elaborated in the cultural studies of science. Indeed, restricting the treatment of science studies to its epistemological implications not only rel­egates science studies to a cultural politics of representation; it thereby makes it more difficult to realize the ontological implications of science studies for rethinking the relationships of nature and technology, body and machine, the virtual and the real as differantial relationships, given out of the dynamism of matter.

Of course much of the response to the early criticism of ethnographic writing also has focused on its epistemological implications, which has made it more difficult to recognize it as part of the cultural criticism of science, having ontological implications linked to the teletechnological and enabling the thought of the differantial relationship of nature and technology, body and machine, the real and the virtual, and the living and the inert. Such response has relegated the early criticism of ethnography, like that of the cultural studies of science, to a cultural politics of representation, where writing and textuality are all too narrowly conceived and treated as “merely cultural.”

True, the early criticism of ethnographic writing focused on the historical development of western anthropology in relationship to colonialism by tracing the connection between ethnographic writing and European literary forms of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries — travel writing, letters, diaries and the realist novel. But this focus on textuality
and writing also links the early criticism of ethnographic writing to teletechnology and to “a world of generalized ethnography” where, as Clifford first noted, “expanded communication and intercultural influence” are allowing people to “interpret others, and themselves, in a bewildering diversity of idioms—a global condition of what Mikhail Bakhtin called ‘heteroglossia.’”

Clifford’s remarks suggest that a globalized teletechnology has drawn the early criticism of ethnographic writing to it, such that its treatment of writing and textuality reaches to the larger sense of these terms, that is, to the global miredness of finite forces, a global condition of heteroglossia, out of which political agency arises. His remarks suggest thinking about the early criticism of ethnographic writing as well as the experimentations in writing under the condition of a generalized ethnography—that is, the postmodern ethnography, the autoethnography, the literarization of a politics of identity and a politics of location—all as part of the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism, where the configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the public and the private spheres presumed in modern western discourse is being imposed, but often refused and reconfigured.

But all this also means that we must think about the early criticism of ethnographic writing as well as the writing experiments of a generalized ethnography as part of social situations in which the agency of the knowing subject is not only a matter of the individual’s embeddedness in intersubjective relations of knowledge production, connected to face-to-face communities as well as to large organizations such as the research university, health care institutions, corporations, or government bureaucracies. Rather, the agency of the knowing subject also refers to an embeddedness in environments of “knowledge objects,” where agency and reflexivity refer as much to an “interobjectivity” or “the sociality of objects” as it does to intersubjectivity.

This is a sociality under the conditions of technoculture and technonature, where technoscience has become a primary agency of power/knowledge—a sociality that often has been connected to what sociologists refer to as postmodern societies or “knowledge societies,” that is, societies each of which, as Karin Knorr-Cetina describes it, “is not simply a society of more experts, of technological infra- and information structures, and of specialist rather than participant interpretations. It
also means that knowledge cultures have spilled and woven their tissue into society, the whole set of processes, experiences and relationships that wait on knowledge and unfold with its articulation.⁷

It is under these conditions, I want to suggest, that modern western sociology and modern western anthropology have been opened to each other and both to worldly matters at the intersection of the criticism of ethnographic writing and the elaboration of the cultural studies of science. And no doubt there has been an intersection. The most crucial input to the cultural studies of science, after all, has come from what is referred to as “the new sociology of science,” which first traced the lines of sociality characteristic of knowledge societies. It also is the case that the early criticism of ethnographic writing transmigrated from western anthropology quickly to western sociology, where it not only influenced the new sociology of science, but also provoked experiments in ethnographic writing that are thought by some sociologists, myself included, to be linked to teletechnology. That is to say, the experiments in writing are thought to be experimentation with the technical substrate of unconscious memory given with teletechnology.⁸

In the first and second parts of this chapter I want to explore the links between the cultural criticism of science and the criticism of ethnographic writing. I want to propose that the former has overseen the becoming of technoculture and technonature, as well as the becoming of technoscience as a primary agency of power/knowledge, whereas the latter has led to the experimental writings of a generalized ethnography that is the condition of possibility of any self-criticism in the practices of knowledge production in the age of teletechnology. The writing experiments of a generalized ethnography are not, therefore, merely about textuality or writing in the narrow sense of these terms. Nor are they only vehicles for authorizing the voices and experiences of subjects long excluded from the authority of modern western discourse.

Rather, the emphasis in experimental ethnography on the poetic, on experimental writing forms or textual devices, as well as on performances of self-exposure, suggests that the self-criticism being elaborated for practices of knowledge production is an effort to reach beyond the hyper-self-reflexivity of the teletechnological in order to critically engage it through a more direct intervention in, or a more direct interference with, the human and nonhuman agencies of the machinic assemblages of technoscience, technoculture, and technonature. The question
of how to critically engage machinic assemblages while also attending to subjects' desire for cultural identity, although now an even more pressing question, has from the start drawn the criticism of ethno-graphic writing and the cultural studies of science together to the unconscious thought of teletechnology.

**Reflexivity and the New Sociology of Science**

It was in the 1970s that sociologists, among other scholars, began to re-think the sociology of science established by Robert K. Merton in the mid-1940s. Merton had proposed to study science in terms of the social relationships between knowledge practitioners, the effects of science on society, and the institutional development of science, including the political dynamics of funding. The next generation of sociologists doing science studies, however, shifted the focus of science studies to the content of science, that is, to the social production of scientific knowledge itself. This made it possible, if not necessary, to rethink the reflexivity of knowledge and the self-reflection of the scientist, including the self-reflection of the sociologist doing science studies. A displacement would take place; there would be a shift in focus in the domain of reflexivity and self-reflection, turning attention from the scientist's reflection to the scientist's deployment of inscription devices or knowledge objects embedded in the relationship of writing, textuality, and technology.

Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar have suggested that although post-structuralism is to be counted as an influence on the new sociology of science, perhaps even more important at first were philosophers and historians of science, such as Thomas Kuhn, Ludwig Fleck, Michael Polanyi, Imre Lakatos, and Paul Feyerabend. They shifted the focus of science studies to "the importance of 'agreement' in communities of scientists on matters of fact and procedure, and of efforts to enlist such agreement through persuasive appeals." These historians and philosophers suggested that scientific knowledge is socially produced. With the development of the Edinburgh "strong programme" of science studies, science would no longer be studied in terms of its truth or its mimetic relationship to "reality" or "nature"; scientific knowledge would be treated instead in terms of the local processes of its production. The contents of scientific knowledge would be treated as an accomplishment, as a doing. Researchers were to question how scientists actually produce models or do experiments, how they represent and make use
of technologies in the production of scientific knowledge, how they represent the authority of scientific knowledge.

Given this focus on the way science is socially produced at local sites, ethnography became the preferred method for science studies. Researchers, among them Michael Lynch, Harry Collins, Trevor Pinch, Karin Knorr-Cetina, John Law, Bruno Latour, and Steve Woolgar, turned the ethnographic method to the study of lab work. Ethnography perhaps is most creatively deployed in the observation of what Latour and Woolgar first called “inscriptions.” Inscriptions or inscription devices, such as graphs, machines, or narrative forms, function to “draw things together,” as Latour puts it; they make possible a transference of elements across different surfaces—the literary, the cultural, the political economic, and the biological—in such a way that the connection between matter and image, discourse and institution, and text and world is without break.

In Latour’s discipline-defining study of Louis Pasteur’s lab work, which Latour describes as an “ethnography of inscription,” he shows how inscription is to be treated in order to uncover what and how it produces. Latour suggests that inscription allowed Pasteur to translate across spaces that would seem impossible to connect, such as “a dirty, smelling, noisy, disorganized nineteenth century animal farm and the obsessively clean Pasteurian laboratory.” Once these were connected, it was possible to control the farm environment from the lab by isolating and controlling the disease-causing microorganism within the lab. Pasteur was thereby able to make the lab a “theatre of proves,” staging a spectacle of the dead unvaccinated animals and the living vaccinated ones. This finally authorized the movement of the vaccine from the lab back to the farm and then to the entire society. Through its dissemination of the vaccine, the lab controlled the social life of farmers and all of France. All of France, Latour argues, was drawn into a “network much like a commercial circuit.” For Latour, all this is to say that Pasteur’s lab work defined a society, one dependent on a certain kind of science.

Beyond showing the inseparability of the contents of science from inscription devices, Latour’s study of “the pasturization of France” also allows him to draw the stunning conclusion that one of the effects of science is that in its lab work science and society are reconfigured. For example, when what is at the farm is moved to the lab and what is in the lab is moved back to the farm, the distinction between the inside
and the outside of science is reconfigured, and with it a society is defined. Against Merton's much-defended view that political and economic forces influence science only from outside of science, Latour suggests that there is no outside of science that science itself does not construct; what appears as an outside of any science is only the displacement of prior extensions of former sciences.

Through its lab work, then, science plays an important part in the territorialization, the deterritorialization, and the reterritorialization of social spaces. Science is a primary force in the configuration and the reconfiguration of the arrangement of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, the private and public spheres presumed in modern western discourse. Thus, lab work is itself both politically and economically productive; as Latour puts it, "it is in laboratories that most new sources of power are generated."15 And, in lab work, it is inscription that is central to the generation of power.

Inscription is central to the generation of power because inscription is "flat" or two-dimensional, but it nevertheless manipulates three-dimensional objects. Its ability is to modify the scale without changing the internal proportions of three-dimensional objects; therefore, inscriptions can transform and transfer three-dimensional objects from one surface to another until matter and image, discourse and institution, text and world are inextricable. Latour describes this capacity of inscription as its "merge with geometry."16 But although inscription devices are crucial to the generation of power, Latour argues that they are so only as "the fine edge" of the mobilization or "machination of forces" that draws disciplinary knowledge, the scientist's actions, technical objects, and interest groups together without distinction, on the same plane of consistency, as Deleuze and Guattari might put it. Each time a society is defined, Latour argues, all that is thereby named social will have passed through a powerful machination of forces.17

The power of the machination of forces is to be understood in terms of speed, driven as it is by "immutable mobiles" that are meant to increase the movability and the immutability of traces of arguments, representations, and technical devices. Latour offers, for example, the many identical copies produced by the printing press, which make possible an acceleration of the transfer of information, but also incite a desire for debate over the compatibility of any copy with reality in the various contexts of the different times and places of a copy's migration.
These debates only increase the circulation, and therefore the value, of traces of arguments, representations, and technical devices. It is precisely the way Latour treats inscription in the machination of forces, or what he also simply calls “machines,” that gives a sense of the relationship of science studies to the becoming of technoscience; moreover, there is a sense of technoscience as an agency of power/knowledge in that it can materialize or surface various elements from various series, on the same plane, such that Latour argues: “Going from science to technology is not going from a paper world to a messy, greasy concrete world. It is going from paperwork to still more paperwork, from one centre of calculation to another which gathers and handles more calculations of still more heterogeneous origins.”

Inscription, of course, also is deployed in the authorization of the scientist and his or her representation of findings. Inscription devices produce scientific authority through the production of what Latour describes as the “double text” of scientific representation. On one hand, there is the argument presented, and on the other hand, there are diagrams, tables, images, and rhetorics—all to make the reader more easily grasp the argument presented as scientific facts about nature or reality. Although Latour does not account for it, there seems to be a blindness induced in the reader by the representation, so that the reader does not become conscious of the functioning of the double text. In other words, Latour’s treatment of the double text indicates, but does not treat, the fictionality of the scientist’s realist account, its deployment of a narrative logic to engage the reader’s unconscious or blind(ing) identifications. Latour’s treatment of the double text points to, but does not critically engage, the links between the scientist’s account and cultural forms, like the realist novel with its powerful literary mechanism, both to maintain the opposition between “what is made up” and “what is really out there,” and by that means authorizes whoever is figured as the narrative’s subject.

But it is these links between science and cultural forms that will become more troublesome when questions arise about the use of inscription devices in the field of science studies itself. For one, how is the ethnography of lab work to frame the loops of reflexivity between what the ethnographer represents and the productivity of his or her own science studies or lab study? Will the framing of the reflexive link between the science that studies and the science that is studied turn into the
ethnographer’s endless self-reflection, threatening to undermine the scientficity of science studies itself? Such questions, although avoided by Latour and many of those doing science studies, finally are brought into science studies by those who would engage the early criticism of ethnographic writing and further explore the links that connect the early criticism of ethnographic writing with various cultural theories, such as feminist theory, postcolonial theory, queer theory, and critical race theory.

It is not surprising, then, that along with a number of other feminist theorists, Donna Haraway takes Latour to task for his inattention to his own writing form; she would argue that he and others in doing science studies often fail to examine their own inscription devices. Especially significant is their failure “to draw from the understandings of semi­otic, visual culture, and narrative practice, coming specifically from feminist, postcolonial and multicultural opposition theory.” Haraway insists that it is important to engage these critical theories in approaching “the potent incarnated fictions of science,” especially those “that run riot through technoscience.” This is because technoscience smooths out the arrangement of social spaces presumed in modern western discourse, such that the opposition between science and politics, science and society, and science and culture are collapsed, and no one of the opposed terms can any longer “be reduced to the status of context for the other.”

In not attending to these critical theories, Haraway argues that ethnographers doing lab studies often reproduce in their ethnographies the very figures of scientific authority that science studies means to deconstruct. Latour, for example, deploys an ethnographic realism that constructs scientific authority and objectivity by means of the narrative fiction of the ethnographer who enters the field and becomes submerged in what is other, foreign, or mysterious, then struggles to free himself in order to finally return from the field with the scientific facts about nature or reality—his struggle legitimating the authority of his knowledge. Haraway notices that it is in the terms of a “virile heroics” that Latour describes his own work as an ethnographer; she refers to his description of lab work: “Surprisingly few people have penetrated from the outside the inner workings of science and technology, and then got out of it to explain to the outside how it all works.”

Haraway cannot help but notice that those who do science studies often figure as feminine whatever in their own lab studies seems to de-
mand a struggle, what in their own studies seems foreign or mysterious. This enables the deployment of a narrative logic by which the lab researcher figures himself and his acts of research in terms of virile heroics; the lab researcher thereby appears as a warrior, "testing the strength of foes and forging bonds among allies, human and nonhuman, just as the scientist hero does."23 Indeed, various of the figurative devices used in the production of scientific authority are also deployed in lab studies; Haraway points to "'the self-birthing of man,' 'war as his reproductive organ,' and 'the optics of self-origination.'"24 All these figures, of course, fit what feminist theorists, especially feminist film theorists, have referred to as the oedipal logic of narrativity, suggesting that this narrative has been a dominant cultural narrative because it not only functions to produce an authorized subject for mass media, such as film; it also functions to produce the subject of scientific authority.

Haraway's criticism notwithstanding, there has been some experimentation in the writing of science studies. Steve Woolgar's attempts are notable. Woolgar writes himself into the text of his ethnographic studies in order to correct for the presentation of science studies, as if there is not a perspective from which observations are made and a location from which the ethnographer writes. Woolgar instead autographs or personalizes the text with dialogue and commentary about the writing, ruffling the smooth surface of the text that is usually offered as scientific facts about nature or reality. But Woolgar also expresses concern that his efforts at experimenting with writing might be no more than "a self-conscious and clever device" of introspection that, in its more "benign" form, has always been tolerated in science as a way of improving research.25

And this is not all that is problematic. Woolgar's autographic and personalized gestures are also textual devices, which can be further deconstructed. Although they allow him to critically engage the formulas taken for granted both in producing the authority of an ethnographic realism and in distributing the relevancy of various realities, Woolgar's deconstructive strategies do not put an end to the production of authority in writing, once and for all. Even when, after the deconstruction of the authority of ethnographic realism, the ethnographer produces a more self-conscious text, the text produced is a text. It still refers; it still incites and fulfills the desire for reference to a reality outside the text. As such, it is still open to further deconstruction.
It is for this reason that Woolgar’s experiments are not exactly what Haraway had in mind when she criticized Latour and others for not paying enough attention to their own writing form. She is not fully supportive of what she describes as Woolgar’s “relentless insistence on reflexivity, which seems not to be able to get beyond self-vision as the cure for self-invisibility.” Haraway argues that reflexivity and self-reflection are “bad tropes” for the cultural studies of science because they only sustain “the search for the authentic and the really real.” It is in this context that Haraway offers the notion of “diffraction,” which is meant to go beyond both hyperreflexivity and self-reflection in order to meet the implosion of the distinction of matter and image, discourse and institution, and text and world that is characteristic of the technoscientific production of material-semiotic objects. Although still retaining its link to vision, diffraction (as in light passing through a prism) is more about recording the movement of forces (such as recording light passing through the various slits of a prism); diffraction is about recording histories of the movement of the forces of material-semiotic objects with the aim of intervening in or directing and redirecting the movement.

Like her deployment of the cyborg, Haraway’s deployment of diffraction is meant to recognize human and nonhuman agencies, to recognize the différential relationships of body and machine, nature and technology, the virtual and the real, the living and the inert. The notion of diffraction is meant to allow for a critical engagement or a direct interference with the speeds of deterriorialization and reterritorialization of social spaces and with the vulnerabilities to exposure to media eventness. It is meant to make it possible to distinguish the terrors of certain embodiments of technoscience while generally valorizing “techno-organic kinships.”

In offering the notion of diffraction as a correction to those efforts, like Woolgar’s, to personalize the ethnographic text, Haraway means to short-circuit the accusations that a self-conscious science studies only produces an epistemological relativism and a political paralysis, although she does recognize that diffraction also involves “the constructed and never finished credibility of those who do it, all of whom are mortal, fallible and fraught with the consequences of unconscious and disowned desires and fears.” Nonetheless, Haraway wants to respond to the becoming of technoscience, technoculture, and technonature. So she offers
the notion of diffraction as a way to do cultural criticism of science, given that technoscience has become a primary agency of power/knowledge and when, therefore, technoculture and technonature need to be the focus of cultural criticism. But of course, when Woolgar first experimented with the ethnographic writing of science studies, it was when the early criticism of ethnographic writing in anthropology was first being offered and when it had just begun to provoke various experiments, among them autographing and personalizing the ethnographic text. Although experimentation with autographing the ethnographic text would have a limited career among those doing lab studies, it would have a richer and longer career in anthropology, sociology, and cultural criticism generally.

Writing Criticism of Ethnographic Writing

Ironically, just as ethnography was becoming the preferred method for the new sociology of science, a criticism of ethnographic writing in anthropology was being elaborated. In his introduction to the now famous collection of essays entitled Writing Culture: The Poetic and Politics of Ethnography, James Clifford makes use of footnotes to draw a connection between his criticism of ethnographic writing and science studies. He especially refers to Latour and Woolgar's treatment of inscription devices. Clifford's criticism of ethnographic writing might itself be considered a treatment of ethnography as a potent inscription device for producing the scientific authority of western anthropology.

But Clifford is much more concerned with the fictional or imaginary aspects of science's authorizing narrative, especially the way it figures the observed "native/other." In his 1983 essay "On Ethnographic Authority," Clifford treats the narrative form that ethnography shares with the realist novel and that anthropologists developed for ethnography beginning in the 1920s with Malinowski's Arogonauts of the Western Pacific. Clifford argues that for the generation of ethnographers following Malinowski, the realist narrative provided a form with which to present a seemingly objective picture of "the captured reality of the other."

The realist narrative allows a picture of the other's experiences to be projected without the ethnographer's being visibly present in the picture, although his or her absence is to be felt as a present absence. This felt absence is made even more palpable when supplemented with a
story that frames the picture of the other; the story tells of the anthropologist’s heroic activity of entering the field, suffering its difficulties, and struggling to leave it. With the deployment of this framing device, Clifford suggests, “the predominant mode of modern field work authority is signaled: ‘You are there, because I was there.’”

The authority of anthropology as an empirical science is grounded, therefore, in its ethnographic narrative of observation, rendering the ethnographer’s hero-making struggle a matter of being able to see, to see deeply and widely, without becoming lost in the seeing or in the scene of observation, that is, without the observer’s being observed in his or her observations. But the realist narrative also makes it possible to see more quickly; that is, it allows one to make, with much fewer observations, a structural generalization about any culture as a whole way of life. Clifford proposes that the deployment of a realist narrative in the composition of the ethnographic text is inextricable from the notion of culture as a closed structure of reality. In sum, the realism of the ethnographic narrative underwrites the method of participant observation, giving it what appears to be its power to pierce through the surface of behaviors, and therefore to see quickly the larger structure of which these behaviors are only an effect. So, along with structuring the reality of a culture as a whole, the realist narrative makes the control of speed and the adjustment to exposure to media event-ness scientific values of modern western anthropology.

Ethnography, therefore, did not borrow only from the realist narrative of the novel developed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It would seem that it also borrowed from realist narrative cinema, which was developed in the first half of the twentieth century. The cinema provided a resource for a certain understanding of vision that is deployed in the textuality of ethnographic realism. In his introduction to Writing Culture, Clifford again makes use of footnotes to draw a connection between ethnography and realist narrative cinema. He points to the way that feminist film theorists already had deepened “the critique of visually based modes of surveillance and portrayal, linking them to domination and masculine desire.” He gives as an example Laura Mulvey’s treatment of the voyeuristic aspects of Hollywood realist narrative cinema. Also mentioned is Teresa De Lauretis’s treatment of cinema’s oedipal logic of realist narrativity and its deployment of a rhetoric of sexual difference. After all, De Lauretis already had argued that the
oedipal logic of realist narrativity is “predicated on the single figure of the hero who crosses the boundary and penetrates the other space. In so doing the hero, the mythical subject, is constructed as human being and as male; he is the active principle of culture, the establishe of dis­tribution, the creator of differences.”34 The oedipal logic of realist narrativity that is operative in classical Hollywood cinema is easily recognized as being operative in ethnographic realism as well, there to stage the erotic fantasy of the ethnographer’s penetration of the field and the final traumatic freeing of himself from immersion with the other in order to return home, a man and a hero, with a vision of the truth of reality.

Clifford’s reference to feminist film theory raises questions that, however, he did not pursue, about the relationship of ethnographic writing to the various technical substrates of unconscious memory given with various technologies and changing the relationship of narrative and images, time and space, and being and historicity. With only a few exceptions, such as Christian Hansen, Catherine Needham, and Bill Nichols’s treatment of ethnography and the pornographic aspects of realist narr­ative cinema,35 there has not been much criticism of ethnographic writing oriented to an analysis of it beyond its links to the realist nar­rative of the novel, that is, an analysis of ethnographic writing in relation­ship to film or teletechnology. Yet Lisa Cartwright36 has shown that a visual culture usually is shared by science, professional expertise, and the popular mass media. Her focus, however, is on the visual culture shared by cinema and medical sciences. Although Cartwright does not address what is shared by the popular media and the ethnographic method of social science, her treatment of visual culture, nonetheless, suggests the possibility of extending the early criticism of ethnographic writing to the technical substrate of unconscious memory given with teletechnology.

Cartwright illustrates her argument about the visual culture shared by medical science and cinema by treating film technology beginning with the film motion studies of the late nineteenth century and ending with radiography, ultrasound, and mammography, especially as these are applied in the field of women’s health in the late twentieth century. Not only does Cartwright suggest that the technologies of the late twen­tieth century now make it necessary to see the human body as part of a machine technology in that “one can no longer speak of bodies or objects of knowledge without acknowledging the in-built technologies through
which their health and life are regulated and disciplined." She also suggests that it is only with the attachment of narrative to film technology in the early twentieth century that interest in the complexities of a movie’s content begins to override the pleasure of film’s spectacularization of motion itself, a pleasure that was apparent to the viewers of the film motion studies. It would seem that adding narrative to film technology subordinates film’s technical substrate of unconscious memory to a narrative logic, the oedipal logic of realist narrativity.

Cartwright’s argument, therefore, also suggests that narrative makes it more difficult to grasp the various technical substrates of unconscious memory given with various technologies. Narrative even may be deployed to make it more difficult to realize that unconscious memory has become attached to a new technical substrate. That is, narrative may be deployed in slowing down the realization of the changed relationships of temporality and spatiality brought on by the introduction and development of a new technology. The oedipal logic of realist narrativity works this way. At least it has worked this way in its transmigration from the novel to cinema and then even to teletechnology. Yet it is the electronic time-image of teletechnology that makes it possible again to think of an analytic separation of the technical substrates of unconscious memory from narrativity, the oedipal logic of realist narrativity in particular. It is this possibility, I want to suggest, that has overseen the early criticism of ethnographic writing and has drawn it to the future.

After all, both the time-image of teletechnology and the early criticism of ethnographic writing force a deconstruction of the oedipal logic of realist narrativity, making it possible to distinguish the oedipal narrative from unconscious memory and its various technical substrates. Both teletechnology and the early criticism of ethnographic writing point to a different configuration of bodies, space and time, and being and historicity than those that the oedipal logic of realist narrativity informs; questions even are raised as to whether narrative form still is the dominant form of authorizing scientific knowledge or whether vision still is central to establishing this authority.

All this suggests that the early criticism of ethnographic writing was not only about writing or literary form in any narrow sense. Rather, the early criticism of ethnographic writing seems to point to a larger issue, that is, the teletechnological condition of possibility of the authority of
empirical scientific knowledge. In this sense it might be argued that although the early criticism of ethnographic writing made ethnography an object of literary criticism, it also made it necessary to further problematize the literary in relationship to writing technologies other than that of the novel, such as those connected with cinema and teletotechnology. Surely the early criticism of ethnographic writing would have to be extended beyond a literary criticism narrowly conceived in order to be rearticulated in terms of the glocalization of world cultures as part of the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. As Trinh T. Minh-ha argues, when the issues raised by feminist theorists and postcolonial theorists about neocolonialism are made into literary concerns, it becomes “quite easy for anthropologists to bypass, if not dismiss, the issues raised by confining them to the realm of literature.”

But the issues raised, Trinh suggests, are not resolvable only by fixing the literary style of ethnography.

What Trinh finds problematic, however, is the reduction of relations of power/knowledge to writing style when writing or textuality are narrowly conceived. Trinh instead wants to deconstruct the apparatus that administers power/knowledge and critically engage the machinery for interlacing the differences of nation, race, class, ethnicity, sexuality, and gender with the globally distributed relations of power/knowledge. In other words, after the deconstruction of western anthropology’s authority, the question of ethnographic writing remains a question about power/knowledge in relationship to the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism.

Although concerned not to reduce questions of power/knowledge to writing style, Trinh does not, however, refuse to acknowledge experimental writing altogether. Her experimentation usually involves the mixing of technologies to create a space of movement in the in-between, a space to play with the eye/I of the various visually oriented apparatuses and the various subject positions they elaborate in the production of knowledge of the self and the other. Trinh is concerned to bring different technologies or genres into the same space in order to put into question any “framing of consciousness” and thereby lead theory to “dangerous places.” This mixing of technologies and genres, however, is not only a matter of Trinh’s being a filmmaker. It is also about her desire to perform the complexities of the “native woman other,” as she comes to
write for herself and others in the wake of colonialism, the deconstruction of the authority of western anthropology and neocolonialism in the age of teletechnology.

Trinh’s experiments, therefore, are exemplary of a tension between the deconstruction of the ethnographic authority of western anthropology and giving writing over to the multiplicity of voices and sights of those whose very existence and everyday life practices have been the object of western anthropology. The complexity of her work is an elaboration of the lessons of the deconstruction of the ethnographic authority of western anthropology while being drawn, nonetheless, by the desire to give the sights and sounds of the self and others—if not to “speak about,” then to “speak nearby,” as Trinh puts it. Trinh thereby engages in what Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, among others, has referred to as “strategic essentialism.” For Spivak, strategic essentialism is a critical practice that seemingly allows the assertion of the cultural critic’s authorized subject identity, but is something more like a performative framing, functioning “not as descriptions of the way things are, but as something that one must adopt to produce a critique of anything.”

Spivak also warns, therefore, that in ethnographic encounters, even when these are encounters between “radicals and the oppressed in times of crisis,” what must be recognized is what Derrida describes as an ethic in “the experience of the impossible,” or what he also refers to as “the secret.” The experience of the impossibility of full subject identity, as well as the impossibility of fully disclosing encounters between the ethnographer and others, is something like an experience of the unconscious, an indefinitely deferred nonknowing, which Spivak suggests is to inform the writing of ethnography. Trinh also wants cultural criticism to be guided by this ethic, and therefore she wants ethnographic writing to be ghosted by the nonknowable.

In Trinh’s work there is a deferral of the authorizing identity of the ethnographic writer, the endless displacement of self-same identity. As she puts it: “In writing close to the other of the other, I can only choose to maintain a self-reflexively critical relationship toward the material, a relationship that defines both the subject written and the writing subject, undoing the I while asking ‘what do I want wanting to know you or me?’” Trinh’s displacement of identity is even a refusal to be the representative of “the third world woman” or “the woman of color”:...
“There is no real me to return to, no whole self that synthesizes the woman, the woman of color and the writer; they are instead, diverse recognitions of self through difference, and unfinished, contingent, arbitrary closures that make possible both politics and identity.”⁴³ Again Trinh’s remarks seem to resonate with Spivak’s advice that when confronted with the subaltern, what matters is “not to represent (verstreten) them, but to learn how to represent (darstellen) ourselves.”⁴⁴

But Trinh also wants to tell stories. To do so she produces something like documentaries — on Vietnam, Africa, and China — but not without critically deconstructing the presumed identities of the documentary form. Trinh’s film *Surname Viet Given Name Nam* is a well-known example. Not about the war between Vietnam and the United States as might be expected by those socialized on Hollywood Vietnam War movies, the film is rather a more complicated exploration into the identities of Vietnamese people, especially Vietnamese women. It is organized around a set of interviews with women, which, however, were filmed by someone other than Trinh and then translated. In the film the interviews actually are performed by Vietnamese women who are in the United States, but who give the appearance that they are speaking from Vietnam, speaking about and for themselves. In a later part of the film, even the women performers are interviewed about their performances as well as their lives in the United States.

Like all of Trinh’s films, *Surname Viet Given Name Nam* foregrounds not only the performative aspects of identity, but also the hybridity of a cultural location, including Trinh’s location as professional filmmaker. *Surname Viet Given Name Nam* is exemplary of Trinh’s deployment in ethnographic film of film techniques that have been exhausted in avant-garde film and that already have been transferred to television. This gives Trinh’s films a look of mixed media across multiple planes of time, space, and place, a critically complex practice of knowledge production that allows for both the deconstruction of identity and the strategic use of identity and that shows the dependency of such on the mixed deployment of technologies.

There is in Trinh’s films, therefore, a multiplicity of voices, a heteroglossia, that evokes a sense of identities; there also is the elaboration of an ethic of impossibility, which is expressed in the refusal of identities. For this reason Herman Rapaport argues that in Trinh’s work deconstruction “has given way to multiplicity, coalition, hegemony, collabo-
ration and hybridization.” The result is “that deconstruction is prohibited from becoming one with itself as an objectifiable ensemble or totality that can be associated with highly developed institutional practices.”

For Rapaport, Trinh’s work gives a different destiny to deconstruction than Derrida imagined. But perhaps this is the only destiny deconstruction could have, one that is not predetermined and that is realized, therefore, in unexpected ways in the wake of colonialism and in the face of neocolonialism.

Indeed, Trinh’s works seem to be a proposal for a cultural criticism that is deeply resistant to conceptions of culture as universal or whole. She rather prefers to recognize cultures as fluid and mobile; therefore, the critic is committed to engagement with generalities and particularities of the local and the global, drawn into various configurations both by the worldly intensities—the political, the economic, and the social—and by desire moving through the critic, making her a critic. These configurations cannot be predetermined, and in this sense there must be an experimentation in form, a formal differing with and deferring of the given. These experiments in cultural criticism arise out of the différence between, not the opposition of, the deconstruction of the ethnographic authority of western anthropology and the resulting experimental writing of a generalized ethnography.

This différence, although recognized in Trinh’s works, often has gone unrecognized in some experimental writings, such that the early criticism of ethnographic writing became enmeshed in, if not lost to, the debates over standpoint epistemologies and a politics of location, identity politics, and its antiessentialist reversals. Although these debates have only complicated the relationship of the early criticism of ethnographic writing and the cultural studies of science, they also have been the condition of possibility of the elaboration of autoethnography and the return, after deconstruction, of an intense desire for voice and identity that is itself symptomatic of the becoming of the teletechnological.

The Autoethnographic Turn in Cultural Criticism

Whether expressed in the work of postmodern sociologists, postcolonial anthropologists, or cultural critics long excluded from the authority of western modern discourse on the basis of race, class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, or nation, the autoethnographic turn of a generalized ethnography has not been an altogether surprising departure from post-
structuralism. Indeed, those writing autoethnographically often refer to poststructuralism as a resource. They take for granted the deconstruction of the subject, and they write in the displacement of the authority of the modern western discourse of Man.

But the autoethnographic turn also has been grounded in standpoint epistemologies and the discourses of identity politics and a politics of location, such that autoethnography differs from poststructuralism. Often autoethnographic writing even reproduces the oedipal logic of realist narrativity, albeit for different purposes than those of traditional ethnography; that is, an autoethnographic realism often has been deployed in a description of a writer's experiences of oppression, exploitation, and domination that is also meant to authorize the writer. Not only does autoethnographic writing give voice to the writer's experience; it also makes the validity of the presentation of experience the very ground of the writer's authority. The autoethnographic turn of a generalized ethnography refers, therefore, to writing experiments that often are claimed to be empirical science and, although not always strictly autobiographical, usually are personal, poetic, or evocative expressions of cultural identity and experience. The texts produced are given over to emotional matters, often focusing on the tragedies and insights borne of the experience of oppression, exploitation, and domination, as well as the everyday traumas of life and death.

Both in drawing on poststructuralism and in differing with it, autoethnographic writing, I want to propose, is drawn to the teletechnological; autoethnographic writing draws cultural criticism to unconscious thought in the age of teletechnology. Surely the personal, emotional, and experiential focus of autoethnographic writing is also the signature of teletechnology, television especially. Just as television has been linked to, if not often blamed for, displacing history with nostalgia, reason with melodrama, deep meaning with "flickering signifiers," autoethnographic writing has been criticized for devaluing rational discourse, thereby sharpening the contentious debates that, over the last three decades of the twentieth century, have put to question the privilege given both empirical science and reason in academic and intellectual discourses. In doing so, however, autoethnographic writing shifts the focus of cultural criticism of science to engagement with the speeds of deterritorialization and reterritorialization of the arrangement of the private and public spheres, the state and civil society, and family
and national ideologies, as well as with the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness.

That is to say, autoethnographic realism makes empirical scientific research go even faster than when realist narrativity first was deployed in the ethnographic text of western anthropology. Although autoethnographic realism often reproduces the oedipal logic of narrativity, which in traditional ethnography served to produce the present absence of the ethnographer in the text, in autoethnographic realism the oedipal logic of narrativity functions to produce a full exposure of the ethnographer, his or her personal experiences, in the text. Autoethnographic writing thereby collapses the temporal and spatial distance between the presentation of observed experience and the reflexive self-criticism of the observer. It is in this sense that autoethnography shifts the focus of cultural criticism of science to speeds and exposures.

As a result, autoethnographic writing strains the limits of the oedipal logic of realist narrativity that it itself deploys. In doing so, the link of autoethnography to writing and textuality in the larger sense of these terms is realized, returning autoethnographic writing to questions about its relationship to the teletechnological and the becoming of technoscience, technoculture, and technonature. Autoethnographic writing, that is, is made to engage the demand for a more direct intervention in the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. Autoethnography meets up with a politics of location, made to travel with the speeds of the globalized network of glocalized cultures in diaspora.

The autoethnographic turn in postcolonial anthropology, postmodern sociology, and cultural criticism therefore is a response to the early criticism of ethnographic writing, especially for the way it establishes scientific authority by absenting the ethnographer's presence from the textualization of his or her observations. Autoethnography proposes to return the ethnographer's I/eye to the writing surface. This is, of course, a provocative proposal. After all, not only has empirical science been defined in opposition to fictional forms, such as the autobiography; its objectivity has been grounded in the scientist's capacity to eliminate the effects of his or her personal life on research. Absenting the presence of the ethnographer from the ethnography, therefore, is meant to demonstrate the ethnographer's compliance with the tenets of empiri-
cal science; the scientific objectivity of the ethnography is thereby estab-
lished.

However, if science is opposed to autobiography in the institution of
scientific authority, science and autobiography are also interimplicated. 
Their opposition not only defines both. It also allows both to disavow
what each shares with the other. For example, there is the logic of real-
ist narrativity that both science and autobiography share with each
other as well as with other fictional genres, such as the novel. Indeed the
development of realist narrativity often has been connected to the rise
of European bourgeois ideology; realist narrativity is thought to have
been a vehicle for images of the subject as a self-possessed, self-identi-
fied individual and the only candidate for political, social, and cultural
agency. Circulating these images from the autobiography to the novel,
to history and scientific discourse, realist narrativity framed the figure
of the authorized subject of knowledge in terms that privileged European
empire, whiteness, masculinity, heterosexuality, and property wealth.

As for its past, therefore, the realist narrativity of the autobiogra-
phical form is neither innocent nor transparent. Nor is the autobiogra-
phical form presently free from the complications that have arisen with its
deployment in mass media other than the novel, such as those con-
ected to globalized teletechnology and transnational capital in the glo-
calization of world cultures. Although the autobiographical form is meant
to be a critical device in the writing of ethnography, it nonetheless is
haunted by its history and its present complicities connected to a mass-
mediated circulation of its formula for a self-possessed, self-identified
subject whose identity is authorized in the full knowledge of his or her
experience elaborated with a realist narrativity.

But these complicities often go unnoticed as autoethnographic writers
find support in various standpoint epistemologies, referring to them as
a critical resource much more than to poststructuralism. Autoethno-
graphic writers especially draw on feminist theorists who have claimed
authority for the subordinated knowledge of women, arguing that
women’s experiences give them the possibility of a more adequate and
more accurate understanding of the structures of dominance, exploita-
tion, and oppression, especially as these affect everyday life. The works
of feminist theorists such as Dorothy Smith or Nancy Hartsock have
not only been a resource for autoethnographic writing; their works
also have been central to a feminist criticism of science, especially since Sandra Harding first treated Smith’s and Hartsock’s works as standpoint epistemologies when Harding first compiled early feminist criticisms of the practice of empirical science. Although Smith and Hartsock both focus more on fixing the relationship between Marxist political economy and feminist theory, both also have criticized the approaches to empirical research in each of their respective disciplines. Smith offers a reformulation of sociology, while Hartsock rethinks the presumptions of political science. In doing so, both elaborate what Harding would refer to as the “strong objectivity of a feminist standpoint epistemology.”

In the early 1970s Smith turned feminist theory to rethink women’s work and ways of knowing. She drew on Marx’s assertion that laborers have the potential for a fuller understanding of capitalism due to their relationship to the mode of production; she argued that, similarly, it is women’s position in the mode of production that gives women’s way of knowing a strong objectivity. As Smith saw it then, this is because women’s work in both crucial and devalued; that is, although women’s work as housewives, mothers, and office administrators is devalued, nonetheless, it is this work which makes it possible for men to produce abstract knowledge. Smith put it this way: “To a very large extent the direct work of liberating men into abstraction . . . has been and is the work of women. The place of women, then, in relation to this mode of action is where the work is done to facilitate men’s occupation of the conceptual mode of action.”

By maintaining the local and particular existence of actors on behalf of the abstract conceptual mode, women maintain what Smith called “the relations of ruling.” But she also argued that in coming to realize their oppression and in refusing their long-held position in exploitative and dominating relations, women can transform the mode of ruling; they can transform the conditions of knowledge production. According to Hartsock, this would involve taking the women’s psychic inclination to nurturing and mothering as the model for the production of knowledge, thereby offering an antidote for the abstractness of the disciplines that are organized from the perspective of the powerful, that is, men. A feminist standpoint, Hartsock would argue, provides a “vision” that is characterized not only by a “valuation of concrete, every-
day life,” but also by “a sense of a variety of connectednesses and continuities both with other persons and with the natural world.”

In these early feminist treatments of knowledge production, it is perhaps not so surprising but surely ironic that there was a presumption of the same configuration of family and national ideologies, state and civil society, the private and public spheres that is also presumed in the modern western discourse of Man. It was only the place of women in this configuration that was to be rethought and revalued; it was only the ideological separation of the public and private or domestic spheres that was to be reconsidered for feminist ends. It was, after all, the presumption of women’s seclusion in the home, given with the separation of the public and private spheres, that allowed both Smith and Hartsock to elaborate a women’s standpoint and to revalue women’s work as a counter to the capitalist organization of production.

It was not long, however, before feminists of color, of different classes, and of marginalized sexual orientations and different ethnicities questioned whether each and every woman has the same experience of oppression, exploitation, or domination. Some of these feminist theorists also argued that many women have never been secluded in the private or domestic sphere; others, especially those in situations of neocolonialism, criticized the way that the configuration of social spaces presumed in modern western discourse and imposed with the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology also structures the standpoint epistemologies of the early feminist criticism of science. These criticisms of women’s standpoint epistemologies, when taken together, suggest that the differences among women, as well as the different configurations of social spaces that shape these differences, need be allowed to inform the feminist criticism of science, indeed the practice of empirical science itself.

In the early works of Smith and Hartsock there was a failure to account for the differences among women, as well as a resistance to seeing the relevancy of these differences in feminist criticism of science, and therefore neither Smith nor Hartsock was prepared to treat the reconfiguration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the private and public spheres in the glocalization of cultures along with the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology. Nor were they prepared to treat the transformation of
technology in the late twentieth century and its effects on bodies, being, thought, historicity, and the relations of time and space. Ironically, although both Hartsock and Smith had treated women’s standpoint or women’s way of knowing in relationship to women’s place in the mode of production, neither had taken into account the change in political economic analysis that their own analyses of the mode of production as a mode of knowledge production implied.

The elaboration of women’s standpoint epistemologies in the early feminist criticism of science does imply, however, that knowledge has become central to the mode of production, such that women’s place in the production of knowledge can be thought to make it possible for women to more adequately understand the structure of capitalist production as a whole. Yet in treating women’s work Smith and Hartsock draw on Marx’s labor theory of value without noticing that Marxist theorists have begun to recognize that human labor is no longer central to production and that technoscience or abstract knowledge has instead become central to production, such that labor has become stratified along lines of technical knowledge.

Although the exploitation of workers around the world, women workers especially, has continued to be recognized as a political issue, Marxist theorists no longer have been taking the labor theory of value as the method for treating the capitalists’ adjustment of exchange relationships against the falling rate of profit, not at least without focusing more on what Jonathan Beller refers to as “the productive value of attention” connected to mass media and teletechnology, with implications for “biosocial (cybernetic) modification at all levels of social interaction.” In the early 1990s, Stanley Aronowitz would argue that in the 1970s and 1980s, Marxist theorists of the new left became increasingly involved with cultural studies, including the cultural studies of science, as an effect of a growing awareness that abstract knowledge had become central to production and that technoscience had become the primary agency of power/knowledge in what would be referred to as postmodern capitalism; Aronowitz even proposes that the new left’s resistance to the Viet Nam War already had engaged Marxist theorists in a cultural criticism of technoscience.

But neither Hartsock nor Smith recognized these same conditions as the conditions of possibility of their early feminist criticism of science; focused on the seclusion of women in the domestic sphere as well as on
the ideological separation of the private and public spheres, neither noticed that the configuration of social spaces that they presumed and wanted to critically engage was already being smoothed out, deterritorialized and reterritorialized in the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. Still, it was their focus on the ideological separation of the private and public spheres, and on the mode of caring characteristic of both women's work and women's knowing, that made the early feminist criticism of science a resource for autoethnographic writing, especially among feminist researchers in sociology, anthropology, and cultural studies.

It is not, however, only for their treatment of women's work and women's way of knowing that Smith's and Hartsock's works are referenced in autoethnographic writing; it is also because of their proposal that women understand better than men the experience of oppression, exploitation, and domination because these are uniquely women's experiences. Thus, women's standpoint means to put those studied on the same plane as those who study; as Harding put it: "The woman inquirer interpreting, explaining, critically examining women's condition is simultaneously explaining her own condition." Such a proposal could be generalized and at the same time made more specific. That is, standpoint epistemologies might be generalized to groups suffering various marginalizations, making their specific experiences the ground for an authorized knowledge of oppression, domination, and exploitation generally.

In her feminist criticism of science, Harding argued that standpoint epistemologies allow for strong objectivity by making the social location of the knower the starting point of inquiry; she thereby generalized standpoint epistemology to those who are marginalized on the basis of class, sexuality, ethnicity, race, and nation. In doing so Harding was responding to criticisms of Smith and Hartsock for essentializing women's identity, for ignoring differences, even antagonisms, among women. She was responding to theorists who were elaborating an identity politics in the terms of standpoint epistemologies, such as Patricia Hill Collins in her treatment of a black feminist standpoint and Gloria Anzaldúa in her treatment of mestiza consciousness. Harding also considered standpoint epistemologies in their intersection with postcolonial theory and multiculturalism, still arguing that a "robust reflexivity" is possible in empirical science.
But in extending standpoint epistemologies to include those who experience a range of oppressions and marginalizations, Harding gives a different treatment of standpoint epistemology than Smith and Hartsock do; they ground the value of women's way of knowing in women's location in the mode of production, in the context of the separation of the public and private spheres. Harding's treatment of standpoint epistemologies presumes instead that experience puts members of an oppressed group in essentially the same position to know and that each member of the group is able to be an authorized subject, having a unified, self-same identity both given with and given to a more adequate grasp of oppression. Whereas Norma Alarcón argued that "to be oppressed is to be disenabled not only from grasping an identity, but also from reclaiming it," and therefore "the theory of the subject of consciousness as a unitary and synthesizing agent of knowledge is always already a posture of domination," in her treatment of standpoint epistemologies Harding proposed otherwise.

Arguing for the strong objectivity of knowing when it is located in the experiences of a knowing subject, Harding made it possible for standpoint epistemologies to find expression in the autoethnographic writing of science. She made it probable that standpoint epistemologies will be deployed in experimental writing where and when the autobiographic is allowed to be the only or the primary site of the self-reflection of the scientist. In sociology, for example, there has been a number of efforts at experimental writing of autoethnography. Although Susan Krieger's *The Mirror Dance*, an ethnographic study of a lesbian community, first led her to treat the "self in social science" by means of the artful writing of personalized essays, feminist autoethnography is more often connected to sociologists Carolyn Ellis and Laurel Richardson.

Ellis's writing is presented as an "honest and open" expression of the sociologist's feelings about events in her own life, such as death, illness, and personal trauma, events that usually have been connected, at least for white middle-class women, to the private or domestic sphere, and therefore have been devalued as being part of women's work of nurturing, what Ellis refers to as "emotional work." For example, in Ellis's *Final Negotiations* she produces the story of her relationship to her husband, Gene Weinstein, focusing on the nine years of his illness that ended in his death. Here Ellis proposes to render her own emotional experience of being engaged over a long period of time in the care of a chron-
ically ill and dying loved one. But Ellis does not only want to tell of her experiences; she also hopes to coax the reader “to be open to your feelings as you take this narrative journey.”

Autoethnographies, like Ellis’s, challenge the tradition of empirical sociology. They mean to turn the eye of the sociological imagination back on the ethnographer; they mean as well “to personalize and humanize sociology,” as Ellis puts it. Although they are hesitant about treating other subjects as objects of observation, autoethnographers nonetheless expose themselves and those closest to them as part of a self-conscious reflection on doing ethnography. If these autoethnographies aim to revalue the work of women, they also aim to revalue the work of women sociologists. This has even led sociologists, Laurel Richardson for example, to produce autoethnographies of local academic settings, to expose the politics of university departments, and to reevaluate women’s participation in or exclusion from lines of academic and disciplinary authority, all in personal terms.

These autoethnographers do not, however, explicitly address the configuration of family and national ideologies, the state and civil society, and the private and public spheres, which, nonetheless, allows them to presume that nurturing or emotional work is the work of women only or that women’s work and only women’s work is hidden and devalued. These autoethnographers do not address the relationship of their experimental writing to the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital. They do not treat changes in technologies or the various technical substrates of unconscious memory and the effects of these on autoethnographic writing. The autoethnographic form remains unexamined as to its relationship to changed relations of time and space or the shift in aesthetic concerns from narrativity to the speeds of territorialization and reterritorialization, along with the adjustment to the vulnerabilities of exposure to media event-ness. Yet all this seems to be at issue in these self-exposing writings, which turn sociological theory almost exclusively to theorizing autoethnography in terms of the criticism of traditional ethnographic methods of research and writing as depersonalizing or dehumanizing.

It would seem possible, therefore, to trace the focus in autoethnographic writing on emotions and personal experience to the emotional realism or melodramatics of television. Television, after all, has been described by its critics in terms of an intensified emotionalism character-
istic of melodrama. They have argued that television’s overexposure of the private sphere and personal experience provokes an anxiety that can be soothed only by a further intensification of television’s emotional appeal such that tragedy, catastrophe, and death become the only touchstones of the really real of a hyperreality. It is therefore also possible to connect autoethnographic writing to what sociological theorists have described as social situations, where there is a progressive freeing of agency from embeddedness in traditional social relationships as well as in larger social structures and a further embeddedness in global and local cultural networks of information and communication.

Anthony Giddens, for one, argues that this retraction of the social in the face of the expansion of the teletechnological in postmodern societies refers reflexivity and self-reflection to what he calls the “pure relationship,” which is entered into for itself and which, with the help of the therapeutic practice of expert systems, no doubt including talk television, takes as its horizon open and honest communication, or what Giddens refers to as an “emotional democracy.” A symptomatic expression of the retraction of the social, autoethnography suggests that the social structural approaches of modern sociology have been displaced by the teletechnological; as a response, autoethnography turns sociology into a therapeutic expertise tuned into the personal or the interpersonal. Autoethnography aims sociology in the direction of the different sociality of postmodernity, where sociality is inextricable from knowledge objects, rhetorical mechanisms, writing technologies, therapeutic expert systems, even machine agencies other than human agencies, and where the personal is the touchstone of hyperreality.

However, if autoethnography seems much more a reflection of the retraction of the social than a critical intervention in postmodern societies, it does at least suggest that a more critical response necessarily would have to engage the speeds of the teletechnological and the vulnerabilites to exposure to media event-ness. That is to say, autoethnography urges a recognition of the reconfiguration of the conditions of possibility of sociology as an empirical science in the age of teletechnology. Therefore, autoethnography is linked to the new sociology of science, along with which it is rethinking the methods of self-reflection and reflexivity befitting a sociology of postmodernity. In this sense autoethnography is both an effect of the new sociology of science and its excess. It turns the new sociology of science on sociology itself; autoethnogra-
phy is an emotional exposure of the sociologist as well as the local institutional sites of the production of sociological knowledge.

Sociology, however, is not the only discipline in which autoethnography has been developed. In anthropology, too, there has been experimental ethnographic writing, including autoethnography. Feminist anthropologists have engaged in experimental writing and often refer to the early criticism of ethnographic writing, especially Clifford’s, as one of the inducements. After all, in his introduction to *Writing Culture*, Clifford tried and failed to explain the absence of any essay in the volume that treated feminist ethnography; he argued that “feminist ethnography has focused either on setting the record straight about women or on revising anthropological categories (for example, the nature/culture opposition). It has not produced either unconventional forms of writing or a developed reflection on ethnographic textuality as such.” The anger Clifford drew from feminist anthropologists, nonetheless, led them more explicitly to rethink ethnographic writing.

In the introduction to a collection of essays titled *Women Writing Culture*, Ruth Behar suggests that Clifford’s remarks did call women anthropologists, disciplined in a certain way of writing, to experiment beyond both the limits imposed in their training and those self-imposed in the need for acceptance in the empirical scientific discourse of anthropology. As Behar puts it, “In truth, the *Writing Culture* project was a sullen liberation.” But a more joyful, although perhaps more disturbing call to experimental writing, Behar reports, was the 1983 publication of *This Bridge Called My Back*. Of course *This Bridge Called My Back* was to have a profound effect on feminist theorists generally, calling them to rethink the relationship of gender to race, class, sexuality, ethnicity, nation, and diaspora. Part of its power to affect, however, was the forms of writing it displayed and made available as models for academic and intellectual writing. This book of essays, poems, letters, and diary entries by women of color not only forcefully taught western anthropologists about issues affecting women of color “at home” as well as abroad. But in making use of personal voices and personal experiences, it also made clear that there is a necessary connection between exploration in writing and articulating identities and experiences that have been excluded from disciplinary discourses. In contrast to traditional ethnography, Behar argues, *This Bridge Called My Back* made western anthropologists especially
aware that “first world women had unself-consciously created a cultural other in their images of ‘Third World’ or ‘minority’ women.”

Writing Culture and This Bridge Called My Back together inform the essays in Women Writing Culture; there are essays in the first person — autoethnographic treatments of experiences of marginality and diaspora offered by anthropologists who have themselves had these experiences. There are rereadings of the canon of works produced by female anthropologists — Elsie Clews Parsons, Ruth Landes, Ruth Benedict, and Margaret Mead — and fictional and poetic writings by Ella Cara Deloria, Mourning Dove, Zora Neale Hurston, and Alice Walker, among others. The collection is a mix of genres, fact and fiction, conventional anthropology, and personal testimony by anthropologists, much of which is meant to unsettle the distinction between the researcher and her subjects. The collection refuses to privilege the anthropologist, even the feminist anthropologist, as the only authorized subject of anthropological knowledge.

But beyond this, there is no further discussion about what is to be made of these experimental writings in relationship to a cultural criticism of science. As autoethnographic expressions of standpoint epistemologies, the essays do not problematize writing enough to connect writing to technology and to the glocalization of cultures in the transnationalization of capital and the globalization of teletechnology in neocolonialism. Yet Behar’s coeditor, Deborah Gordon, suggests in a conclusion to the collection that the distinction of conventional and experimental ethnographic writing increasingly is not easily defined. Or what is defined as experimental writing is increasingly subject to the market in the “fast paced intellectual exchange” of late twentieth-century academic and intellectual discourse. But how the fast pace of intellectual exchange affects the slower-paced anthropological method of ethnography is not addressed. Rather, the collection seems to insist on slowness, taking a long look back to the history of women in the discipline and introducing speed only inadvertently in allowing the faster autoethnographic insights to stand in for the observations of the slower traditional ethnography of western anthropology.

Other responses to the early criticism of ethnographic writing, however, are more apparently linked to the teletechnological; they seem more engaged with the speeds of deterritorialization and reterritorialization of social spaces and with the vulnerabilities to exposure to media event-
ness. These responses have been more engaged with postcolonial theory, which is itself confronting the globalization of teletechnology and the transnationalization of capital in neocolonialism. These experimental writings emphasize the movement of persons and things in the transnational flows of information and power/knowledge; they focus on a world situation that is characterized by what Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan refer to as "scattered hegemonies." These responses turn the early criticism of ethnographic writing to the thought of what Clifford refers to as "traveling cultures," where a politics of location is given over to the speeds and exposures of the teletechnological.

The notion of a politics of location, first articulated by Adrienne Rich in an effort to open feminist theory to rethinking the relationship of gender, race, sexuality, ethnicity, class, and nation, has enabled cultural critics not only to recognize, but to render in their writing, the ways they are situated or located in the production of knowledge. Although the politics of location can be expressed in autoethnographic writing informed by a standpoint epistemology, it also has led to a more subtle thinking about location itself in relationship to place, to the possibilities and impossibilities of staying, leaving, and moving, as these are connected to various displacements, especially those of the late twentieth century, such as exile, emigration, immigration, border crossing, homelessness, bondage, forced labor, and tourism. In this sense a politics of location has cast the subject as a multiplicity of movements against a series of displacements that evoke speeds and exposures, those of the information and communication networks of the teletechnological. Paul Gilroy, for example, connects teletechnology to the transformation of a unidirectional model of diaspora to a more "chaotic model" that allows the links between separated black populations around the world to be thought of in terms of "excentric communicative circuitry." A politics of location that is engaged with speeds and exposures provides a way to rethink the local or locality not as a privileged identity of place, person, or group, but as a mapping of what Chandra Mohanty describes as "multiple locations." As such, a politics of location draws on the localism of every location while not forgetting the globalization of teletechnology and the worldwide transmission of technoscience, technoculture, and technonature. Haraway makes the point this way: "Remembering that located does not necessarily mean local, even while it must mean partial and situated, and that global means not general or
universal but distributed and layered, seems the fundamental point to me for binding together the co-constitutive insights of cultural studies, antiracist feminist studies, and science studies."78 What is required is what Bruce Robbins describes as an imagination of "different modalities of situatedness-in-displacement."79 What is to be encouraged is that critical discourses crisscross each other, looping through each other, as a matter of the timing and intensities of form more than as a mere interdisciplinarity.

Ethnography is thereby given over to the challenge of informing a cultural criticism that is locally and globally critical all at once. However, this involves not only mapping the global and the local in terms of the speeds of deterritorialization; it also calls for attentiveness to the reterritorializations of social spaces, the reformulations of national and family ideologies, and the reconfiguration of civil society and the state, at the same time remembering that the speeds and exposures of the teletechnological are no longer solely about travel, but about the intensities of seeing, hearing, perceiving, and conceiving. Therefore, ethnography is sent into an endless circuiting from poetry, autobiography, sociology, anthropology, and cultural studies of science, judging the risks and promises of technoscience, technonature, and technoculture.

It is here that Haraway’s notion of diffraction returns, when self-criticism in knowledge practices must go beyond reflexivity and self-reflection, when it is no longer only a matter of human agencies caught up in the state apparatuses and a national hegemony, but when it also is about nonhuman agencies that inhere in finite forces, speeds, and exposures that are productive of technonature and technoculture. Diffraction, it would seem, would allow for a recognition of the global miredness out of which political agency arises, but that cannot itself be predetermined. Diffraction would summon an imagination of a critical practice capable of a more direct engagement with semiotic-material objects, locally and globally situated all at once.

Diffraction would make cultural critics ready to think the thought of machinic assemblages, to become engaged with the speeds of deterritorialization and reterritorialization of social spaces, and to meet the vulnerabilities of the exposures to media event-ness—all as a way to critically engage the “time-space regime of technobiopower."80 Therefore, diffraction seems part of a rhizomatic writing, a composing and recomposing that cuts into and cuts away from genres, technologies,
images, and scenes so that the movement is never simply narrative or life story. If it is for subjects, it is not subject centered. Nor are the cuts to or cuts away merely for literary effect in the narrow sense of writing and textuality. They are rather the traces of the movement of desire in the construction of machinic assemblages in order to do something.

Diffraction would enable thought where and when identity politics and standpoint epistemologies are crossed through with the forces of nonhuman agencies, where affectivity is a matter of techno-organic kinships and a more general unconscious. In ecofeminism, for example, there is this mix of movements of identity with a politics of technonature, such that feminist activism aimed at ecosystems is folded into contentions over identity, desire, bodies, class, gender, ethnicity, race, sexuality, and nation. Arturo Escobar offers another example in his discussion of the black and indigenous mobilizations in Colombia, where the politics of identity is also a politics of nature focused on the biodiversity of the rainforest and the surrounding region.

Escobar argues that these movements are not only an effect of and a response to the government’s opening up to world markets in the effort to integrate Colombia into the Pacific Basin economies; they also are about the indigenous groups’ becoming involved in local capitalizations in an effort to benefit from, while trying to control, the interest in conservation and sustainable development, especially the patenting of “nature,” with which the rainforest region is rich. Not only are local ways of knowing defended by indigenous groups, but indigenous groups also make alliances with the northern advocates of the technological conservation of biodiversity.

Escobar argues that it is unclear what will be the effects of these movements of black and indigenous groups, who already have engaged with their own practices of knowing, and also have become engaged with expert systems and the practices of “development” of the northern nations. But whatever the effects may be, this is a social movement where a politics of identity is linked to a politics of nature. The relationship between identity and territory are thereby made stronger, although just as identity is conceived, in nonessentialist terms, as a matter of preserving cultural difference, territory is conceived as something other than homeland. It is an economic resource for sure, but also something more, something like the ground for writing futures. Escobar refers to Deleuze and Guattari’s treatment of territorialization and deterritori-
alization, suggesting that presently the rainforest is a machinic assem­
blage, a desiring production, a plane of consistency for politics, econom­
ics, and cultural transformations, where multiple agencies are assem­
bled to dream a future to come. These examples point to an ongoing
rethinking of politics in the age of teletechnology. They point to the effort
to make thought practical, an effort that has drawn the cultural criti­
cism of science and the critique of ethnography together to the future.

Imagine the cultural criticism of science joined with the critique of
ethnography writing, along with three decades of cultural criticism,
philosophical and highly abstract, all to make thought practical, to put
thought and practice on the same plane of desire. How can it be? How
can it be that it would take so much theoretical effort to produce this
practical effect? No doubt it has been difficult to deconstruct the mod­
ern western discourse of Man—the rules of empirical science that it
gives and the aesthetic methods of mastery that it supports. It has been
difficult to think against the insistence on the opposition of nature and
culture, body and machine, nature and technology, the real and the vir­
tual, the living and the inert. It has been difficult to follow unconscious
thought to its future in the age of teletechnology, to affect an ontologi­
cal shift and then to let thought begin anew. But it is this future of
thought to which poststructuralism has been drawn and that has had
elaboration in the cultural criticisms engaged with poststructuralism
over the last three decades of the twentieth century.

And if autoaffection would return in the yearning for self-same iden­
tity and in the desire to speak with one’s own voice, it is not to be un­
expected or simply to be scorned. Autoaffection is to be deconstructed,
as Derrida puts it, only “to the extent that its power of repetition ideäl­
izes itself” ... and “appears as my spontaneity.” Then repetition must be
urged beyond itself to its différance, to a different thought of repeti­
tion. In such a way was the thought of pure repetition given: to think
repetition without origin and without end, letting loose the unconscious
from its embodiment in the subject of the modern western discourse
of Man and thereby to reach for a cultural criticism that goes beyond,
while going through, the unconscious thought given in the joining of
Marxism and psychoanalysis.

It is not clear what future will come beyond the future given with the
unconscious thought of teletechnology. It is being written; no doubt
somewhere it is just starting itself up. In fits and starts, across mystic
writing-pads, it is producing bodies, assemblages of scenes, screens, and moving machines. And surely some

small space is saved for the subject,
some autoaffectionate bits,
made out of desire for one more word,
that there be just one more word between us
even though there already have been so many.
I did not want to feel the flow of words ebb
and go so near to the end,
so near to death.
There still is the hope of a voice to be born,
more than a voice.
This is the hope of any analysis,
of psychoanalysis for one.
The one that befriended me and more
gave me the transferential love of a lifetime.
Still, it ended
at the infinite point that an I needs to be, with
mommies and daddies and sons and daughters, too,
but more than two,
many more visions in blind sights.
And in the end, the end was not prepared for,
no matter the ends along the way,
it was sudden.
Suddenly she was gone, no longer sitting nearby me,
my hair brushing against her knees, her knees pressing
thoughts to my lips
and the whispers ascending and taking flight over my head
to her ear,
the other to hear the other in my ear.
Together to keep the speaking going without its turning back
to muteness,
until the sound of my silence is different
than when I first tried to speak it to her.
Until in the end of every end, there also is beginning.
I began in the end.
Introduction


3. I am referring here to Gilles Deleuze, "Postscript on Societies of Control," *October* 59 (1991): 3–7. The notion of "control societies" is discussed more fully in later chapters. Let me say, however, that when I refer to the structural configuration of social spaces presumed in the modern western discourse, I mean to refer to discussions from F. W. Hegel on, where what has been at issue has been the spacing of the public sphere, civil society, private life, capitalism, and the individual and the family in relationship to the state and where it is presumed that there is an ideal separation of these social spaces that allows for the individual's rights, freedoms, and obligations in relationship to a national collectivity. Deleuze's treatment of control societies suggests that the arrangement of social spaces is being smoothed out and thereby prepared for profound reconfiguration. Although Deleuze often gives a negative cast to his notion of control societies, he also recognizes it to be a situation for various virtualities to be actualized in various futures. For further discussion of "smooth" as contrasted with "striated," see Deleuze with Félix Guattari in *A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia*, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 474–500. For Sassen's discussion of unbundling, see *Globalization and Its Discontents* (New York: New Press, 1998), 81.

4. In the situation described in the previous note, it is possible but also necessary to treat the speeds of the territorialization and deterritorialization of social spaces. As for the notion of media event-ness, for now let me say that I mean to refer not only to the changes connected to television and its logic of exposure, such as the effect on the distinction of private and public spheres, national and family
ideologies, and therefore the effect on identities and bodies of subjects and collectivities. I also mean to put forward the notion of event as a displacement of the objectness of object; that is, borrowing from Deleuze and Guattari, I mean to refer to event as an object that comes into being only with a theoretical apparatus or device; event is a better term than object when temporality matters, when the ontology of the object in volatile, unfolding. More generally, then, event-ness refers to a shift in the temporal and spatial relationships of Being effected with the teletechnological. I am proposing that Being-ness be thought of in terms of speed and exposure—media event-ness—bringing teletechnology and Being-ness closer together.

5. C.W. Mills, The Sociological Imagination (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959). For an interesting treatment of Mills’s sociological imagination in postmodernity, which is relevant to my sense that Mills’s treatment of the sociological imagination has been displaced, see Charles Lemert, Sociology after the Crisis (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1995).


10. Spivak, Outside in the Teaching Machine, 30. Here Spivak is referring only to Derrida’s and Foucault’s works in relationship to the ontic, but her remark, I believe, is appropriate for discussing Deleuze and Guattari’s work as well.

11. Derrida’s treatments of the “gift” or the “given” appear in a number of his writings, such as Glas, trans. John P. Leavey and Richard Rand (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986); Spurs, trans. Barbara Harlow (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979); and The Post Card, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). I am drawing most specifically from Jacques Derrida, Given Time: 1. Counterfeit Money, trans. Peggy Kamuf (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). Although difficult, the notion of the given is one that allows ontological implications or an ontological perspective to be drawn without stipulating an originary-ness. It therefore can refer rather to the finitude of beings and to what Derrida describes, and I discuss in later chapters, as the “contamination” of Being with finitude or technicity.


16. Ibid., 18.

17. Following Deleuze and Guattari, I am not carefully defining plane of consistency or machinic assemblage, but letting these terms accumulate, condense, and disperse various meanings along the way. For Deleuze and Guattari’s discussions of these concepts, at least see Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen Lane (New York: Viking Press, 1972); Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia.


22. Spivak wrote of the “international frame” of feminism in “French Feminism in an International Frame,” Yale French Studies 62 (1981), 154–84. She has returned to this earlier essay in Outside in the Teaching Machine, 141–71. In both of these essays Spivak’s discussions of Luce Irigaray, Julia Kristeva, and Hélène Cixous provide links to the works of Butler and Grosz, who also draw on these French feminist theorists. See also Spivak’s treatment of Marxism in an international frame in “Scattered Speculations on the Question of Value,” In Other Worlds (New York: Methuen, 1987), 154–75. Spivak’s treatments of poststructuralism, feminism, Marxism, and neocolonialism are important influences on what follows; her work, more than anyone’s, has encouraged my ongoing reading of poststructuralist critics.
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58. In her recent treatment of “black novels” deploying a psychoanalytic perspective, Claudia Tate points to “the misgivings that many African Americans have about the relevance of psychoanalysis to black liberation, thus the general absence of psychoanalytic models in black intellectual discourse” (5). In a footnote she adds, “[M]any would contend that the imposition of psychoanalytic theory on African American literature advances Western hegemony over the cultural production of black Americans, indeed over black subjectivity” (192, n. 6.) Although I agree with Tate, who argues that to have no analysis of the unconscious in treating race seems a terrible loss, I also question the relevancy of the oedipal narrative as a universal narrative. Questions of racial difference, like those of sexual difference, are part of my uneasiness about the oedipal narrative, but that is not my only uneasiness. There also is the historical and cultural specificity of the oedipal narrative in relationship to technology. Of course there are scholars who have treated race and psychoanalysis. Besides Claudia Tate, whose work I have been quoting—*Psychoanalysis and Black Novels: Desire and the Protocols of Race* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998)—there are scholars who have written about race and psychoanalysis in treating the works of Franz Fanon, such as Stuart Hall, bell hooks, Kobena Mercer, and Homi Bhabha; see *The Fact of Blackness: Franz Fanon and Visual Representation*, ed. Alan Read (Seattle: Bay Press, 1996). Among Black feminist theorists, Hortense Spillers has been a provocative commentator on psychoanalysis and race; see especially “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book,” *Diacritics*, 17 (1987), 65–81. For my own discussion of Black feminist thought, see *Feminist Thought, Desire, Power, and Academic Discourse* (Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1994). Among early feminist film theorists, Jane Gaines brought attention to the exclusion of questions of race in feminist film theory in “White Privilege and Looking Relations: Race and Gender in Feminist Film Theory,” *Cultural Critique* 4 (1986), 59–79. There also is the statement about feminist film criticism by a black feminist theorist; see bell hooks, *Black Looks: Race and Representation* (Boston: South End Press, 1992). There were responses among early feminist film theorists; along with Silverman, see Mary Ann Doane, “Dark Continents: Epistemologies of Racial and Sexual Difference in Psychoanalysis and the Cinema,” in *Femmes Fantasies, Feminism, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis* (New York: Routledge, 1991), 208–48. See also the more recent book by Sharon Willis, *High Contrast: Race and Gender in Contemporary Hollywood Film* (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997). In the journal *Screen*, where early feminist film theory often was treated, the question of race and film theory was discussed in relationship to colonial discourse in an early essay by Homi Bhabha, “The Other Question: The Stereotype and Colonial Discourse,” *Screen* 24 (1983), 18–36. Special issues of this journal on race continued this discussion, the last of which was *Screen* 29 (1988), edited by Isaac Julien and Kobena Mercer. There have been more recent works by early feminist theorists dealing with colonial and neocolonial discourses, film, gender, and race; see E. Ann Kaplan, *Look-*
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